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Abstract
Geometric Manufacturability Analysis for Additive Manufacturing
by
Hannah Dawes Budinoff
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Mechanical Engineering
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Sara McMains, Chair
During the development of a new product, it is difficult for designers to predict how their
design decisions will impact manufacturability and manufacturing cost of the individual parts
in their product. Additive manufacturing is increasingly becoming a viable option to produce
high fidelity prototypes and even small-scale production part runs. However, as an emerging
technology, there are few resources available to help designers make design decisions regarding
quality and manufacturability for additive manufacturing. Most information developed to
help designers ensure manufacturability is in the form of general guidelines that designers
must interpret and then use their best judgment to scrutinize their design. Designers can
only guess, based on previous experience, if the process can produce part features that
meet their specified geometric tolerances. However, by using algorithms to analyze part
geometry, it is possible to predict additive manufacturing outcomes. This thesis describes
the development of two software tools to analyze part geometry in near real-time: one that
predicts manufacturability, and another that predicts achievable quality.
These tools are used to explore how automated part geometry analysis influences the
effectiveness of design for additive manufacturing feedback. The research hypothesis of this
thesis is that part geometry analysis improves the practicality, accuracy, and usefulness of
design for additive manufacturing feedback. To test this hypothesis, three research thrusts
were conducted: evaluating the performance of the newly developed tools relative to existing
tools, experimental verification of the predictions of the tools, and a user study evaluating
usage of the manufacturability tool during a design task. Comparison with existing tools
indicated that both tools described in this thesis have similar computation time as exist-
ing solutions, while providing greater potential to allow designers to analyze manufacturing
trade-offs, with a more comprehensive approach to modeling sources of errors in the manu-
facturing process. A range of parts were printed using fused deposition modeling and then
inspected. The experimental results showed that the predictions of both tools were rela-
tively accurate, and highlighted several additional process parameters that can be included
in the modeling approach to improve accuracy. Lastly, a user study demonstrated that use
of the software tool reduced the number of manufacturability problems in participants’ de-
signs while requiring a similar amount of time to use, compared with using a list of design
heuristics. The findings of the thesis support the practicality, accuracy, and usefulness of
geometry analysis software tools to support design for additive manufacturing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, the context of the problem that this thesis seeks to address is presented.
Then, the specific research focus of the thesis is summarized. Contributions of this work are
discussed. Finally, the structure of the thesis is described.
1.1 Motivation
Advances in engineering, mechanical design, and manufacturing lead to new technologies that
improve our quality of life. The impact of engineered goods on human activities is dramatic
and ubiquitous. Most of the objects we interact with daily—from airplanes to cellphones
to medical devices—were designed, tested, and manufactured in a new-product-development
process led by engineers.
Industries involved in the production of engineered products are also a fundamental part
of the US and worldwide economy. The manufacturing industry contributed 12% to US GDP,
compared with a worldwide average 16% of GDP in 2016 [3]. Despite a general downturn
in the industry in the past few decades, between 2017 and 2018, the contribution of durable
goods manufacturing to US GDP increased 5.4% [4]. It is clear from these numbers that
the engineering and production of products is an essential activity with an outsized impact
on our daily lives. Supporting this industry are thousands of engineers and technicians.
In 2013, roughly 12 million workers (8.8% of all US employees) were employed by the US
manufacturing sector [5]. In that same year, the number of engineers employed in the US
was approximately 1.5 million [6]. Engineers who work on developing new products have a
particularly important and challenging task.
During the design process for a new product, designers make a myriad of decisions that
determine the final configuration of the product (e.g., deciding the geometry and arrange-
ment of features, determining how individual parts will fit into an assembly, and determining
what material and manufacturing process will be used to create the parts). These complex
decisions are often interconnected, affecting both the functionality of the product and in-
fluencing the cost and ease of manufacturing the product. Design decisions can have a
significant impact on the total product cost, and therefore, the ultimate success of a prod-
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uct. Many studies have anecdotally stated that decisions made during the product design
stage determine for 70% of ultimate manufacturing cost. While that exact value may be
apocryphal, there is a consensus in industry that product design decisions determine a sig-
nificant portion of product costs [7]. While the exact impact of design decisions on product
cost depends on the industry and product type, these decisions are crucial in determining
the overall cost, and designers should consider them carefully.
Even though engineering design is central to the creation of new products, the process
of design itself has only somewhat recently become the focus of study [8]. There is a lack of
awareness regarding best practices for engineering design, especially in the specific case of
considering the interconnections between design decisions and manufacturing. When a design
tool is presented in the literature, there is not typically an associated user study validating
the tool’s utility or its impact on the design process. There is a need to understand how to
consider manufacturing constraints effectively during the design process, in order to develop
and manufacture products in a cost-efficient manner.
Historically in the US, an “over-the-wall” design process was typical [9]: engineers de-
signed a part without considering manufacturing complexity or cost and then transferred the
part to manufacturing specialists to manufacture. The part was re-designed if or when those
specialists determined that the manufacturing cost or complexity was too high. However,
design changes are very costly to implement late in the product development process. A
widely cited rule of thumb known as the “rule of 10” states that the cost to implement a
design change increases by a factor of 10 between each phase of the design process [10]. So,
for example, making a change to the design of a part after production tooling is procured
may be ten times more costly than making the change before procuring the tooling. In
addition to the cost of scrapped tooling, the increased cost is due to the large number of
person-hours required to process and propagate the change [10].
In order to avoid costly changes late in the development process, there is a need to move
away from the over-the-wall model. To this end, there has been an increased interest from
academia and industry over the last 50 years to develop methodologies to promote the con-
sideration of manufacturing constraints during the design process. These methodologies are
often referred to as design for manufacturing (DFM). DFM is a cornerstone of concurrent
engineering. Concurrent, or simultaneous, engineering is a method for developing a new
product where the different stages of the design cycle (e.g., concept generation, prototyping,
testing, manufacturing) occur simultaneously. In the traditional engineering design process,
these stages occur sequentially. A concurrent engineering approach can lead to shortened
product development lead times [11–13], improved product quality, [14], and reduced product
cost [13]. Researchers have published many examples of DFM tools and strategies for tradi-
tional manufacturing processes [15,16] that can be used as part of a concurrent engineering
approach.
With advances in technology, new manufacturing processes are developed for designers to
consider. Additive manufacturing (AM) is a collection of technologies that have developed in
the past 35 years where a part is created by adding material in a layer-by-layer fashion. AM is
fundamentally different from traditional subtractive manufacturing approaches, where a part
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is made by removing extra material. AM technologies include stereolithography, selective
laser melting and sintering, and fused deposition modeling. While AM was initially used
primarily for prototyping, it is increasingly used for one-off and small batch production. It
has started to become a viable process for designers to consider selecting for producing their
products. The growth in interest and use of AM technologies has been extraordinary. AM
has experienced double-digit growth most of the past 35 years, growing into a market that
was worth over $4 billion in 2014 [17].
To introduce the key terminology of AM processes, a brief overview of one AM process,
namely fused deposition modeling (FDM), is presented here. Fused deposition modeling
is also known as fused filament fabrication. The part geometry is represented in an STL
(stereolithography) file, which contains geometry information in the form of vertex location
and connectivity information between vertices. Before printing a part, a designer can rotate
the STL file in 3D space and choose a build orientation. A slicer program divides the part
geometry into a series of layers, based on the chosen layer thickness and build orientation.
The slicer program then generates building instructions that are sent to the FDM machine.
The FDM machine pulls plastic filament from a spool into a heated nozzle, known as an
extruder (Fig. 1.1). The extruder (or the build platform, depending on the machine) is
moved to the appropriate positions while the extruder deposits heated filament. If there
are overhanging faces (i.e., faces that are downward-facing with no part geometry beneath
them to support them), the extruder also deposits removable support material beneath the
overhanging face. Depending on the machine, the support material may be made using a
different filament than the filament used to build the part, or the same filament. Support
material is typically created in a less dense scaffold pattern, meant to be easy to remove
after printing. Once a single layer is complete, the build platform moves vertically, and the
construction of the next layer begins. The build platform and build chamber surrounding
the print area may or may not be heated above ambient temperature.
Additive manufacturing technologies give designers the ability to create complex geome-
try that was not possible with more traditional manufacturing processes [18]. AM presents
designers with opportunities for part consolidation, weight reduction, functional customiza-
tion, personalization, and new aesthetics functional customization [19]. AM technologies
also bring new challenges for designers and manufacturers [20]. In AM, process parameters
used during the manufacturing process can have a significant influence on the quality of the
produced part [21]. As discussed in [22], designers who use AM make decisions about build
orientation, layer thickness, support material, but may not understand how these decisions
impact the achievable quality of their part. Designers may send a design to be manufac-
tured only to have several unsuccessful prints due to poor selection of process parameters,
build direction, or layer thickness. The impact of some of these factors may lessen as AM
technology matures. However, many of these issues are inherent to the layered nature of
AM and need to be considered earlier in the design process when changes are less expen-
sive to implement. As a relatively new technology, there is still uncertainty as to the best
practices of applying DFM techniques to additive manufacturing [17, 23]. The set of design
methodologies to help designers consider the freedoms and constraints associated with addi-
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Figure 1.1: An overview of the key parts of an extrusion-based system, such as FDM.
tive manufacturing, known as design for additive manufacturing (DFAM), requires further
development.
In summary, design and manufacturing play critical roles in our economy and society.
Design and manufacturing processes are also inherently linked. DFM can help designers un-
derstand the connections between these two processes so they can more objectively consider
trade-offs between design and manufacturing goals, such as cost and quality, to ultimately
improve design effectiveness and reduce cost. However, there are few user studies about
designers using DFM tools during the design process. We have little understanding of how
designers handle manufacturing trade-offs, how designer characteristics impact usage of DFM
tools, or even if DFM tools are effective at reducing manufacturing issues. Further, the area
of DFAM is still maturing and consequently, there are few DFAM tools.
1.2 Research focus
The research focus of this thesis is on geometry analysis for DFAM. As will be surveyed in the
next chapter, researchers have developed DFAM tools addressing various needs of designers
at different stages of the design process. One promising but underdeveloped area of research
is applying geometry analysis to DFAM. Geometry analysis for DFAM uses algorithms to
analyze part geometry (i.e., size and arrangement of different part features) to assess com-
patibility with AM geometry constraints. Geometry analysis can provide the designer with
manufacturing feedback (e.g., this feature is too small to be successfully manufactured, or
this feature will likely have a large amount of geometric error). In this thesis, we develop
two geometry analysis tools. These two tools are developed to better address the needs of
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designers who would like to use AM, but also to help explore what makes DFAM analysis
effective. Both tools have a similar focus in that they are DFAM tools based on geometry
analysis. However, the tools were developed to address designer needs at different stages in
the design process.
The first tool developed in this thesis assesses the AM manufacturability of a part. Man-
ufacturability refers to the relative ease with which a part can be manufactured. There is
a pressing need to develop design guidelines for AM to help ensure parts are designed to
be manufacturable [23]. Manufacturability analysis systems, which use algorithms to detect
features on a part that are incompatible with a particular manufacturing process, have been
developed for traditional manufacturing processes [15]. Few analogous algorithms exist for
AM. A manufacturability analysis system for AM will enable designers to evaluate if their
design contains any features or attributes that prevent it from being manufactured easily. If
such features or attributes exist, then the designer can consider geometry or process param-
eter changes. As a result, designers can improve the manufacturability of their part early in
the design process.
The second tool developed in this thesis assesses the achievable quality of a part. Quality
is quantified using geometric tolerances, which limit the amount of geometric variation on
part features. Tolerancing connects design intent and manufacturing outcomes by quantify-
ing allowable inaccuracy on a manufactured part compared to the nominal, perfect geometry
specified by the designer. Predicting achievable tolerances would aid designers by helping
them determine if a particular AM process was capable of creating their part with the de-
sired level of accuracy. However, most DFM tools do not adequately address tolerances [24].
Additionally, because AM is a new technology, there is uncertainty about the tolerances
that are achievable by different AM processes [22]. Furthermore, the processes of tolerance
analysis and tolerance transfer have challenges unique to AM [25]. If designers can under-
stand what level of tolerance is achievable, they can consider changes to the geometry, the
tolerance scheme, or the AM process parameters used to manufacture their part.
This thesis hypothesizes that geometric manufacturability analysis for AM is practical,
accurate, and useful. The practicality of such systems is vital to consider. If geometric
manufacturability analysis tools are not easy to use and feasible to implement, they will not
be useful in practice. It is also essential that such tools meet the needs of designers. The
second part of the hypothesis, which focuses on accuracy, is also crucial. The accuracy of the
manufacturability estimates needs to be verified to ensure that the predictions are sufficiently
robust to help designers understand trade-offs. Here, accuracy is measured experimentally.
Finally, after verifying the practicality and accuracy of the tools, we will assess the utility
of the tools. User testing and feedback from designers are used to assess the utility of the
tools.
It is expected that by making more explicit and explorable connections between design
and manufacturing, especially in the specifications regarding part geometry, designers can
more efficiently analyze manufacturing trade-offs during the design stage. This thesis is a
first step in confirming this supposition. As stated earlier, there is a dearth of research
focused on engineering design. Findings of this thesis will help lay the groundwork for future
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study to understand the utility of not just DFAM but also DFM feedback more generally,
shedding light on what factors impact the efficacy of DFM feedback.
1.2.1 Assumptions
The tools described in this thesis evaluate individual components of parts that would be
manufactured separately. The analysis of assemblies of parts is outside of the scope of this
thesis (we assume assembly tolerances have already been allocated to individual parts). We
assume that DFM tools would be used at a stage in the product development process when
there is at least a rough computer model representing the design geometry.
As part of this thesis, some user testing was conducted with undergraduate students. We
assume that students serve as representations of actual designers. Although students are
likely most representative of novice designers, the student body included in the study had
a wide range of experience levels with design and manufacturing, providing insights about
more experienced designers.
The software tools developed in this thesis are meant to serve as a testbed to explore
DFM. The ease-of-use may not be as high as for commercial software packages, but it is
adequate to provide useful insights about how designers consider manufacturing constraints
during the design process and how designer characteristics impact the usage of DFM tools.
The focus of this thesis is mainly on fused deposition modeling (FDM), primarily because
of the accessibility of that technology. FDM printers are relatively cheap and easy to find on
most college campuses and makerspaces (collaborative workspaces with a focus on enabling
the general public to make new things). However, we posit that this thesis and the tools
described here can be adapted to other AM processes and insights can be applied to non-
additive processes as well.
1.3 Contribution
This overarching goal of this thesis is to enable the development of more effective DFAM
software tools in the future. The research described in this thesis advances this goal in
several key ways. The first contribution is specific to the state of the art in software-based
DFAM feedback. This research moves the state of the art of DFAM feedback related to
geometric accuracy and manufacturability criteria forward. Several models for predicting
geometric accuracy and manufacturability of AM parts have been developed in industry
(e.g., Meshmixer) and academia [26–30] but they have not been extensively evaluated. This
thesis evaluates existing tools, comparing and contrasting the predictions and contributions
of these tools. Also, we evaluate the accuracy of the previously developed tools and highlight
opportunities for improvements based on experimental measurements.
Another contribution is the development and sharing of our software tools. The tools
described here are open source and can be used by other researchers who want to conduct
further DFAM research. Also, the tools can be used by designers, whether they be student
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designers who are working on projects while in school or engineers working in industry.
Hopefully, further use of these tools will enable better manufacturing outcomes for designers
as well as an improved understanding of the DFAM process for researchers.
This thesis contributes some general insights into designer behavior for DFM for tradi-
tional manufacturing processes, as well. Although the trade-offs and phenomena captured
in our tools are specific to AM, trade-off analysis is a desirable function for any DFM sys-
tem. The results presented here improve our understanding of designer needs in regards to
software-based DFM, through literature review, critical evaluation of existing systems, and
user testing with one of our tools. In addition, the user testing described here highlights
important interactions between designers and software-based DFM tools.
Taken together, the contributions of this thesis advance the current understanding of
what attributes are necessary for effective DFM software tools. This improved understanding
can be leveraged to make more effective DFM software tools in the future, that will help
designers better understand manufacturing constraints and trade-offs early in the design
process. Ultimately, improved DFM will enable concurrent engineering practices that result
in higher quality products, lower scrap rates, and shorter product development lead times.
1.4 Thesis structure
This thesis consists of seven chapters. The second chapter reviews relevant literature to
motivate and provide context to the research questions discussed above. Existing literature
on topics such as DFM, DFAM, and design-support tools are summarized. Chapter 3 fo-
cuses on the material and methods of the thesis. Since the focus of this thesis is largely
computational, this chapter details the algorithms and framework of the geometry analysis
tools we developed. In Chapter 4, we evaluate the hypothesis that geometric analysis in
support of DFAM is practical. The tools developed in Chapter 3 are applied to an example
part, and their analyses are compared with existing DFAM software tools. Chapter 5 focuses
on evaluating the hypothesis that geometric analysis in support of DFAM is accurate. This
chapter summarizes experimentation that was conducted to evaluate manufacturability cri-
teria and estimates of achievable tolerances. In Chapter 6, we employ user testing with the
tool to test the hypothesis that geometric analysis in support of DFAM is useful. Chapter 7
concludes the thesis by discussing the research objectives and revisiting the main hypothesis.
Particular areas in need of future research are also highlighted.
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Chapter 2
Background and previous work
The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that geometry analysis to assess the manufactura-
bility of parts to be made using additive manufacturing is feasible, accurate, and helpful.
In order to motivate and provide context for this goal, it is necessary to review the current
state of research in related areas. This chapter provides a broad overview of design for
manufacturing (DFM) and design for additive manufacturing (DFAM), before narrowing to
more specific topics relevant to the thesis.
2.1 Design for manufacturing
DFM can refer to a diverse set of strategies that seek to help designers consider manufac-
turing costs and constraints during the design of new products. Some of these strategies
are organizational or social, such as encouraging interaction between the often siloed teams
focused on design and manufacturing. Some of these strategies are technical, such as the use
of DFM software tools to assess product manufacturability [13,14,31].
As summarized in [14], benefits of applying DFM include: improving the quality of
designs; allowing designers to understand trade-offs between product performance and man-
ufacturing yield; reducing product development cycle time; reducing manufacturing cost and
manufacturing cycle time; higher and more predictable manufacturing yields; and reduction
in maintainability/serviceability efforts and warranty costs. With these benefits, it is easy
to understand why many major companies now implement different DFM strategies [12,13].
One recent study found that a DFM-focused redesign of a medical device reduced produc-
tion time by 75% and production cost by 8% [32]. However, the adoption of DFM is not
universal [12]. DFM usage is limited in some industries, like aerospace [9], and at smaller
companies that lack the resources to put DFM strategies into practice [33]. There is more
work to be done to understand the need for DFM in industry and to better address those
needs through new DFM strategies and tools.
The terms “producability” and “manufacturability” were introduced in the 1960s to
identify the relative ease of manufacturing a part [34]. In the late 1960s, Boothroyd, in
conjunction with Redford and later Dewhurst, created guidelines to minimize the cost of
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manufacturing and assembling engineered goods. In the subsequent years, researchers and
companies have developed many different tools and methodologies to help designers apply
DFM, as is summarized elsewhere [15,16].
Different DFM tools and strategies are appropriate at different stages in the design pro-
cess. For example, if applied during conceptual design, it is possible that DFM guidelines
might be used by designers to develop the design concepts. If applied during concept eval-
uation, methods for developing a rough estimate of manufacturing cost maybe applied. If
applied after detailed design, DFM can be used to re-design existing parts to alleviate issues
that have arisen during manufacturing or to reduce manufacturing cost. Generally, more De-
sign for X tools have been developed for later design stages (e.g., detail design) than earlier,
more conceptual phases [16]. Design for X is the term used to identify the general category
of tools that focus on helping designers achieve some goal, represented by the X, such as
design for sustainability or design for assembly. On the spectrum of Design for X methodolo-
gies, DFM tends to be more specific and concrete and less conceptual. This characteristic is
due, in part, to the fact that manufacturing cost and overall manufacturability is driven by
material selection, the complexity and orientation of part features, and the manufacturing
process chosen. In conceptual design, these variables are not yet set, and so it is difficult to
apply DFM tools fully.
Historically, most DFM information was typically shared in the form of guidelines or
heuristics [24]. However, starting in the 1990s, a number of systems were described that
use geometry analysis to provide DFM feedback [35–37]. Because humans are better able to
address the creative aspect of design, it makes sense to oﬄoad some rote tasks to a software
tool that can automatically assess the manufacturability of a part. The efficiency of human
decision making is negatively impacted by the complexity of the problem (in particular,
the number of design parameters [38]). Complex problems can be difficult for designers,
who may struggle to remember relationships between different parameters while trying to
optimize competing design objectives, such as improving a part’s manufacturability while
also decreasing part cost. Using computer-based tools to perform manufacturability analysis
should help overcome the limitations of manual assessment by designers [31].
2.1.1 Software-based geometry analysis for DFM
Software tools and algorithms that perform automated geometry analysis can provide helpful
design feedback, allowing designers to improve manufacturing outcomes. These types of sys-
tems are often referred to as manufacturability analysis systems. Manufacturability analysis
systems automatically analyze part geometry to help designers consider manufacturing con-
straints, helping them to identify and rectify any potential manufacturing problems before
finalizing their design [15,39].
Many manufacturability analysis systems and algorithms exist for traditional manufactur-
ing processes, as summarized in [15,39,40]. Analysis of the systems that exist for traditional
manufacturing processes can provide insight into the potential impact of AM manufactura-
bility analysis systems. There are some indications that geometry analysis for DFM can
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improve designs, as opposed to a designer self-assessing their part using DFM rules or guide-
lines. Design-support tools can be helpful for designers because they can serve as an extension
of designers short term memory [41], allowing them to focus on other more demanding tasks.
Barnawal, Dorneich, Frank, and Peters [42] found that a 3D software tool helped designers
to identify geometry leading to castability problems more effectively than providing the de-
signers only with textual feedback. Riggs, Poli, and Woolf [43] also described preliminary
findings that showed promise for teaching design for injection molding principles through
a software package. Lynn [44] found that students who interacted with a simulation-based
software tool were better able to recognize geometrical limitations of subtractive manufac-
turing processes compared with students who did not interact with the tool. It is expected
that a DFAM manufacturability analysis system can provide a similar benefit to designers.
Before presenting a summary of DFAM, important considerations of any software-based
design tool, such as a DFM software tool, will be discussed. These considerations will be
used later to frame the development and evaluation of the DFAM tools presented in this
thesis.
Considerations of computer-based design tools
Design, even when aided by computer-based design tools, is an intrinsically human activ-
ity. For several decades, researchers have explored “interactions between designers, between
designers and computers, and between designers and users, especially in the early stages of
design” [45]. The interaction between designers and computers is of particular relevance to
this thesis and has been the focus of some prior research. Interactions between humans and
other elements of a system, known as human factors, have been found play a crucial role in
how designers use (or fail to use) design-support tools like CAD [46] and concurrent engi-
neering tools [47]. Poor human factors can limit or prevent implementation of concurrent
engineering design tools in industry [47].
Because of the relative lack of research on the efficacy of DFM, it is currently unclear how
human factors may impact performance using DFM tools. However, insights can be drawn
from the general field of human-computer interaction. Important human-computer interac-
tion concepts relevant to the design of support systems are reviewed here. These concepts
will inform the evaluation of existing DFM tools, described later in this introduction, and
guide the development of DFM tools described in subsequent chapters of this thesis. The
relevant concepts focused on here are prior experience, interactivity, and visualization.
Experience level of designers- Research suggests that a designer’s prior experience and
domain knowledge can impact a designer’s performance on design tasks. Barnawal et al. [42]
argued that novice designers would benefit especially from DFM systems because, as summa-
rized by Ahmed, Wallace, and Blessing [48], they rely largely on trial and error in their design
methodology. Therefore, a design-support tool that rapidly evaluates their design could help
them more efficiently iterate and improve their design. Expertise in the design subject
improves a designer’s ability to understand the coupling between design variables [49]. Sim-
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ilarly, a designer’s domain knowledge can influence how a designer interacts and feels about
a design- or decision-support tool [46,50]. In one study, experts preferred directly specifying
the values of design parameters in a design-support tool, whereas novices preferred specify-
ing the relative importance of their needs, letting an algorithm choose the best design for
them [51]. These prior studies suggest that designer experience level will play an important
role in terms of designer effectiveness and experience for software-based DFM tools, but this
has yet to be confirmed. It is desirable to determine if software-based DFM tools are equally
effective at helping novices and experienced designers alike to improve the manufacturability
of their designs.
System interactivity- With increases in computing power and because of the human lim-
itations discussed early, there is a tendency in software-based design tools to treat design
problem as a mathematical problem that needs to be optimized. However, designers typi-
cally have a great deal of intrinsic knowledge that is difficult to build into an algorithm and
a nuanced view of design trade-offs that is challenging to define in an optimization prob-
lem. As summarized in Chandrasegaran et al. [45], about 20 years ago, a chief engineer of
Boeing stated, “Computers don’t design airplanes. We have not put the knowledge that is
in the airplane designer’s head into AI [artificial intelligence] that balances all these objec-
tives. But, someday we will continue to probably move to that. Right now, the knowledge
to design airplanes is in the designer’s head.” While advances have been made using AI
for mechanical engineering design, there currently is still a pressing need to have humans
involved in the design process. In fact, the need for designer insight in design and design
optimization processes was recently expressed by a panel of industry representatives at a
design optimization workshop [52].
Design problems, such as DFM problems, often take the form of multi-criteria decision
making, with several different design objectives that must be optimized simultaneously.
Often, no single global optimum exists because there are conflicting objectives (e.g., maximize
quality while minimizing cost), and so designers must find a compromise solution that best
fits their needs. There are two general methods for the designer to convey the importance
of the different objectives: a priori and a posteriori articulation of preferences.
Typically, a priori methods involve turning designer preferences into part of the algorithm,
such as giving each design objective a scalar weight to reduce the multi-objective problem
into a single-objective problem, but this process is flawed since it requires designers to state
their preferences before they fully understand the relationships between different objectives
or the range of values achievable for each objective. In a system with a priori articulation
of preferences, a designer may be forced to make explicit decisions regarding the relative
importance of different design variables, and this can cause a decision-maker to feel stress
and decision conflict, which may negatively influence the adoption and utilization of the
tool [53].
In a posteriori articulation of preferences, the designer is presented with a range of so-
lutions, and through their interaction with those potential solutions, they formulate their
preferences. As noted by Balling [54], “in many cases, people don’t know what they really
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want until they see some designs.” Once designers have explored the range of options, they
can find a single most preferred solution by either manually sifting through the data or by
entering their now-fully-formed preferences into an optimization algorithm. This a posteriori
articulation of preferences is in line with the findings of Brill et al. [55] who found that de-
signers can best formulate their preferences when they are presented a few diverse solutions.
Interaction with possible solutions is key to helping the designer refine their understanding
of the design problem.
An important consideration in interactive systems is the delay between user input and
system output. Real-time feedback about design decisions could be helpful for novices to
understand and retain information about the impacts of differing decisions [56] (similar to
the benefits of direct manipulation in software systems [57]). Specifically, in design-support
tools, the delay in response time has been found to impact effectiveness [58]. For an interac-
tive design-support tool like a DFM tool to be effective, it needs to able to give the designer
feedback quickly.
System visualization- In order for a software-based design-support tool to efficiently com-
municate a range of possible designs, and to allow a designer to interactively explore trade-offs
among those designs, effective visualization of the design data is crucial. As summarized by
Abi Akle, Minel, and Yannou [59], several research groups have built systems to allow de-
signers to explore large, multivariate datasets [60–63]. Tweedie et al. [64] have also proposed
other tools. While these systems have not been extensively validated for engineering design
problems, one study found that a visualization system helped designers find a good solution
from a large data set [65].
When selecting a single design out of a larger set of potential designs, whose key attributes
can be summarized in a series of parameters, Abi Akle et al. [59] determined that a parallel
coordinate plot, a visualization for multivariate data that uses parallel lines, was the most
effective visualization to aid designers. However, the best visualization for one design prob-
lem may not be the best for another. For extremely geometric, space- and feature-dependent
design problems, like DFM manufacturability feedback, it is difficult to summarize perfor-
mance as a series of parameters. Although the visualization of DFM feedback has not been
the subject of many studies, Barnawal, Dorneich, Frank, and Peters [42] showed that 3D
graphical manufacturability feedback (features incompatible with casting) was more effective
when presented in a 3D format, rather than textual or 2D feedback.
These attributes (experience level of designer, system interactivity, system visualization)
are likely to influence designer experience and efficiency when using software-based, geometry
analysis tools. In subsequent sections and chapters of this thesis, these attributes will be
used to evaluate existing DFM tools and to guide the development of new tools.
Now, the focus of this thesis shifts to a particular process for which this thesis seeks to
apply geometry analysis systems to assess manufacturability: additive manufacturing (AM).
Basic concepts regarding AM were introduced in Chapter 1. Next, a summary of DFM
methodologies focused on AM will be presented.
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2.2 Design for additive manufacturing
There are many different sets of tools and guidelines to guide designer decisions regarding
subtractive manufacturing processes, as discussed in the previous section. However, because
AM is still maturing, there has been less time to develop guidelines and tools compared to
other, more established manufacturing processes, like machining or injection molding. There
is a need for more DFM methodologies focused specifically on AM [23]. All AM processes
are similar in that they work by adding material rather than subtracting it and that they
typically add material on a layer-by-layer basis. As discussed in Chapter 1, the focus of this
thesis is on FDM, which uses a specific set of materials and physical processes, but we will
discuss other AM processes, as well.
Different manufacturing processes use different materials, machine configurations, and
physical processes for creating parts, which results in different achievable part features and
tolerances. When designers are considering using AM to manufacture their part, they must
consider a completely different set of constraints than if they were using any other traditional
manufacturing process (e.g., injection molding). This fact is one main motivation for devel-
oping guidelines and methodologies that are specific to AM. Another reason for developing
DFM specific to AM is that it is so unique and distinct from other manufacturing processes
that it requires new, novel approaches to design processes and practices [17].
Design for additive manufacturing (DFAM) concepts can be roughly divided into three
categories: “opportunistic,” “restrictive,” and “dual” [66]. Opportunistic DFAM seeks to
inform designers about the geometric freedoms enabled by AM so they can take advantage
of it in their designs. One reason that AM has achieved so much popularity is the level of
geometric freedom it enables. Structures that would be infeasible to create using traditional
manufacturing processes can be created with AM, giving rise to growing interest in topology
optimization to create complex, lightweight structures. There is a growing need for DFAM
research dedicated to helping designers explore and exploit this geometric freedom during
the design of new products [19, 67]. A limited number of user studies have focused on
opportunistic DFAM [66,68–70].
Although opportunistic DFAM is an exciting area of research, it is equally important
for designers to consider restrictive DFAM, which focuses on the limitations of different AM
processes, so they do not create designs that are infeasible or prohibitively expensive to
manufacture. Dual DFAM methods, which consider both the restrictions and opportunities
of AM, provide a more useful, general framework for DFAM than opportunistic alone [66,71].
However, dual DFAM methods are in their infancy because there is still a need to understand
better the limitations of AM.
The focus of this thesis is on restrictive DFAM. As will be discussed in subsequent
sections, there are still gaps in our understanding of what part geometry is suitable for
manufacture using AM processes. In addition to clear guidelines about the limits of AM
manufacturability, there is also a need to understand what level of quality AM can produce.
Currently, designers must rely mostly on trial and error to determine if an AM process
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can produce parts with the desired level of accuracy on key geometric features. Building
our understanding of restrictive DFM through a better understanding of achievable part
quality and geometric accuracy of parts created through AM will enable the development of
dual DFAM tools and guidelines in the future. The following sections focus specifically on
sources of geometric inaccuracy and summarize the most common ways that the geometric
inaccuracy of parts can be quantified.
2.2.1 Sources of geometric inaccuracy in AM
Many diverse factors can influence the geometric accuracy of a part manufactured using
an AM process. The material and machine used, the specific build method employed, the
environmental conditions, and choices made by the designer can all impact the quality of
the part. The sources of error for FDM are summarized in Fig. 2.1, an Ishikawa cause-and-
effect diagram. Important sources of error can be divided into several categories: material,
method, environment, machine, measurement, and human.
Figure 2.1: An Ishikawa diagram showing that a diverse set of factors impact geometric accuracy.
(This figure was inspired by [72], with information also taken from [73].)
Material: The thermal properties of the material used, thermal gradients resulting from
the build process, and geometry of the part interact, resulting in shrinkage and warpage
of parts, which is especially problematic in larger parts [74]. Deformation due to thermal
warping has been known to cause significant dimensional inaccuracy in AM parts [75]. For
metal AM, residual stresses and warping are very problematic and have been the focus of
some previous work [76,77]. In FDM, deposited material cools from extrusion temperature to
the temperature of its surrounding environment. The material shrinks as it cools. However,
the material adheres to the build platform and cannot shrink freely. Additional material
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is deposited at the extrusion temperature on top of the cooling first layer, further creating
thermal gradients in the part. In large parts, residual stresses caused by thermal gradients
can lead to warping during printing or when the part is removed (Fig. 2.2). For FDM, PLA
and ABS are common material choices. Due in part to its lower glass transition temperature,
which results in less shrinking and warpage [73], PLA is more popular than ABS. Filament
conditions, such as irregularities in diameter or exposure to high humidity, and filament color
can also impact the quality of the print [78,79].
Figure 2.2: Thermal stresses develop during deposition due to uneven cooling and constrained
faces touching the build platform, causing warping, either before or after a part is removed from
the build platform. Reprinted from Robotics and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing, 50, A.
Armillotta, M. Bellotti, and M. Cavallaro, “Warpage of FDM parts: Experimental tests and analytic
model,” p. 141, Copyright 2018, with permission from Elsevier [80].
Method: The build method used significantly affects the accuracy and quality of the final
part. As summarized by Yang and Anam [21], factors such as the speed at which the nozzle
moves, the temperature of the nozzle and the build platform, raster pattern, intertrack gap
distance, part orientation, and layer thickness [81–83, 83, 84], all affect the final quality of
the part. The designer can adjust many of these factors.
Environment: Environmental conditions can also influence the geometric accuracy of
the manufactured part. The temperature of the build chamber affects the accuracy of the
part [85–87], possibly by affecting the shape of each layer [87]. Build plate and build chamber
temperature are also important variables in determining the thermal history of a part [84,88]
and therefore also impact the amount of warping in the part.
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Machine: The configuration and accuracy of the AM machine itself is also a key factor
in determining the accuracy of the manufactured parts. Higher-end machines with more
accurate positioning systems (such as controllers and motor-and-drive systems) can result
in much lower geometric error [89]. The position of each layer, relative to other layers, is
affected by the positioning precision of the machine [90]. The shape of the deposited track,
which is controlled by the nozzle size and various machine settings, also effects geometric
accuracy [21].
Human: Because the focus of this thesis is on helping designers make better DFAM
design decisions, the branch of the Ishikawa diagram focusing on the effect of humans on
geometric accuracy is most relevant. There are many choices made by designers that can
affect their parts’ geometric accuracy (Fig. 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Human interaction is responsible for many sources of geometric error in FDM.
Reprinted from Procedia CIRP, 43, T. Lieneke et al., “Dimensional Tolerances for Additive Man-
ufacturing: Experimental Investigation for Fused Deposition Modeling,” p. 288 [91]. Reprinted
courtesy of the Copy Right Holder under a Creative Commons License CC BY 4.0.
Under the part generation stem shown under the “human” branch in Fig. 2.3, there
are many geometry-related sources of error. The size of the printed part (as measured by
its volume or nominal dimensions) is important [85, 92]. If it contains features below the
minimum resolution of the printer, these features will not be printed or will print with
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significant inaccuracy. Another important consideration is the manufacturability of the part
geometry. If the part contains certain types of features or geometry, such as small bridges
connecting larger geometry [29] or long faces that tend to warp [80], it will fail to print or
will print poorly. The designer can limit the sources of error related to part geometry by
adjusting the geometry of the part to achieve better outcomes.
Under the data preparation stem in Fig. 2.3, there is a long list of designer decisions that
can impact part quality. One source of error is the creation of STL files: for parts with curved
geometry, depending on the number of facets used, the part may be printed with tessellation
errors [93]. Almost all of the other sources of error on this branch are related to part
orientation. Build orientation can be set by either a designer or the manufacturer responsible
for overseeing the manufacturing process. The build orientation cannot be considered in
isolation; its effects interact with the part geometry and layer thickness used. One key way
that build orientation, layer thickness, and part geometry interact to cause error is the stair-
step effect. An example of the stair-step effect is shown in Fig. 2.4. This effect is clearly
visible on printed parts (one example of this is Fig. 2.5).
Build 
direction
Normal vector of 
top face
Layer thickness
Figure 2.4: Depending on the orientation of the part (determined by the angle between a face on
the part and the build direction), the layer thickness, and the geometry of the shape, the stair-step
effect can be very prominent.
Another effect of the interaction between layer thickness and part geometry is that if
the part height is not a multiple of the layer thickness, the deviation of the height from
the nominal dimension will likely be much higher than it would be otherwise [72]. The
selection by the designer or manufacturer regarding printing process parameters can also
have significant impacts. The position of the part on the build platform affects the accuracy
of the part [72], possibly due to thermal effects [75]. Other variables, such as number and
types of parts printed simultaneously, may also impact the accuracy of the part.
In summary, the designer has significant control over the quality of their print. To
minimize geometric inaccuracy on a part, it is crucial that the designer understand the
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manufacturing impacts of their design decisions. Now that the different sources of geometric
error have been discussed, we will discuss some different ways in which geometric accuracy
can be quantified.
2.2.2 Experimental measurements of geometric accuracy in AM
Surface roughness
The stair-step effect is a prominent feature on AM printed parts, and as a result, many
previous studies have focused on measuring the stair-step effect using surface roughness
measurements [94–100]. These studies are helpful for understanding the stair-step effect and
what factors influence it.
Experimental studies have shown that the edge profile of each layer is not perfectly
rectangular [95–98]. Approximating each layer as a rectangular prism, as shown in Fig. 2.4,
is convenient, but not accurate. The shape of the edge of each layer depends on the specific
AM process (e.g., FDM, SLA) used.
For FDM, the extruded filament tends to have a cross-section similar to that of an ellipse.
This shape changes slightly, depending on orientation (Fig. 2.5). For stereolithography
(SLA), the profile of each layer tends to be slightly triangular, as opposed to the rounded
profile of FDM.
Figure 2.5: Sections of parts printed using FDM, showing the rounded edge shape of filaments.
The shape changes slightly at different surface orientations, becoming more elongated at 90◦.
Reprinted from Rapid Prototyping Journal, 19 (4), A. Boschetto, V. Giordano, and F. Veniali,
“3D roughness profile model in fused deposition modelling,” p. 249, Copyright 2013, with permis-
sion from Emerald Publishing Limited [101].
The shape of each layer and the layer thickness size influence the surface roughness at
different orientations. On surfaces printed using FDM, surface roughness tends to be lower
for faces oriented around 90◦ from the build direction and larger for faces oriented close to
0◦ (upward-facing) or 180◦ (downward-facing) from the build direction (Fig. 2.6). When
support material is present (typically for angles larger than 135◦, depending on the printer),
the surface roughness tends to be slightly higher. This phenomenon is due to gouging of the
surface during manual removal of the support material, or due to residual support material
that was not completely removed [102]. The type of support structure chosen can result in
slightly different levels of surface roughness [103].
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Figure 2.6: Surface roughness measurements for surfaces printed using FDM, with the surface
angle indicating the angle between the normal of the printed face and the build direction. The first
data set, labeled MSR1, had a layer thickness of 0.254 mm and the second data set, MSR2, had a
layer thickness of 0.178 mm, indicating that roughness decreases with layer thickness. Reprinted
from the Journal of Materials Processing Technology, 209, D. Ahn, et al., “Representation of
surface roughness in fused deposition modeling,” p. 5597, Copyright 2009, with permission from
Elsevier [99].
The relationship between surface angle and surface roughness is different for different
AM processes. For SLA, the smoothest surface tends to be orientated around 120◦ from
the build direction (Fig. 2.7i). For selective laser melting (SLM), the presence of partially
bonded particles on the edges of layers results in relatively high surface roughness, even on
surfaces oriented 90◦ from the build plate, when there is no error due to the stair-step effect.
This trend can be seen in Fig. 2.7ii, with a slight decrease in error due to the decreasing
stair-step effect at orientations close to 90◦, but a relatively large roughness at 90◦.
Process parameters can affect the surface roughness and the shape of the edge profile.
Bacchewar, Singhal, and Pandey found that varying the laser power caused different edge
profile shapes [104], which results in different relationships between surface roughness and
face orientation. Similarly, different build styles and different materials were found to result
in slightly different trends for how surface roughness varied with orientation (Fig. 2.6).
The surface roughness arising from other processes, including material jetting, has also
been measured [94]. For most AM processes, the stair-step effect caused by layer thickness
and orientation strongly affects the quality of the printed surface.
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(i) SLA (the different series represent dif-
ferent build styles). Reprinted from Rapid
Prototyping Journal, 31(1), P.E. Reeves and
R.C. Cobb, “Reducing the surface deviation of
stereolithography using inprocess techniques,”
p. 25, Copyright 1997, with permission from
Emerald Publishing Limited [98].
(ii) SLM. Reprinted from Journal of Materi-
als Processing Technology, 213, G. Strano et
al., “Surface roughness analysis, modelling and
prediction in selective laser melting,” p. 591,
Copyright 2013, with permission from Else-
vier [100].
Figure 2.7: Experimental surface roughness measurements for surfaces printed using SLA and
SLM, with the surface or sloping angle indicating the angle between the normal of the printed face
and the build direction
Dimensional accuracy
Although surface roughness has been the subject of most studies that seek to evaluate the
quality of parts made using AM, tolerances are the preferred method for controlling geometric
errors in industry. Because no manufacturing process can produce parts that have perfect
dimensional accuracy, tolerances are used by designers to specify the allowable deviation
from the perfect nominal geometry they initially specified in their design. Tight tolerances
for key dimensions can lead to better functionality, but also drive up the cost, as more
precise and expensive processes must be used to achieve those tolerances. Tolerances play
an important role in the product life cycle, enabling designers to specify a needed level of
geometric accuracy and giving a framework for inspecting manufactured parts to ensure they
will meet the designers’ requirements (Fig. 2.8).
There are different basic types of tolerances: conventional (which assigns a certain ac-
ceptable plus-or-minus range of deviation for each dimension on a drawing); and geometric
(geometric dimensioning and tolerancing, commonly referred to as GD&T) [105]. GD&T
developed out of a need by designers to have better control over the geometric variation of
features, such as flatness, perpendicularity, circularity, and cylindricity [106].
Typically, designers in industry use GD&T, defined by standards established by interna-
tional committees: ASME Y14.5 [107] in the US and ISO 1101 [108] internationally. These
standards were established before the development of AM, and so are typically used to limit
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Figure 2.8: Tolerances serve an important role in communicating information between the de-
sign and manufacturing stages of the product life cycle. Reprinted from International Journal of
Production Research, 40 (11), Y.S. Hong and T.C. Chang “A comprehensive review of tolerancing
research,” p. 2426, Copyright 2002, with permission from Taylor & Francis [105].
variation on parts produced using traditional subtractive manufacturing methods. Although
these standards are mostly agnostic to the type of manufacturing process used and can be
applied to parts produced using AM, there are some gaps related to new AM capabilities
regarding novel geometry [25]. A draft standard, ASME Y14.46 [109], has been released to
ensure that these gaps are filled. The same GD&T callouts defined in ASME Y14.5 and
ISO 1101 can be used whenever possible for AM, with new additional AM controls added
as needed. Because of its widespread use in industry, GD&T will remain the standard ap-
proach for specifying allowable variation on part features produced using AM in the future.
Therefore, it is important to understand AM manufacturability in the context of tolerances
and GD&T specifically.
Experimental work has been conducted to quantify the range of achievable tolerances
for different AM processes. Mahesh, Wong, Fuh, and Loh [75] examined SLA, SLS, LOM,
and FDM, printing a single benchmark part and measuring it to determine deviations from
nominal dimensions. SLA was found to be very accurate and smooth on almost all features,
while the other processes had lower accuracy and higher surface roughness. The range of
achievable tolerances for FDM corresponds to IT-classes 11 through 16 [72, 89], similar to
drop forging or casting, but less accurate than most basic machining operations. LS and LM
have been found to have similar levels of accuracy to FDM [72].
The process of quantifying the achievable quality of AM by manufacturing and inspecting
different features on a test artifact has been the focus of several studies. Some of these
studies examined achievable geometric tolerances [21,85,86,110,111], while others examined
achievable conventional plus or minus tolerances [72, 75, 86, 89, 91, 112]. Often, these test
artifacts have several key attributes, in line with guidelines set forth by Richter and Jacobs,
as summarized in [110]. The attributes are as follows: the parts include a variety of features
(e.g., holes or thin walls) with different sizes, they are large enough to show spatial variation
in printer performance, and they do not require too much time or material to manufacture.
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An example of a test artifact for measuring the accuracy of AM processes is shown in Fig. 2.9.
Figure 2.9: A test artifact proposed by NIST researchers with different sized rectangular and
cylindrical features, described in [110].
As summarized in the introduction to this section, process parameters can greatly affect
geometric accuracy [21,85,92]. For FDM parts, Mahmood et al. found that the five most in-
fluential variables impacting achievable geometric tolerances were component size, extruder
temperature, platform temperature, print orientation, and layer thickness [85]. Similarly,
Minetola et al. found that part orientation [85] and machine used [89] significantly impacted
the level of error associated with geometric tolerances like flatness (Fig. 2.10). These exper-
imental results emphasize the point that was shown qualitatively in the Ishikawa diagram:
many different variables, including several variables that designers have direct control over
(e.g., component geometry, print orientation, layer thickness) can affect the quality of the
parts manufactured using AM.
Experimental results indicate that part orientation influences the achievable geometric
tolerances specified on that part, but most experimental research and development of test
artifacts (e.g., the NIST artifact) measure geometric error at only a few orientations, typically
with features oriented 0◦ and 90◦ from the build direction. One experimental study that
examined error associated with geometric tolerances at different orientations indicated that
flatness error can vary by as much as 100%, depending on the orientation used [21]. More
study is needed to ascertain how geometric tolerances are influenced by a more complete set
of build orientations.
Another limitation of prior work is that they focus on relatively simple geometry, like
planar surfaces and cylindrical bosses. If a designer wanted to predict quality on a complex
part with a variety of features and intricate geometry, there is currently no clear mechanism
(besides repeatedly printing sample geometry of a desired part) to predict how the complex
interactions between part geometry and process parameters would impact the achievable
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Figure 2.10: There are different achievable tolerances at different orientations and for different
FDM machines. Reprinted from Procedia CIRP, 41, P. Minetola, L. Iuliano, and G. Marchiandi,
“Benchmarking of FDM Machines through Part Quality Using IT Grades,” p. 1031 [89]. Reprinted
courtesy of the Copy Right Holder under a Creative Commons License CC BY 4.0.
geometric tolerances on the specific part geometry. There is a need to understand geo-
metric accuracy on complex geometries, with overhanging features, curvature, and features
orientated in different directions [86].
2.2.3 Design guidelines for additive manufacturing
In addition to the need for guidance on achievable geometric tolerances in AM, there is a
need for general guidance and best practices for creating parts using AM processes [23,113].
Many sets of design rules, principles, and guidelines have been developed in recent years to
help designers understand best practices for DFAM, with varying levels of specificity [114].
Some of these have been developed in industry (as summarized by Thompson et al. [17])
by Stratasys, Materialise, Shapeways, and 3D Hubs [115]. Some sets of guidelines have also
been developed in academia [116–120].
These sets of design guidelines typically list best practices with small pictorial examples of
good and bad designs. One of these lists, the Design for Additive Manufacturing Worksheet,
is shown in Fig. 2.11 as an example. The Design for Additive Manufacturing worksheet [116]
was created by analyzing common guidelines cited in the literature and by consulting experts,
and so it can be used as a summary of important guidelines. Briefly, the guidelines outlined
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Figure 2.11: The Design for Additive Manufacturing Worksheet. Reprinted from Journal of
Mechanical Design, 139 (10), J. Booth et al., “The Design for Additive Manufacturing Worksheet,”
p. 3, [116]. Reprinted courtesy of the Copy Right Holder under a Creative Commons License CC
BY 4.0.
in the worksheet are as follows:
 Complexity: The capabilities of AM are best used for complex geometry. Simple shapes
may be better manufactured using a different process.
 Functionality: AM parts are not very strong and may fail if loads are applied.
 Material removal: Overhanging features need to be supported. Support material is
difficult to remove from small or internal features and may mar the surface it was used
to support.
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 Unsupported features: Overhanging features, especially large features, need to be sup-
ported or they will droop.
 Thin features: Features that are smaller than 1-2 mm are likely to break. Further,
features that are smaller than the printer resolution may fail to print altogether.
 Stress concentration: Sharp corners may serve as stress concentration. Fillets or cham-
fers also tend to be printed with better geometric accuracy than sharp corners.
 Tolerances: Parts will not print with exact, nominal dimensions. For parts that inter-
face with other parts, this inaccuracy must be considered.
 Geometric exactness (warping): Large flat faces printed on the build platform tend to
warp.
Outside of design guidelines, designers can also refer to academic research that discusses
geometric limitations [121–123] and the expected dimensional accuracy of different AM pro-
cesses, such as the research summarized in the previous section.
2.2.4 Existing software-based DFAM tools
Although many guidelines have been developed, there are few widely available automated
tools for AM. The next three subsections will briefly summarize the tools that do exist,
focusing on tools that assess AM manufacturability of parts and tools to help choose a build
orientation. Other computer-based DFAM tools that do not fit into this category will also
be discussed.
Manufacturability assessment
Several software-based versions of DFAM guidelines exist, using a GUI to guide a designer
through a list of guidelines [117, 124, 125]. However, it is unclear if these computerized
versions offer any significant advantage over lists of guidelines that are conveyed online or in
worksheets.
Some software tools or algorithms exist that can automatically assess a specific part ge-
ometry to determine if it meets particular DFAM guidelines mentioned previously. Some
algorithms have been developed that detect features on a part that are smaller than the size
recommended in AM design guidelines [26–30,126]. Some commercial alternatives with this
capability include Shapeways and Meshmixer. Several tools visualize support material to
help the designer assess if the support material placement is acceptable at a given orienta-
tion. [28, 127–129]. Similarly, Cura and other commercial tools highlight overhanging faces.
There are only a few systems that can evaluate compliance with several design guidelines.
Meshmixer can identify overhanging features, flag small features, and can examine part sta-
bility in different orientations. Ranjan et al. proposed a system to calculate a producability
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rating based on the existence of problems like small features, rough surfaces, and support
material [30].
In summary, there are existing solutions that have the capability to flag one or two
DFAM guideline violations, like highlighting features that are below a minimum feature size
or flagging overhanging faces. However, these tools generally cannot evaluate a wide range
of guideline violations, which limits their utility.
Orientation selection
A large body of research has focused on optimizing process parameters of additive manufac-
turing processes to ensure the best outcome. The outcome chosen varies widely (cost, time,
part quality, etc.). Commonly, researchers have developed tools that evaluate different build
orientations and recommend a particular orientation.
Some efforts have focused on minimizing cost or support volume [129, 130] and do not
consider geometric error, despite the fact that geometric error is a key consideration of de-
signers choosing between different process plans. When geometric error is considered, it
is often evaluated as an average error metric. Some researchers [131–133] developed algo-
rithms to optimize build direction to minimize surface roughness, while others [134, 135]
have minimized other average error metrics, such as volumetric error. However, these aver-
age error metrics are not directly connected to the system designers already use to specify
allowable geometric error: GD&T. Some research has specifically analyzed the connection
between AM errors and GD&T [90,93,136–138], allowing for integration with the tolerance
allocation process.
The interactivity of orientation optimization systems ranges widely. Many systems only
present the designer with a single “best” orientation. A limitation of giving a single orienta-
tion is that these systems assume that a designer has well-established and fixed preferences
regarding the dimensional accuracy needed on particular features. As discussed in the sec-
tions on considerations for computer-based design tools, this does not accurately reflect
designers’ reality, which is filled with ambiguity and continually evolving perceptions about
trade-offs between design objectives.
Systems with more interactivity will visualize not just the objectives at the “best” orien-
tation, but also other possible orientations. This approach is taken by Savage and Cheng, in
a system that enables the designer to interactively browse through different orientations and
the corresponding print time and support material associated with those orientations [139].
Another common approach is to use colors plotted on a Gaussian sphere to evaluate the ob-
jective values (such as error or cost) associated with different orientations. This visualization
has been employed by researchers to show how different metrics vary at different orientations
by Mao et al. (Fig. 2.12) and others [90,102,138]. Rinaldi [140] and Savage and Cheng [139]
employed a similar visualization, but with the 3D Gaussian sphere surface projected into
2D.
Another approach is to visualize the objective value for a given build orientation as a
color plotted on the surface of the part CAD model. The objective values and representative
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Figure 2.12: A random sampling of build orientations for an example part are displayed on the
surface of a Gaussian sphere in (a), with quality metrics displayed using color on the surface of the
sphere (b,c). The part is displayed in several build orientations (d-f). Reprinted from Computer-
Aided Design, 107, H. Mao et al., “Adaptive slicing based on efficient profile analysis,” p. 97,
Copyright 2019, with permission from Elsevier [141].
colors are updated when the model is rotated to a new build orientation. Ahn, Kim, and Lee
created a system to plot surface roughness [131] and Boschetto, Bottini, and Veniali [142]
built a system for both dimensional accuracy and surface roughness (shown in Fig. 2.13).
While various orientation optimization schemes exist in the literature, many of these
schemes have some limitations. There is an opportunity to design user-friendly systems that
are built with an understanding of designers’ needs, and that reflect the considerations of
design tools discussed in prior research. Regardless of the exact visualization employed, it
is expected that effective data visualization of a range of possible orientations will enable
the designer to refine their preference and select a build orientation that more fully satisfies
their needs. However, this expectation has not been evaluated yet.
Other
Although tools focused on manufacturability and orientation selection are of the most rel-
evance to this thesis, other software tools have been described in the literature that also
evaluate geometry to predict or optimize some AM objective. Although it is outside the
domain of traditional mechanical engineering design, the proceedings of various Association
for Computing Machinery conferences contains a large number of papers focused on AM.
By and large, the goal of AM-focused research published in ACM proceedings seems to be
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Figure 2.13: A GUI that allows the user to change the build orientation and view the expected
surface roughness and dimensional accuracy of the part at that orientation. Reprinted from Additive
Manufacturing, 12, A. Boschetto et al., “Integration of FDM surface quality modeling with process
design,” p. 339, Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier [142].
to improve the appearance of non-functional parts. A few articles are summarized here to
illustrate the range of research in ACM. Pre´vost et al. developed an algorithm to ensure
decorative objects can be displayed after printing without toppling over [143]. Luo et al.
developed an algorithm to determine how to partition large parts to be printed as separate
sub-components [144]. Zhang et al. used user preferences to determine the least critical faces
to add support material to ensure visually important faces were not marred during support
removal [102]. Stava et al. morphed the geometry of AM parts to ensure drooping did
not occur [145]. Most AM-focused research in ACM proceedings describes tools to perform
automatic or semi-automatic shaping of non-functional, decorative parts. Part geometry
is changed to ensure a better appearance with no regard for functional requirements (pre-
sumably because the parts are assumed to have little to no functional use). It is expected
that, while some insight can be drawn from this research regarding good human-computer
interaction, it is less relevant for mechanical engineering design research, where geometry
and functionality are inextricably linked.
Another area of computer-based DFAM tools is the automatic generation of new parts to
be created using AM. Goguelin et al. [146] developed a data visualization dashboard based
on parallel coordinates that allow a designer to evaluate a set of automatically-created chair
designs to be manufactured using AM. Topology optimization, which seeks to use algorithms
to determine where to add or remove material within a preliminary part geometry outline, in
order to withstand design loads with minimal material, also falls into the automatic design
generation category. This category of tools is outside the scope of this thesis, which is
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focused more on assisting designers in performing DFAM, rather than fully automating the
design process. It is interesting, however, to note that several recent papers have begun to
stress the importance of “feasible” topology optimization, which factors in some printability
constraints like self-supporting faces [71,147]. This trend speaks to the growing recognition
in the field that understanding the limitations of AM is necessary to create cost-effective,
feasible designs.
2.3 Summary
The number of design tools that have been created to support DFAM demonstrates that there
is considerable interest in this area. However, most of these tools are limited in the metrics
they evaluate and their practical utility to designers. Another limitation is that geometry
analysis DFAM tools have generally not been evaluated to assess their effectiveness and how
they impact the design process.
Two areas where geometry analysis in support of DFAM can be helpful are assessing
manufacturability and predicting achievable quality. However, existing tools that assess
manufacturability have a narrow focus on one or two types of manufacturability problems
and do not address overall manufacturability. Also, while there is an understanding of
sources of geometric inaccuracy in AM, this knowledge has not been used to build tools that
accurately predict achievable geometric accuracy.
Many existing tools developed by engineering researchers are limited because they are
generally not developed with a focus on promoting designer interaction or learning. Some
tools, like those described by researchers in ACM CHI, are implemented with best practices
from the field of human-computer interaction, but these tools do not adequately address
metrics relevant to mechanical engineering design, like geometric accuracy. Because human
factors and data visualization impact the effectiveness of software tools, there is a need to
bring more human-computer interaction knowledge into the design of engineering design-
support tools that use metrics designers care about.
Algorithms and frameworks developed by academic researchers are typically described
in articles but are not implemented into tools that are shared so that other researchers or
the general public can use them. Most commercial tools and academic algorithms have
not been evaluated independently in the literature. Because many of the tools are difficult
or impossible to replicate unless the source code is shared, we cannot build on or even
evaluate many existing tools. Are the predictions accurate? Do designers actually benefit
from using the tools? How does using software tools impact the design process? These are
difficult questions to assess without a tool to use as a testbed. By developing, validating,
and evaluating two testbed DFAM software tools, this thesis seeks to fill in gaps in our
understanding of what characteristics enable effective DFAM software-based tools.
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Chapter 3
Geometry analysis for design for addi-
tive manufacturing feedback
Previous chapters outlined existing work in the area of design for manufacturing (DFM)
and design for additive manufacturing (DFAM), with a particular focus on software-based
systems. The focus of this chapter is describing the novel tools that we developed. The de-
velopment of these tools served two purposes: to address unmet needs of designers regarding
predicting manufacturing outcomes of additive manufacturing (AM); and to test the basic
hypothesis of this thesis.
3.1 Introduction
In additive manufacturing, process parameters can have a significant influence on the qual-
ity of the produced part, making it difficult to understand if a part can be manufactured
successfully or with acceptable quality. Novices, unfamiliar with additive manufacturing,
try to print parts with poor design, resulting in failed prints. One recent study found that
close to 20% of parts students tried to print in a university makerspace failed due to poor
design [116]. A manufacturability analysis system could help students avoid failed prints.
Such a system could also be used by more experienced designers early in the design process,
to help compare the difficulty of manufacturing different concepts. Later in the design pro-
cess, designers need to develop tolerance schemes, limiting the amount of dimensional and
geometric variation on different features on their parts to ensure that the functionality of
their part is as acceptable. At this stage, design for manufacturing feedback should address
what tolerances on key features are actually achievable, a feature that is not adequately ad-
dressed in most DFM tools [24]. Another problem is that, because AM is a new technology,
designers are uncertain as to the level of tolerances that were achievable by different AM
processes [22]. To address these needs of different designers at different stages in the design
process, two software-based tools were developed: one that evaluates the manufacturability
of a part to help prompt geometry or orientation changes to improve manufacturability, and
another that performs a more sophisticated analysis of features to determine what geometric
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tolerances are achievable for those specific features.
The first system is called Will It Print. Will It Print evaluates part geometry to check for
compliance with DFAM guidelines. Specifically, the tool uses an STL file as input and analy-
ses the part geometry to evaluate the part for potential problems regarding warping, tipping,
surface roughness, small features, and overhanging features. This tool helps designers eval-
uate the AM-manufacturability of their part and provides them with general suggestions for
geometry and orientation changes to improve the ease-of-manufacturing of their design.
We also present a tolerance allocation system, which we call Tolerance Allocation for
Additive Manufacturing (TAAM). Tolerance allocation is the process of setting the exact
value of individual tolerances based on manufacturing cost or capability [105]. TAAM can
rapidly analyze part geometry and predict achievable geometric tolerances (namely paral-
lelism, perpendicularity, angularity, and cylindricity), based on layer thickness and build
direction. TAAM can analyze multiple distinct features and their corresponding tolerances
and datums to identify the build directions where all specified tolerances can be achieved.
This tool can be used to select an optimal build direction and to analyze whether spec-
ified tolerances are manufacturable using additive manufacturing. In the development of
TAAM, we use definitions and concepts defined by ASME Y14.5-2009 to quantify geometric
deviations on additively-manufactured parts.
The theory and development between the two different tools are described in this chapter.
Will It Print is presented first. Both tools use the same coordinate system, which is described
in the next section.
3.2 Coordinate system
For both tools, we use a spherical coordinate system for our analysis, oriented to the normal
vector, nf , of the face of interest. Following Arni and Gupta [90], the polar axis is aligned
with nf ; the polar angle, θ and the azimuthal angle, φ, describe the orientation of the build
vector, as seen in Fig. 3.1. The build vector, B, is the direction normal to the build platform
of the AM machine, orthogonal to the flat layers that are deposited.
An arbitrary face
nf
Polar axis aligned
with face normal
B
Figure 3.1: Spherical coordinate system, adapted from [90]. B is the build direction.
The polar angle is an important parameter because it controls the stair-step error and
determines if support material is needed. As described in Chapter 2, for certain AM processes
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such as FDM, support material is needed to support overhanging faces. Typically, support
material is added when the angle, θ, between nf and B is larger than some threshold angle,
θsup, which is set by the slicer program. For FDM processes, θsup is often set at 135
◦.
3.3 Manufacturability assessment - Will It Print
In an effort to address manufacturability problems in parts designed by novices, we developed
a MATLAB tool that we titled “Will It Print.” Novices tend to employ a trial-and-error
approach to design, implementing a design before completing much or any analysis on their
design, whereas more experienced designers will perform more analysis before implementa-
tion [48]. The framework of a tool to help novices assess manufacturability would need to
be compatible with this trial-and-error approach when addressing common errors. Will It
Print improves upon the trial-and-error process we observed students to take while printing.
They would print, realize that their chosen orientation was not satisfactory, change geom-
etry or orientation, and then reprint. We wanted to reduce the cycle time and eliminate
wasted material from failed parts by giving them manufacturability feedback by flagging
poor orientation choices and other common errors before they physically printed anything.
In order to determine what manufacturability guidelines to evaluate, we sought to cate-
gorize common problems with printing. We reviewed commonly cited AM-manufacturability
guidelines (summarized in Chapter 2). Additionally, we reviewed parts that had been printed
by students in our university makerspace who were enrolled in a sophomore-level introduc-
tion to manufacturing and tolerancing course. We evaluated common issues described by
the students. Most common issues related to a combination of orientation and geometry,
such as poor surface finish due to the stair-step effect or overhanging faces (Fig. 3.2).
Based on the evaluation of existing guidelines and observations about student errors, we
decided to address the following DFAM guidelines:
 Tall parts with a small base should be avoided because they tend to tip.
 Small features should be avoided because they tend to fail to print or print with poor
quality.
 Surfaces should generally be oriented normal or parallel to the build plate, or else they
will have poor surface roughness.
 Long faces on the build platform should be avoided because they tend to warp.
 Support material should be avoided because it mars faces and is difficult to remove.
Most of these guidelines are impacted both by the part geometry and the build orientation
selected, and so we wanted to develop a tool that evaluated compliance with the guidelines for
the designer’s specific part while allowing the designer to explore different build orientations.
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 Figure 3.2: Students described a variety of issues relating to orientation, geometry, and printer
settings. The reported issues are grouped into categories, and the number of students reporting
each issue is listed.
In order to communicate whether the part geometry and orientation were not in compli-
ance with a guideline, we decided to implement a system of warnings. The designer uploads
the part geometry information in the form of an STL file, Will It Print conducts a series of
analyses to evaluate the part and orientation for compliance with the guidelines mentioned
above. As the designer clicks on the button in the main GUI for each individual analysis,
a visual warning is issued if the part and orientation were not compliant. The designer can
access the results of each analysis, one by one. For example, the designer can check to see if
Will It Print highlights any part features as being too small. Then, the designer can move
on to the tipping analysis to determine if the geometry and current build orientation result
in a tipping warning. If Will It Print issues a warning, they can use the tool to rotate their
part and evaluate the new build orientation. The warnings, which are graphically plotted
in a GUI (more details of which will be described later), quickly communicate compliance
information to the designer. By evaluating each guideline separately, on demand from the
designer, we avoid inundating the designer with too much information. This approach of
evaluating compliance at each new orientation the designer is interested in mimics the typical
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workflow of novices to some extent: they decide on some combination of part geometry and
orientation, print it, and see if their part was successfully printed. If not, then they try a
new combination.
The algorithms used to calculate warning for out-of-compliance geometry and orientation
are described in detail in the following subsections. Warnings that are calculated on a per-
facet or per-feature basis are denoted ξ, and warnings calculated on a per-part basis are
denoted κ. In the next chapter, an example design scenario will be presented to illustrate the
typical workflow of Will It Print, and to compare Will It Print to other, existing solutions.
The focus of this chapter is to provide the technical background of the tool itself. The
algorithms used to evaluate compliance with the chosen guidelines (tipping, small features,
surface roughness, warping, and support material) will be discussed.
3.3.1 Tipping
Some students had parts fail to print that were relatively tall, with a small base (i.e., the
part area in the first layer, printed directly on the build platform). The parts would tip over
or peel off of the build platform at some point in the print, and the print would fail, resulting
in a mess of filament (Fig. 3.3).
Figure 3.3: The small base cannot hold the part in place when the applied moment due to tipping
forces becomes larger.
Based on our observations, we grouped these errors into a common category, which we
called tipping or wobbling. Tipping or wobbling errors are caused when the base of a part
is not large enough to resist its own weight or the reaction forces of the extruder, and it
becomes either partially or totally dislodged from the build plate. To avoid tipping, we
implemented a check to determine if the combination of part orientation and geometry was
such that the base was large enough to prevent especially tall parts from tipping over.
Tipping does not generally occur when the part has a large area on the build plate.
Taller parts were observed to experience tipping more often because the larger distance from
their center of mass to the build plate means that they are more likely to tip from even
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small displacements. We approximated the risk of tipping by an experimentally determined
threshold based on the ratio of the height of the part to the base area. The area on the base
is calculated in a several step process.
We use ray shooting (Fig. 3.4), shooting rays through a grid below the lowest z -height
in the current orientation of the STL. Ray shooting allows us to find intersections with the
part facets, indicating where the part is located in space at the current orientation. We use
this method to identify the base area of the part, with a tolerance of 0.05 mm to account
for rounding errors in positions of the facet vertices. Each individual, disconnected area, ai,
making up the total base area, can be found using the built-in MATLAB function polyarea.
If support material is present, the supported area, asj , where support material is attached
to the build plate, should also be included in the sum. The area where support is attached
to the base plate is also found via ray shooting at the part’s current orientation, checking
for which facets on the part have a normal vector where the θ is greater than θsup. To
ensure only the facets that are supported by support material that touches the build plate
are included, we only consider the facet with the lowest intersection point from each ray.
Figure 3.4: Rays shooting (rays shown in yellow) to find each base area, ai, and supported area,
asj .
While the base area of the part is completely filled in with filament, the supported area is
only partially filled with support material. To account for this fact, the sum of the support
area is multiplied by the support density, ηs, which varies between 0 and 1. The exact
value of the support density term depends on the slicing program used to create the support
structure. The total area in contact with the base plate, A, can then be found, where nf
is the number of disconnected areas touching the build platform and nsf is the number of
areas requiring support area:
A =
nf∑
i=1
ai + ηs
nsf∑
j=1
asj . (3.1)
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The total height of the part’s center of mass, measured normal to the build platform,
Hc, is calculated from STL vertices, rotated to the current part orientation. The tipping
warning, κtip, is turned on when the ratio of the area on the base plate, A, to the height of
the center of mass, Hc, was less than some experimentally determined threshold, Tw:
κtip =
{
1, A
Hc
< Tw
0, A
Hc
≥ Tw. (3.2)
We set Tw to be equal to 1.5 based on experimental measurements. This value was set
by determining the ratio of A
H
from several student prints that failed due to tipping. Tw
can be updated for other printers and with more extensive experimental study. Using this
approach, Will It Print will highlight the base area of parts where A
H
is less than Tw to inform
the designer that the part is at risk of tipping. If the ratio is greater than the threshold,
the designer is told the part is not at risk of tipping. An example of this flagging is shown
in Fig. 3.5 for the part shown in Fig. 3.3 when it is at the orientation in the actual build
orientation used. The designer would be warned that this is a risky orientation for the
geometry because it would be at risk of tipping, matching the physical results we saw.
Figure 3.5: For the example part, Will It Prints issues a tipping/wobbling warning for the
orientation where tipping was observed.
3.3.2 Small features
As summarized in Chapter 2, DFAM guidelines often include instructions to avoid very small
features. These features will either fail to print because they will not be detected during
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the slicing process, or they will not print well because the positioning system on the printer
is not capable of making sharp enough movements or depositing filament to the desired
accuracy, or they may break off afterward. One example of this behavior is seen in Fig. 3.6,
which shows a part with many small features that failed to print because they were below
the minimum feature resolution.
Figure 3.6: A model representing the Eiffel Tower, with missing latticework above each level and
inaccurate geometry near the top of the tower. Image courtesy of Yilin Sun.
To evaluate whether small features existed for a given part, we employed the method
described by Telea and Jalba [29], similar to the approach taken by Ghiasian et al. [126].
This method, which uses a top-hat transform to identify small features on a voxelized rep-
resentation of the user’s part, will be briefly summarized here.
The STL representing the part geometry is transformed into a binary voxel model using
the polygonal mesh voxelization of Aitkenhead [148]. The voxelization process produces sets
of voxels representing the part, Ω, and the complement of Ω, i.e., the non-occupied space
around the part, Ω¯ = R3\Ω.
Thin features are identified as regions of the part with a local thickness smaller than a
threshold, τ , which is set to the minimum recommended feature size for the relevant printing
technology. The resolution of the voxelization needs to be smaller than τ to ensure that thin
features are adequately detected. Thin regions, Θ, of the voxelized part, Ω, are identified
using a set dilation and erosion. In order to identify these thin regions, we define a 3D unit
ball B, where the Euclidean distance is less than or equal to 1, following Telea and Jalba [29]:
B ≡ {x ∈ R3 | ‖x‖2 ≤ 1} . (3.3)
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This unit ball can be scaled by some factor, s, and used to find the multi-scale dilation
δB and erosion B of Ω at scale:
δB(Ω, s) ≡ Ω⊕ sB
B(Ω, s) ≡ Ω	 sB. (3.4)
Thin regions, Θ, of the voxelized part, Ω, are identified using a multi-scale top-hat
transform, setting the scale to the threshold, s = τ :
Θ(Ω, τ) = Ω \ δB(B(Ω, τ), τ). (3.5)
Part features can generally be divided into positive (i.e., walls, extrusions) and negative
(i.e., holes, extruded cuts) features. The voxel set, Θ, represents thin positive features smaller
than the printer resolution (e.g., sharp exterior corners, thin walls, and small extruded
features). To identify negative features smaller than the printer resolution, Φ (e.g., sharp
interior corners, shallow hole features, and small holes), this process is repeated, reversing
the roles of Ω¯ and Ω. MATLAB’s Euclidean distance transform function bwdist is used to
identify both Θ and Φ. Next, voxel classification (based on voxel connectivity) and removal
of one- voxel-thick “interface shells” that have no relevance for printability, are completed,
as described by Telea and Jalba [29].
Although Telea and Jalba calculate and display metrics meant to convey the importance
of each voxel in Θ and Φ, we choose instead to display all of Θ and Φ to the designer and to
allow them to interpret the importance of the feature themselves. This decision was made to
avoid having to interpret the relative importance of different features, which is difficult, and
can vary for different designers, parts, and part functions. For each individual voxel, x ∈ Ω,
the warnings for positive features, ξsmall,+, and negative features, ξsmall,−, are calculated as:
ξsmall,+ =
{
0, x 6∈ Θ
1, x ∈ Θ (3.6)
ξsmall,− =
{
0, x 6∈ Φ
1, x ∈ Φ. (3.7)
To communicate the information to the designer, the part is displayed, and all voxels
where ξsmall,− = 1 and ξsmall,+ = 1 are highlighted (using different colors). If for all voxels,
ξsmall,− = 0 or ξsmall,+ = 0, the initial part is displayed without any highlighting. An
example of the Will It Print output for small features is shown in Fig. 3.7, with voxels where
ξsmall,+ = 1 shown in green and labeled “eroded” and voxels where ξsmall,− = 1 shown in blue
and labeled “filled in”. Material that is not smaller than the minimum printer resolution is
shown in gray. In this example, only the base and level platform features are larger than
the resolution. This prediction matches the physical results shown in Fig. 3.6, where almost
every feature has a very rough appearance or was missing altogether because of their small
size.
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Figure 3.7: Will It Print identifies small positive features on the Eiffel tower model where
ξsmall,+ = 1 in green and small negative features where ξsmall,− = 1 in blue.
3.3.3 Surface roughness
Although designers in industry typically use GD&T to specify allowable geometric devia-
tions on their part, novices are sometimes unfamiliar with GD&T. Also, tolerance schemes
are usually developed late in the design process, after completion of detailed design. Be-
cause Will It Print was intended as a tool for novices or designers in early stages of design,
before tolerance schemes were established, it is not advisable to quantify geometric error
using GD&T. Surface roughness is an alternative measure to quantify inaccuracy caused by
the stair-step error. Quantifying the stair-step error using surface roughness has two main
benefits: it is familiar to designers, and it can capture stair-step error adequately because
measurements of surface roughness are on the same order of magnitude as the stair-step
error. Figure 3.8 shows a part with regions of relatively high surface roughness, where the
stair-step error is large.
There are several different options for communicating what faces will have large surface
roughness to a designer. One simple approach is to highlight any face where the stair-step
error and therefore, the surface roughness, will be high. A high surface roughness flag, ξsurf ,
is turned on for facets with high surface roughness (demonstrated in prior experiments, as
seen in Fig. 2.6) when the angle between the facet normal and the build direction, θ, is in
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Figure 3.8: The stair-step effect is clearly visible on curved surfaces (orange circles) where the
surface normal is almost but not fully parallel to the build direction (shown in red).
the ranges:
ξsurf =

0, 0 < θ < pi
4
1, pi
4
≤ θ ≤ 3pi
4
0, 3pi
4
< θ < pi.
(3.8)
We implemented this approach in the version of Will It Print used in this thesis. Facets
with high surface roughness are highlighted, and facets that are not predicted to have high
surface roughness are not highlighted. For example, the same part shown in Fig. 3.8 was
uploaded into the Will It Print tool, and the output for surface roughness detection is shown
in Fig. 3.9.
An alternative approach is to estimate the actual surface roughness according to an
empirical model. For example, surface roughness can be estimated according to equations
derived from Thrimurthulu et al. [133], which matches the experimental trends seen by
Boschetto et al. [96]. This model calculates surface roughness on a face based on the angle
between the build direction and the face normal and the layer thickness. Once the surface
roughness for every facet is estimated, the system can highlight any facets where the surface
roughness on that facet is above some threshold, or similar to prior researchers, [131, 142],
we can represent the magnitude of the surface roughness as a color on the surface.
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Figure 3.9: Faces where surface roughness is expected to be high are highlighted.
3.3.4 Warping
Long parts tend to curl or warp when printed with a long face on the build plate. Figure 3.10
shows a relatively long part printed on a Type A Series 1 FDM printer. The amount of
warpage is substantial enough to be obviously visible, with the bottom face curling up at
the outside edges. For other printers, deviation due to warpage is much less substantial, in
part due to improved adhesion between the part and the build platform. However, warping
has been observed on parts printed on a wide variety of printers [80,84,149–151].
Warping is caused by the thermal gradients present during the printing process. In
FDM, the filament is heated before being extruded and deposited on the build plate. The
temperature of the build plate and the build chamber are typically below the temperature
of the filament. As the extruded material cools to the ambient temperature, it experiences
thermal contraction. However, the extruded material also adheres to the build plate (or to
previous layers of material), which constrains contraction, and so stresses develop within the
part. These thermal stresses cause deformation of the part, either during printing or after
removal from the build plate. The deformation caused by thermal stresses, which we refer
to as warpage, tends to be most evident on large, flat parts, but can be seen in a variety of
parts.
Research into the relationship between part geometry and deviation due to warpage is
still relatively young. However, a consensus in existing research is that the size of the part
is a crucial factor [80,149,150]. Armillotta et al. [80] found that the length (i.e., the largest
dimension) of a rectangular part had the strongest effect on the total amount of warpage
deviation. Based on this research, we use the largest dimension of the part area on the build
plate to estimate the likelihood of warping.
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Figure 3.10: A truncheon part displaying warping, with the right side (orange circle) several
milometers above the center.
The area contacting the baseplate is found, following the procedure described in the
Tipping section (including both supported area and base area). Each individual connected
area, ai and, if support material is present, the supported area, a
s
j , are identified. Because
this area can be complex, it is necessary to find a way to estimate the “length” of the area,
even when the area is not a rectangle. We estimate the largest dimension of the part by
finding the dimensions of the axis-aligned bounding box of each connected area on the build
plate, using regionprops in MATLAB.
Once the largest dimension for each area, Λ, is found, it is compared to an experimentally
determined threshold, Λw. A warping flag, κwarp, is turned on when:
κwarp =
{
0, Λ < Λw
1, Λ ≥ Λw. (3.9)
If there are separate, disconnected areas on the build plate, their size is evaluated individ-
ually. The warping flag is turned on if any area’s largest dimension exceeds the threshold. For
the example truncheon part, the largest dimension, including support material, is larger than
Λw and so Will It Print highlights the base area and issues a warping warning (Fig. 3.11).
3.3.5 Support material
In FDM, support material can be difficult to remove fully. A user may find it impossible
to remove all support material from internal cavities with limited accessibility from outside
the parts, such as deep pockets. Also, during manual removal of support material, the part
surface can be nicked and scarred (Fig. 3.12i), or for small or delicate features, the part
feature may accidentally be completely removed from the part. Also, even with support
material, overhanging features printed with FDM tend to droop slightly (Fig. 3.12ii).
We should warn the user when support material is needed and advise them about these
possible repercussions. To do this, a support flag, ξsupp, is turned on when support material
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Figure 3.11: Will It Print highlights the base area of the part, indicating that the part is expected
to warp.
(i) Scarring (ii) Drooping
Figure 3.12: Example images showing issues associated with support material, with (i) scarring
visible in white, surrounded by excess support material and (ii) drooping filament.
will be needed. Whether or not support material is needed is determined by θ for each facet
in the current build orientation and comparing it to the support angle, θsup:
ξsupp =
{
0, 0 ≤ θ < θsup
1, θsup ≤ θ ≤ pi. (3.10)
All facets requiring support material are flagged. If the facet does not require support
material, it is not highlighted. As an example, the same part shown in Fig. 3.12i was uploaded
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into Will It Print. Faces that need to be supported are highlighted in yellow (Fig. 3.13),
matching the physical results shown in 3.12i.
Figure 3.13: Overhanging faces where support material is needed are highlighted.
In future work, several capabilities should be added. First, we do not take into account
the size of the overhanging face in Will It Print, but other design guidelines indicate that
smaller overhanging faces are often self-supporting and therefore less of a concern. Second,
we currently only highlight faces that are overhanging and do not highlight areas on the part
below the supported face, even though support material will mar that surface as well. In the
future, Will It Print should be updated to use ray tracing to highlight overhanging faces as
well as part faces below overhanging faces.
3.4 Implementation of Will It Print
The interaction of a designer with the Will It Print tool is summarized in Fig. 3.14. Required
inputs include machine parameter information, such as support material cutoff angles and
an STL file representing the geometry.
Once the designer inputs the geometry and any other necessary parameters, the part is
voxelized and small feature warnings are calculated. Because small features do not change
with orientation, it is only necessary to perform this calculation once. The part is plotted in
the initial orientation of the STL file. The designer can reorient the part, and view warnings
related to all orientation-dependent guidelines (such as tipping and surface roughness). If
the designer chooses, they can reorient the part (the loop seen in Fig. 3.14), and the warnings
will be recalculated based on the new orientation.
At any time, the designer can choose to make changes to the part geometry. However,
because we implemented the tool as a MATLAB-based GUI, the designer must make geom-
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Figure 3.14: Process flow for user interaction with Will It Print.
etry changes in a separate CAD package, and reimport the geometry into Will It Print to
evaluate the impact of their changes. In the future, Will It Print could be adapted as an
add-in for common CAD packages.
In the current implementation of Will It Print, the thresholds used for issuing warnings
about different guideline violations are set for FDM, but they can easily be customized to fit
a different printer or AM process. Different printers and processes may require the evaluation
of different guidelines, which could be added into the Will It Print tool.
GUI
We created a MATLAB-based GUI where the designer can perform all of the interactions
outlined in Fig. 3.14. The GUI also has “Info” buttons next to each guideline, allowing the
user to access a brief explanation of the guideline and general suggestions for how to change
their part (Fig. 3.15). The information is displayed in a new window. An example of the
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information window is shown in the next chapter. The information contained in each info
window is listed in Appendix C, as rows in a worksheet that was adapted from the GUI.
Figure 3.15: Will It Print GUI.
The part geometry is represented by plotting the STL faces using MATLAB’s built-in
patch function to create filled polygons. Although the geometry is voxelized, plotting of
each individual voxel is cumbersome and slow. The only result that is currently displayed
as individual voxels is small features, which are plotted on top of the STL patches. Every
other warning is plotted by changing the color of the patch in MATLAB.
The source code for this tool will be made available at the author’s GitHub site.
3.5 Analysis of achievable tolerances - TAAM
Now the focus of this chapter shifts to the other tool that we developed. The analysis of
achievable tolerances was developed into a tool that we called “Tolerance Allocation for Addi-
tive Manufacturing,” (TAAM). Two main attributes make TAAM unique: its mathematical
analysis of geometric accuracy and achievable tolerances, and its framework to enable design-
ers to consider tradeoffs between cost and accuracy during the tolerance allocation process.
Both attributes will be described in detail in this section, starting with the mathematical
analysis.
As mentioned in the introduction for this chapter, TAAM was developed to help with the
tolerance allocation process, where designers set the values associated with individual toler-
ances. Specifically, TAAM deals with orientation tolerances (i.e., parallelism, perpendicular-
ity, and angularity), as well as flatness and cylindricity. Note: TAAM analyzes orientation
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tolerances only on planar and cylindrical surfaces and planar datum surfaces. A designer
specifies tolerances to control the amount of geometric variation on particular features that
are key to the function of a design.
Flatness and orientation tolerance zones for planar features are defined by two parallel
planes within which the toleranced feature must be contained. For orientation tolerances,
the tolerance zone is oriented relative to one or more datums. Orientation error is defined
here as the distance between two parallel planes, oriented by the datum, that contain every
point on the toleranced surface. This error value can be compared to the tolerance value to
determine if the as-manufactured feature is within tolerance. We denote this error as para
for parallelism error, perp for perpendicularity, ang for angularity, flat for flatness, and cyl
for cylindricity. An example part with several specified tolerances is shown in Fig. 3.16,
along with the error measurements for an example as-manufactured part.
A
0.15.
0.3  A .
0.3  A .
𝜀௖௬௟
(i) Tolerance scheme
A
0.15.
0.3  A .
0.3  A .
𝜀௖௬௟
(ii) Flatness error
A
0.15.
0.3  A .
0.3  A .
𝜀௖௬௟
(iii) Angularity error
A
0.15.
0.3  A .
0.3  A .
𝜀௖௬௟
(iv) Parallelism error
Figure 3.16: Example of a (i) tolerance scheme and a (ii-iv) demonstration of how the error
associated with each tolerance would be found, as the distance between two parallel planes. For
orientation errors, the planes are oriented relative to a datum.
The basic workflow of TAAM is that a designer uploads geometry information and their
initial tolerance allocation into the tool. The tool evaluates the geometry and estimates
the amount of error associated with each initially-specified tolerance, informing the designer
whether their initially-specified tolerances were actually achievable given the printer settings
and part geometry. If not all of the initially-specified tolerances are achievable, the tool
helps the designer explore the trade-offs between manufacturing cost and quality to set new
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tolerance values for each of their tolerances. The tool also helps the designer to select a build
orientation that best satisfies their tolerances.
The mathematical analysis portion of this chapter will discuss the development of the
mathematical model we use to estimate dimensional accuracy corresponding to tolerances on
features of AM-printed parts. This section starts with describing the mathematical models
that will be developed for orientation, flatness, cylindricity errors associated with tolerances
of the same name. Next, the impact of various factors (such as layer thickness, layer devi-
ations, and support material) will be discussed in detail. After this discussion, the refined
mathematical model that we implement in TAAM will be presented. Then the visualization
and multi-objective optimization used in TAAM are described.
3.5.1 Mathematical analysis of the impact of orientation, layer
thickness, and layer deviations on geometric accuracy
Previous studies [85, 96] have shown that orientation and layer thickness significantly influ-
ence the quality of the part itself. The effect these two factors have on geometry is more
predictable than that of other process parameters, and, for this reason, we focus on these
factors in our mathematical analysis. We have also incorporated analysis of some simple
errors (related to deviations on each individual layer) into our mathematical framework, but
other process factors can affect the quality of the produced part, such as large part size and
material defects. Errors caused by process factors are difficult to predict because they tend
to be specific to a given AM process, material, and even particular machine. The associated
calculations can also be time intensive, making them impractical to calculate in near-real-
time. For these reasons, we do not attempt to include them in this general framework. In
this section, we develop mathematical models relating achievable tolerances (namely orien-
tation, flatness, and cylindricity tolerances) to part orientation, layer thickness, and layer
deviations.
Orientation tolerances
Most of the analysis that is summarized builds on Arni and Gupta’s [90] work to come up
with similar equations for orientation tolerances. The reader is referred to their paper for
an in-depth description of how orientation and layer thickness impacts achievable flatness.
Errors associated with orientation tolerances depend on the size of the part itself. The
length of the datum face and feature face in a particular direction, Ld and Lf respectively,
can be calculated for 0 ≤ φ < 2pi using the procedure that was described by Arni and
Gupta [90] in the context of flatness error. Note that both the datum face and feature face
lengths are therefore functions of φ even though, for notational convenience, we will refer to
them as Lf and Ld. Length calculations are done separately for both the toleranced feature
and the datum feature.
In order to derive equations to predict orientation tolerance error, a more complex coor-
dinate system was needed. For parallelism, the error for each feature face can be described
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using a single spherical coordinate system, oriented based on nf , because nf is parallel to the
datum face normal, nd. For angularity and perpendicularity, nf and nd are offset from each
other by some angle; therefore, two local spherical coordinate systems are used. A second
spherical coordinate system like that applied to the feature face (as shown in Fig. 3.1) is
aligned to nd. The polar angle between B and nd, defined as θd, is shown in Fig. 3.17.
For parallelism, θd = θ because nd and nf are parallel. Because angularity and perpendic-
ularity require two coordinate systems while parallelism only requires one, we will define
a set of mathematical models specifically for angularity and perpendicularity and another
mathematical model for parallelism.
d
Local polar axis
aligned with feature
face normal
Local polar axis
aligned with datum
face normal
B
nd
d
nf
B
Figure 3.17: The local coordinate systems for the datum and a perpendicular feature.
To incorporate geometric deviations of individual layers, we adopt the method of Arni
and Gupta [90], and model a zone of finite thickness along the z- and xy- directions of each
layer. The value of this deviation zone, δxy (parallel to B) and δz (perpendicular to B),
can be experimentally determined for a particular process and machine. The deviations are
caused by a variety of factors, such as shrinkage and machine precision. For simplicity’s sake,
we model layer-level deviations as rectangular. To further simplify our analysis, we make
an assumption regarding the error on the datum feature. Because a datum simulator used
in orientation error measurement would only contact high points of the datum feature face,
it is assumed that the layer-level deviation does not greatly affect datum plane orientation.
Thus, the layer-level deviations are only modeled on the feature plane. This assumption will
be evaluated in future work.
The first tolerance analyzed is parallelism. We divide the equations that capture paral-
lelism’s error into three regimes. The error is equal to zero when the build vector is aligned
or nearly aligned with nf and nd. Both surfaces are approximated by one layer in this case,
so the as-manufactured surfaces would both be parallel flat planes. The error in this regime,
Regime 1, is equal to δz for parallelism, as shown in Fig. 3.18i.
The next regime, Regime 2, occurs when the datum face is approximated by at least two
layers, and the feature face is approximated by one layer. As the angle between B and nf
increases, the projection of the datum face on B will become large enough that the datum
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Figure 3.18: Parallelism error, para. in (i) Regime 1 and (ii) Regime 2 is shown as the distance
between two red planes, oriented by the datum plane (black line). The outline of the perfect
theoretical geometry is also shown, with the datum face highlighted in pink and the feature face
displayed in green. δz is shown in dark gray.
face is approximated by two layers. This transition occurs when the projection, Ld sin θ, is
equal to 2h (where Ld is the length of the datum evaluated at a given φ). The polar angle
at this transition, θcr,1, can be calculated using Eq. 3.11. The error in this regime depends
on the length of the feature, Lf , evaluated at a given φ, as seen in Fig. 3.18ii.
θcr,1|φ = arcsin
(
2h
Ld
)
θcr,2|φ = arcsin
(
h
Lf
) (3.11)
Equation 3.11 shows two distinct critical angles. The need for two angles is due to the
different roles of the datum feature and toleranced feature. For the datum feature, two layers
were needed to establish a datum plane parallel to the theoretically perfect feature. For the
approximated toleranced feature, the layered geometry does not define a plane. Rather, it
must be contained by two planes whose orientation is determined by the datum plane. As
long as the projection of the surface onto B is greater than h, the surface will be approximated
by at least one plane, and the error follows the behavior of Regime 3. This regime switch
occurs when θ is greater than θcr,2, as defined in Eq. 3.11. If θcr,2 is smaller than θcr,1, Regime
1 dominates and Regime 2 will not be present. After this critical angle, the Regime 3 error
is equal to (h+ δz) |cos θ|+ δxy sin θ. Regime 1 and 2 reoccur as θ approaches pi. The errors
and their corresponding ranges are shown in Tab. 3.1.
Angularity and perpendicularity follow a similar pattern to that of parallelism, but be-
cause of the offset between nd and nf , there are now two separate coordinate systems to
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Table 3.1: Parallelism error in various ranges, evaluated at a given value of φ
Regime Range par
1 0 ≤ θ < θcr,1 δz
pi − θcr,1 ≤ θ < pi
2 θcr,1 ≤ θ < θcr,2 Lf sin θ + δz |cos θ|
pi − θcr,2 ≤ θ < pi − θcr,1
3 θcr,2 ≤ θ < pi − θcr,2 (h+ δz) |cos θ|+ δxy sin θ
consider. Regime 1 occurs when B is aligned or nearly aligned with nd. The behavior in
this regime is identical to that in Regime 1 for parallelism, where one layer is used to ap-
proximate the slanted datum surface, resulting in an offset between the datum plane and
the perfect intended face. The offset between nd and nf results in a different error than that
for parallelism in Regime 1. As shown in Fig. 3.19i, the angle misalignment causes an error
approximately equal to |Lf sin θd|, while the layer approximation of the feature face results
in an error equal to (h+ δz) |cos θ|+ δxy sin θ.
Lf
Ld
h
ang
(i)
Lf
Ld
h
ang
(ii)
Figure 3.19: ang in (i) Regime 1 and (ii) Regime 2. δxy and δz are shown in dark gray.
Regime 2 will occur when θd is greater than θcr,1 but θ is less than θcr,2. In this regime,
nf is nearly parallel to B. The slanted feature face will be approximated by only one layer
and the error is approximately equal to |Lf sin θ| + δz |cos θ|, as shown in Fig. 3.19ii. Both
Regime 1 and 2 reoccur as θ approaches pi. Regime 3 is the same as that for parallelism,
where both features are approximated by several layers. The angularity or perpendicularity
error as a function of the polar angle of the feature face, θ, and the polar angle of the datum
face, θd, is summarized in Tab. 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Angularity or perpendicularity error, evaluated at a given value of φ.
Reg. θd Range θ Range par or ang
1 0 ≤ θd < θcr,1 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi Lf sin θd + (h+ δz) |cos θ|
θd ≥ pi − θcr,1 +δxy sin θ
2 θd ≥ θcr,1 0 ≤ θ < θcr,2 Lf sin θ + δz |cos θ|
θ ≥ pi − θcr,2
3 θd ≥ θcr,1 θcr,2 ≤ θ < pi − θcr,2 (h+ δz) |cos θ|+ δxy sin θ
Flatness
Flatness error is simpler than orientation tolerances because flatness callouts do not refer to
a datum feature. No Regime 2 is needed. This mathematical model for flatness is described
in detail in [90].
Table 3.3: Flatness error in various ranges, evaluated at a given value of φ.
Regime Range flat
1 0 ≤ θ < θcr,2 δz
pi − θcr,2 ≤ θ < pi
3 θcr,2 ≤ θ < pi − θcr,2 (h+ δz) |cos θ|+ δxy sin θ
Cylindricity
Cylindricity can be viewed as an extension of flatness tolerances, applied on a cylindrical
surface rather than a planar surface. Cylindricity error, cyl is the radial distance between
two concentric cylinders that enclose all of the as-manufactured part’s surface (Fig. 3.20).
We define a new angle, θax, as the angle between the axis of the cylinder and the build
direction. The model for flatness is adapted to accommodate this new angle, as seen in
Tab. 3.4.
Table 3.4: Cylindricity error in various ranges, evaluated at a given value of φ.
Regime Range cyl
1 0 ≤ θax < θcr,2 δxy
pi − θcr,2 ≤ θax < pi
3 θcr,2 ≤ θax < pi − θcr,2 (h+ δz) sin θax + δxy |cos θax|
Other tolerances
There are additional GD&T callouts that were not analyzed in this work, including circular-
ity, straightness, profile, location, and runout. However, other tolerances are likely to have a
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Figure 3.20: A cross-section of a cylinder showing cyl (θax = 10
◦ ).
similar dependence on the layer thickness, the orientation of the feature face and datum face
(if applicable), and various other errors. Adding additional tolerances is an area of future
development.
Discussion of mathematical models
The mathematical models for orientation errors were created to accurately capture interac-
tions between datum and feature face size and the number of layers used to approximate
those faces. However, after developing these mathematical models, it became clear that the
impact of the size of the datum and feature faces are most important for very small faces. In
general, when the part faces are relatively large, the critical angles θcr,1 and θcr,2 are small,
and so the regions associated with Regime 1 and 2 are small. The dominant error regime for
all orientation tolerances is Regime 3.
For the rest of this thesis, we assume that the datum face and feature face are about 100
times much larger than the layer thickness in every direction, and therefore, θcr,1 and θcr,2
are less than one degree. Then, only the equations for Regime 3 and a simplified version of
Regime 2 need to be used, if the error is calculated in one-degree increments (the approach
we use). This assumption is not unrealistic: assuming a typical layer thickness of 0.15 mm,
this assumption requires the datum and toleranced feature faces to both be larger than 17.25
mm in all directions. This assumption allows us to use the same equations for ang, par,
perp, and flat.
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3.5.2 Other factors impacting achievable tolerances
Other factors influence the expected geometric accuracy of AM-printed parts, including
support material and the profile shape of individual layers. The impact of these factors,
although less important than the impact of orientation and layer deviations, is still important
to consider. These factors will be briefly discussed.
Support material
As summarized in Chapter 2, the removal of support material can cause scarring on over-
hanging surfaces to which the support material is attached. This phenomenon is also visible
in Fig. 3.12i. To factor the impact of scarring due to support material removal into our
model, we introduced a support material geometric deviation, δs, which is added to δz if a
feature face needs support. Whether a feature face needs support is when the angle between
the build vector and the face normal vector, θ, is larger than θsup. This cut-off angle θsup is
process dependent, as is the value of δs.
Layer profile
To keep the model general for different AM processes, each individual layer is assumed to have
a rectangular cross-section with a constant thickness. However, as summarized in Chapter 2,
experimental studies have shown that individual layers are not perfectly rectangular [95–98].
We can customize the equations to reflect the profile of each layer better.
For FDM, the profile of each layer tends to be similar to an elongated half-circle (Fig. 2.5).
To incorporate this profile shape into our model, we can model each layer as a half-circle
(Fig. 3.21). While this is not a perfect representation of the shape of each layer, it is more
accurate than a rectangular shape. In the next subsection, we update our previously derived
equation to reflect this more accurate shape for FDM, as well as to include the effect of
support material.
3.5.3 Refined error equations for FDM
The equations described in Tab. 3.4 and Tab. 3.3 can be updated to reflect the half-circle
profile of FDM and the effect of support material (Equations 3.13 and 3.12). For the sake of
simplicity, for the rest of this thesis, we will assume that all tolerances faces are adequately
large compared to the layer thickness and therefore only the reduced set of equations is
needed to describe orientation errors. These assumptions are reflected in the equations for
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Figure 3.21: Flatness error, flat, for a simple trapezoid. (The outline of the theoretical perfect
geometry is shown in blue.)
FDM:
flat, ang, perp, par =

δz θ = 0
h
2
+
(
h
2
+ δz
) |cos θ|+ δxy sin θ 0 < θ < θsup
h
2
+
(
h
2
+ δz
) |cos θ|+ δxy sin θ + δs θsup ≤ θ < pi
δz + δs θ = pi
(3.12)
cyl =

h
2
+
(
h
2
+ δz
)
sin θax + δxy |cos θax| 0 ≤ θax < θsup − pi2
h
2
+
(
h
2
+ δz
)
sin θax + δxy |cos θax|+ δs θsup − pi2 ≤ θax ≤ 3pi2 − θsup
h
2
+
(
h
2
+ δz
)
sin θax + δxy |cos θax| 3pi2 − θsup < θax ≤ pi
(3.13)
3.5.4 Visualization of errors corresponding to tolerances
To illustrate the visualizations used in the system, we will introduce a simple example. The
geometry of a jet engine bracket, provided by GE for the GrabCAD additive manufacturing
redesign challenge [152], was evaluated. We used the original geometry provided by GE
(Fig. 3.22), however, because the original design geometric tolerances were unspecified, all
tolerances were inferred. The bottom face was chosen as a datum feature. Geometric tol-
erances were applied to three features, as shown in Fig. 3.22. We analyzed the achievable
tolerances with layer thickness set to 0.15 mm. The value of δxy was set to 0.12mm and δz
was set to 0.05mm, based on experimental information [97]. δs was set to 0.05mm and θsup
was set to 135◦.
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Figure 3.22: GE redesign bracket [152] with tolerances added.
The error for each tolerance is calculated separately. The build vector orientation is
varied from 0 ≤ φ < 2pi and 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi, and the error for each tolerance is calculated based
on the equations summarized in Eq. 3.12 and 3.13. The computation time of this error is
short as only simple trigonometry functions need to be evaluated.
We use color to indicate the magnitude of the error. This error map is similar to a
visibility map [153], where the surface of the sphere is related to orientations of a vector,
relative to a part. To make the color scaling easy to understand and universally readable,
we choose the Viridis colormap for its perceptual uniformity, its readability in grayscale, and
interpretability by people with various forms of colorblindness [154]. The error is plotted
on a unit sphere, whose axes are aligned with the part axes. This visualization is shown in
Fig. 3.23, showing 200 possible orientations, each represented as a colored dot.
Figure 3.23: Flatness error at different build orientations are shown as colored dots, plotted on a
unit sphere around the coordinate axes of the STL file.
By calculating errors at a larger range of orientations (i.e., 10,000 orientations), we can
create a denser visualization for the error corresponding to each callout (Fig. 3.24). These
maps show the designer regions of orientations that would result in low error for one or more
of their callouts. Angularity error is minimized if the build vector is exactly aligned with the
feature normal, or if the build vector is orthogonal to the feature normal. This behavior is
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also true for the perpendicularity error. The flatness error is oriented about the base plane.
Flatness error is minimized if the build vector resides in the xy-plane or if it is parallel to
the z -axis. The increased error due to support material removal on the feature face is visible
at the bottom of the angularity error plot and the top of the flatness error plot.
Figure 3.24: Estimated error as a function of build vector orientation for example part.
While the error maps are helpful on their own, we also generate a plot that combines the
information shown in each error map into a single visualization, showing how many tolerance
callouts are met at each orientation. Feasible regions are found by identifying build vector
orientations where all specified tolerances are met. We also plot all the orientations that
do not currently satisfy the tolerances, using color to represent the number of tolerances
satisfied, because a designer may decide to relax or change some of their initially-specified
tolerances. Figure 3.25 shows a unit sphere containing all possible orientations of the build
vector. Green regions denote orientations of the build vector that result in all specified
tolerances on the example part being satisfied. If B was aligned with the positive x - or y-
axis of the example part (see coordinate system shown in Fig. 3.22), then all three specified
tolerances would be satisfied, which would not be the case with the original build orientation
(positive z -axis). Region A contains only a small range of orientations, which is why it is
displayed as a small dot rather than a large area. Region B is much larger, giving a wide
range of feasible orientations.
To help a designer choose a single specific orientation from this range of acceptable
tolerances, we developed a framework that can visualize and help sort through trade-offs.
This framework is discussed in detail in the subsequent section. Another benefit of the
framework is helping a designer relax certain tolerances if they originally specified a tolerance
scheme that resulted in no feasible regions (i.e., all tolerances could not be simultaneously
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Figure 3.25: Feasibility regions for example part.
satisfied at a single orientation). This relaxation process will be described in the next two
sections.
3.5.5 Tolerance allocation tool details
As summarized in Chapter 2, previous approaches to orientation optimization are limited
because of how they deal with multi-objective optimization for AM. Typically, the rela-
tive importance of the different objectives (e.g., minimize error, minimize support volume,
minimize build time) is assigned by the researcher or provided by the designer as scalar
weights, which is not intuitive and can be complicated by the need to combine objectives
with widely varying units. An approach called physical programming eliminates the need for
scalar weighting of each objective [155]. Instead of a meaningless scalar weight, it asks the
designer to break each objective into ranges of different relative desirability, which is more
intuitive. Because we seek to create an interactive design tool, rather than a non-interactive
orientation optimization algorithm, it is crucial that the input required from the designers
is easy to understand.
Physical programming has been used as the basis of an interactive system [156]. Previous
orientation optimization systems for AM are not interactive and assume that the designer’s
preferences are well informed and inflexible, which is not consistent with the iterative, evolv-
ing nature of the design process. An interactive system that allows designers to iterate and
refine their tolerance allocation while learning about the manufacturability of their design is
still needed.
Physical programming has been applied to many different engineering problems in the
past, as summarized by Ilgin and Gupta [157], but has not to our knowledge been utilized
for tolerance allocation. As summarized by Chase [158], tolerance allocation often uses a
theoretical, general equation to connect part quality and manufacturing cost. New methods
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are needed for tolerance allocation for AM because it is possible to improve part quality by
changing the orientation of the part without necessarily increasing the build time or cost.
The tool described here, in addition to enabling visual exploration of the data set, allows
a designer to refine their preference structure interactively, and then uses an algorithm to
present them with a few “best candidates.” This strategy is in line with the findings of
Brill et al. [55] who found that designers can best formulate their preferences when they are
presented a few diverse solutions.
The goal of our trade-off and tolerance relaxation/refinement tool is to elucidate the
relationships between achievable geometric tolerances and other AM process parameters.
This section presents a summary of the physical programming ranking used by our tool.
Rather than asking designers to sort through thousands of data points to find the best
option, we turn their preferences into minimization goals and constraints, which reduces the
need for unnecessary user interaction.
Printing cost
In addition to the geometric errors, designers considering AM to produce their parts must
also consider manufacturing cost. Predictive models have been developed to optimize part
orientation to minimize cost [28, 134, 135]. In order to provide quick, real-time estimates of
cost at thousands of orientations, we use cost estimates partially based on simplified estimates
of build time. Following Armstrong, Barclift, and Simpson [128], with modifications to
consider the volume of support material needed, the total cost to produce a part, C¯, is
calculated as:
C¯ = ρCm [ηs(Vs) + ηp(Vp)] + t¯Ct (3.14)
where ρ is the material density, Cm is material cost, ηs and ηp are support and infill density,
respectively, Vs and Vp are the support material volume and part volume, respectively, t¯ is
the total manufacturing time, and Ct is the cost per time charged for the manufacturing
process. The total manufacturing time, t¯, can be calculated as (adapted from [128]):
t¯ = κ
(
ηs(Vs) + ηp(Vp)
vwh
)
+
H ′
h
(tr) (3.15)
where κ is a complexity factor, v is the extrusion rate, w is the width of the filament, h is
the layer thickness, H ′ is the height of the STL file’s bounding box in orientation B, and tr
is the additional time required to reset and move to the next layer. The total part volume,
Vp, is calculated [159] and does not change with orientation. The support volume, Vs, does
depend on orientation and is calculated as the product of the area and the average height
of each supported facet. Currently, we do not determine if there is another part feature
below the supported feature that would reduce the volume of support material needed, but
in future implementations, we will use ray shooting to check for additional features and use
this information to more accurately calculate support volume.
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Rather than using the total estimated cost, C¯, directly in our optimization, we instead
calculate a cost parameter, λ. This approach is taken so we can provide generally applicable
physical programming bounds in the next section. For a given orientation, λ is calculated
as:
λ =
C¯ −min(C¯)
max(C¯)−min(C¯) (3.16)
where C¯ is the cost corresponding to that orientation, and max(C¯) and min(C¯) are the
maximum and minimum costs for all orientations, respectively.
Physical programming
Messac introduced the basic approach of physical programming [155]. For our approach,
we used linear physical programming [160]. In physical programming, instead of asking a
designer to set weights to turn a multi-objective problem into a single-objective problem,
the designer instead sets meaningful boundaries between different values of each objective,
and these boundaries are used to establish preference class functions that are used to solve
the multi-objective problem.
Physical programming includes several preference types, called preference class functions.
If the goal is to minimize, the class type is 1; if the goal is to maximize, the class type is
2; and if the goal is to achieve a particular range, the class type is 3. There are soft and
hard versions of each class, denoted S and H respectively, that can be used to characterize
different levels of attainment by the designer. For each class function, a certain desirability is
assigned to different ranges of objective values. For a soft class function in which the goal is
to minimize the value of the objective, denoted 1S, the range of objective values is divided by
boundaries, tis where s = 1, 2, . . . , 5 and i is equal to the index of the objective in question.
These boundaries separate what range of objective values are highly desirable (HD), desirable
(D), tolerable (T), undesirable (U), highly undesirable (HU), and unacceptable. An example
of a 1S class function is shown in Fig. 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: Preference class function. Green dotted line indicates boundary of acceptable error,
which we set equal to the initially specified tolerance, ∆.
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Because a designer’s goal will always be to minimize error, the class function 1S is an
obvious choice to represent each tolerance error minimization objective. The shape of this
class function also closely resembles the Taguchi loss function (Fig. 3.27), which describes
the increased cost of quality loss associated with imperfection and error, especially with
regards to design specification and tolerances [161]. Although the 1S class function is a good
initial first guess at the designer’s preferences for all tolerances, there may be errors that the
designer would not consider relaxing. The designer has the option to make these tolerances
mandatory, in which case they are represented by a 1H preference class function. We have
also chosen to represent the goal of minimizing cost, as represented by minimizing λ, using
a 1S class function.
Nominal- Nominal Nominal+
Co
st
 [$
]
Figure 3.27: Taguchi quadratic quality loss function, after [162], where ∆ represents the tolerance.
Rather than asking designers to set their initial preference boundaries for each tolerance
objective, we instead automatically position the boundaries of the class function relative to
the initially specified tolerance, ∆. These class boundaries are summarized in Tab. 3.5 in
the row for optional tolerances, op. These initial assumptions will be evaluated in future
work to determine if they match the initial preferences of designers.
After being presented with the assumed boundary positions, the designer is given the
opportunity to adjust the boundaries, if desired. For designers with vague ideas regarding
which tolerances are truly critical, no changes to the boundaries are needed. However, the
designer has the option to change the position of the bounds if the initial guess does not
match her preferences. The designer can choose what value of error defines the transition
between the desirable region, tolerable region, undesirable region, and so on. The designer
also has the option to change each tolerance to mandatory, mnd, as described above. This
phase of refining the preference structure further justifies the use of physical programming:
the designer can more easily answer what range of error is tolerable to them than determining
what scalar weight to assign to each of many tolerances.
Once class function types are determined and boundaries are calculated, weights can be
calculated for each soft function, defining the shape of the class function for each objective,
following [160]. Using these weights, w˜, and by calculating the deviational variables, de-
noted dis, the overall minimization problem can be formulated. (Only a subset of the full
physical programming implementation used by Messac [160] is described here since there
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Table 3.5: Preference class function parameters where tis separate the different preference regions.
Class HD D T U HU
Boundary ti1 ti2 ti3 ti4 ti5
op 1S 0.3∆ 0.8∆ ∆ 1.3∆ 2∆
λ 1S 5% 30% 75% 90% 100%
Acceptable
mnd 1H 0 ∆
are no maximization, value, or range goals needed for our application.) Our main physical
programming objective for class 1S and 1H functions is summarized as:
min
dis
J =
nsc∑
i=1
[
5∑
s=2
w˜isdis
]
(3.17)
subject to
µi − dis ≤ ti(s−1); dis ≥ 0; µi ≤ ti5 (1S)
or
µi ≤ tj,max (1H)
(3.18)
where nsc is the number of soft class objectives, nhc is the number of hard class objectives,
i = 1, 2, . . . , nsc, j = 1, 2, . . . , nhc, s = 2, . . . , 5, x is the design variable vector, and µi = µi(x)
are the design objectives.
In a typical physical programming problem, Eq. 3.17 would be optimized using a commer-
cial optimization code, resulting in a single, Pareto-optimal set of objective values. (Pareto-
optimal refers to a state where it is impossible to improve one objective value without making
at least one other objective value worse off). For our problem, because the error calcula-
tions in Eq. 3.12 and Eq. 3.13 have a quick computation time, it is trivial to generate
thousands of solutions to use for data visualization. Designers can learn more about the
trade-offs between objectives by examining the range of possible orientations and the errors
associated with them, exploring how each objective is related, and determining the range
of errors associated with each objective. Our data visualizations (described in the next sec-
tion) allow designers to learn from a wide range of solutions without needing to examine
each orientation individually. This visualization and exploration can help designers to refine
preferences to better identify a most preferred orientation. Interactive physical program-
ming has been explored before [156], but the process can be somewhat tedious since only
one Pareto-optimal point is generated at a time. Because of the quick computation time of
our problem, hundreds of Pareto-optimal points can be generated.
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3.6 Implementation of tolerance allocation tool - TAAM
TAAM requires as input: geometry information for the feature face and datum face, normal
vectors of the face and datum, the type of tolerance on each face, and the associated tolerance
value. This geometry information can be manually found from the STL file or exported from
a CAD system from the CAD model itself. The calculations performed for the example in
this paper use geometry information directly from the CAD model and do not account for
errors introduced by coarse STL resolution.
The interaction with the designer begins with entering geometry and tolerance informa-
tion. Then, orientations are sampled (randomly distributed points on a unit sphere that are
chosen using the method of Marsaglia [163] as well as orientations parallel to each toleranced
face’s normal vector) and the error associated with each specified tolerance is calculated. We
use all generated orientations for plotting, including non-Pareto-optimal points because it
results in a more cohesive visualization, but the orientations are then filtered to remove dom-
inated, non-Pareto-optimal points. Only the non-dominated points are ranked according to
the physical programming weights, and the single most-preferred orientation is found and
presented to the designer. This process is summarized in Fig. 3.28.
Sample orientations; 
calculate error
Filter orientations
Designer 
satisfied?
Display best designs and 
corresponding error
Designer specifies new 
tolerances
Calculate ranking
Recalculate physical 
programming  bounds
END
Input geometry and initial 
tolerances
Designer manually adjusts 
physical programming 
bounds (if desired)
Figure 3.28: Process flow for interaction with TAAM.
If the designer is satisfied with the first orientation selected for them and does not need
to refine or relax tolerances, the interaction ends. If the first orientation is not satisfactory,
the designer can use a GUI we developed to relax the specified tolerances selectively. The
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designer is presented with several data visualizations, illustrated in previous sections, to
help them analyze the data. Once the designer is satisfied with the relaxed tolerances as
input into the GUI, the physical programming bounds and weights are recalculated, and
the process can restart (see the loop in Fig. 3.28). Because all the preference ranges are
calculated from the specified tolerances, the new tolerance will change all the preference
ranges for that updated tolerance. Additionally, the designer can opt to change some of the
tolerances to mandatory (class function 1H) or to change the 1S boundaries.
This tolerance-exploration and -relaxation process minimizes initial input required from
designers by making informed guesses about preferences regarding error and cost. After
quickly generating candidate orientations and presenting these orientations, the system helps
designers to explore what-if scenarios by guiding them through selectively relaxing or refining
tolerances. Once designers have explored the data enough that they are satisfied that they
cannot achieve a better result, the physical programming ranking identifies the orientation
that best meets their needs. This exploration process will be illustrated in the next chapter
with an example design scenario. Designers can then indicate that the part must be built
in this orientation, as detailed in ASME Y14.46 [109]. The source code for this tool will be
made available at the author’s GitHub site.
3.7 Conclusion
TAAM is able to calculate orientation, flatness, and cylindricity errors for multiple features
quickly and can identify build directions that result in the satisfaction of all tolerances.
Mathematical analysis of the tolerance error enables efficient prediction of error due to the
stair-stepped approximation characteristic of AM. The system is material-general and can be
utilized for any layer-based process with fixed layer thickness. A tool that predicts tolerances
are mutually achievable for a part can improve the tolerance allocation process. Further, this
tool can elucidate relationships between layer thickness, orientation, and geometric errors,
helping designers understand and optimize tradeoffs between quality and cost before the
detail design of a part is finalized.
Similarly, Will It Print assess part geometry to determine compliance with a set of DFAM
guidelines. The guidelines that it evaluates were chosen through an evaluation of commonly
cited guidelines from academic research and 3D printer manufacturers, as well as an analysis
of common student printing problems. By evaluating compliance with the guidelines using
algorithms, the tool avoids relying on possibly faulty designer analyses. This approach also
frees designers from route tasks so they can focus on more creative or analytical aspects of
the design. Will It Print can help reduce cycle time and failed prints during the design of a
new part.
Both of the tools developed in this chapter use geometry analysis to support designers’
analysis of parts by providing them with information about manufacturing outcomes. These
types of design tools can help bridge the gap between designers and manufacturers, allow-
ing designers to understand and optimize manufacturing constraints before their parts are
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manufactured. In the next chapter, both tools will be illustrated in more detail when they
are applied to a design scenario.
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Chapter 4
Example application of geometry anal-
ysis tools
The previous chapter detailed the development and technical details of the design for additive
manufacturing (DFAM) systems we have developed. The purpose of this chapter is to
demonstrate, through an example design scenario, the practicality of the systems. We seek
to assess if the tools introduced earlier can be set up to be efficient, both in calculation time
and in the effort level required by the designer. By detailing the workflow and computation
time of our systems, Tolerance Allocation for Additive Manufacturing (TAAM) and Will It
Print, we hope to demonstrate the viability of using geometry analysis to support DFAM. We
also will use the example design scenario to evaluate the performance of our tools compared
with existing DFAM systems.
4.1 Introduction
Although both TAAM and Will It Print generally address the manufacturability of AM
parts, they were designed for different phases of the design process. Will It Print helps
evaluate major manufacturability problems relatively early in the design process, so that
a designer can mitigate the problems with geometry changes. TAAM helps with assessing
whether a certain level of geometric accuracy, specified by a set of geometric tolerances, can
be achieved by a given AM process. The process of assessing tolerances, which is when a
designer would use TAAM, occurs later in the design process, once the preliminary detail
design has been completed.
As summarized in earlier chapters, Will It Print was created to help designers by auto-
matically assessing the manufacturability of a part. For AM, manufacturability information
is typically given as a list of guidelines, but a few tools that predict manufacturability do
exist, both in academia [28,30,126,127] and as commercially available software packages such
as Meshmixer. We will use the example design scenario to demonstrate a typical workflow
of using Will It Print. Comparisons to other existing tools will also be drawn. Will It Print
has additional manufacturability assessments that are not available in existing tools and also
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includes richer feedback about each category of manufacturability, so we expect it to better
support designers, especially if they are novices.
The goal of TAAM is to allow a designer to predict geometric error and use that infor-
mation to choose a build orientation and to change their tolerance allocation if necessary.
Researchers have previously developed systems that perform a similar function, typically in
the form of an orientation optimization algorithm. As summarized in Chapter 2, there have
been many orientation optimization algorithms that have been proposed for AM, with a wide
variety of optimization objectives. Several algorithms that have been described in literature
focus on minimizing cost, printing time, or support volume [129,130]. Others focus on min-
imizing geometric error on the part, using metrics like average volumetric error [134, 135],
surface roughness [131–133], or error associated with geometric tolerances [90, 93, 136–138].
Some commercial tools also exist: Meshmixer performs a weighted sum optimization of the
objective functions related to support volume, strength, and support area. For this example
design scenario, we will focus on two orientation optimization algorithms that have the most
in common with TAAM, in that they simultaneously try to optimize for metrics representing
part cost and geometric error.
We will use our example design scenario to evaluate similarities and differences between
the workflows of TAAM and other approaches (evaluating the amount of interactivity and
utility of different visualizations) and to compare the recommended final build orientation
of the part. The level of interactivity, which we posit is important for designer learning,
varies widely, but most systems are not interactive. In addition, most systems simplify the
geometric error by creating an average metric, while TAAM calculates error corresponding to
geometric tolerances applied on individual features, which is the system designers typically
use. We hope our example design scenario will highlight some of the improved practicality
of the approach we used with TAAM.
By using an example design scenario, we can demonstrate the ease-of-use of both of our
systems, their visualizations, and compare these attributes to other similar systems. The
example design scenario will be summarized in the next section. Then, the results and
discussion of the design scenario will be presented. We will present results for Will It Print
first, as it would be used earlier in the design process.
4.2 Materials and methods
Because these tools are interactive, we want to show a typical workflow, and so we will
describe actions taken and choices made by a hypothetical “designer.” No user testing was
undertaken in this chapter. User testing will be described in Chapter 6. The workflows and
output for the two tools are different by design because they have different target audiences.
We attempt to unify the two tools by presenting how they might be used at separate times
during a new product development cycle (Fig. 4.1).
For our example design scenario, we will describe a fictional new product development for
a simple product. The example part used in the design scenario is a triple flagpole bracket
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Figure 4.1: Our tools fit into different stages of the product development process (process flow
adapted from [164]).
used to mount three flagpoles on the corner of a building, which was chosen because it has
both planar and cylindrical features, not all of which are orthogonal to each other. (Selecting
a build orientation for parts with features that are all orthogonal to one another tends to be
more straightforward, and is less informative for demonstrating the tools.)
Different designs for the flagpole bracket were created, varying the type, complexity, and
size of the part features. We created several designs in order to replicate the process of
evaluating different design concepts, early in the detail design stage. A designer could use
Will It Print to assess the manufacturability of all designs. The tool could be used to identify
geometry changes that could be made to improve the manufacturability of the best design.
The geometries of the different designs we generated for this design scenario are shown in
Fig. 4.2. A designer could also use Will It Print to explore the impact of orientation on
manufacturability and consider design changes to make their design easy to print in many
different orientations, if desired.
(i) Design A (ii) Design B (iii) Design C
Figure 4.2: Geometry of the different design alternatives evaluated using Will It Print.
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After geometry improvements are made, later in the development process, the designer
would have a semi-finalized design and would develop a preliminary tolerance allocation
scheme. In our example design scenario, the theoretical designer chooses Design C for fur-
ther development. Before approving their design for production, the designer may want
to ensure that their tolerance allocation scheme is achievable, and may want to select an
orientation to ensure optimal cost and quality of the manufactured product. As discussed
in Chapter 3, TAAM uses geometric tolerances to quantify allowable geometric error. To
replicate a possible tolerance scheme that a designer might specify, a flatness tolerance was
assigned to one face of the bracket that mounts on a building. A perpendicularity toler-
ance and three cylindricity tolerances were also defined. Figure 4.3 shows the geometry and
geometric tolerances used as input in TAAM.
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Figure 4.3: Example flagpole bracket part with specified geometric tolerances.
This materials and methods section first describes the implementation of Will It Print
and describes the process for benchmarking Will It Print against other tools. Then, the
implementation of TAAM and the process for benchmarking TAAM against similar tools is
described. One aspect of benchmarking was comparing computation times. We measured
computation time for all methods tested in MATLAB using tic and toc. For commercial
tools not implemented in MATLAB, we similarly estimated computation time as the amount
of time elapsed between uploading the part and seeing the results of the geometry analysis.
4.2.1 Benchmarking performance of Will It Print
There are few software tools that perform extensive manufacturability analysis for AM.
Some academic tools have been developed [28,30,126,127], but they are not typically shared
or made available online. A few commercial tools are available as well. The academic and
commercial tools have different capabilities to assess different categories of manufacturability.
The capabilities are summarized in Tab. 4.1. Two commercial tools, Meshmixer (Autodesk,
San Rafael, CA) and Shapeways 3D Tools (Shapeways, New York City, NY), which is a
service provided as part of Shapeways’ 3D part ordering process, were used to compare the
predictions of Will It Print.
Shapeways 3D Tools has only a few manufacturability analyses. It checks to make sure
the part is smaller than the maximum size allowed for a given machine. It also checks to
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Table 4.1: Comparing capabilities of manufacturability analysis tools (1. Small features; 2.
Warping; 3. Tipping; 4. Surface roughness; 5. Overhanging faces).
Capability
Tool 1 2 3 4 5 Other capabilities
Will It Print X X X X X
Shapeways 3D Tools X Maximum part size
Meshmixer X X X Strength
Tedia & Williams [28] X X Build time estimate
Ranjan, Samant, & Anand [30] X X X Overall manufacturability metric
Ghiasian et al. [126] X X Build time estimate
see if the feature sizes on a part are larger than the minimum wall thickness. The minimum
wall thickness used in Shapeways is 0.7 mm (a value that reflects settings for SLS, while
Meshmixer and Will It Print are set up to reflect settings for FDM). In Shapeways 3D
Tools, the minimum wall thickness threshold is not adjustable, so we purposely designed the
flagpole designs with some geometry smaller than 0.7 mm to compare the predictions of the
tools. We could not find an explanation of how Shapeways 3D Tools computes feature size.
Meshmixer has more extensive manufacturability analyses than Shapeways 3D Tools.
Meshmixer performs a “stability” analysis to assess if the part was in danger of tipping,
similar to Will It Print’s tipping analysis. For its stability analysis, Meshmixer calculates if
the object’s center of mass falls within the convex hull of contact points on the build plate,
to assess if the object will be stable under its own weight. Before checking the stability
of a part in Meshmixer, we used Meshmixer’s built-in support material generator to create
support structures for overhanging faces. Evaluating tipping considering support material
is the approach Will It Print takes, and so we wanted our comparison to Meshmixer to be
consistent. For “thickness” analysis, which is the name Meshmixer uses for its evaluation
of small features, the minimum thickness was set to 2 mm. Meshmixer’s thickness analysis
is performed, according to the Meshmixer software, “by shooting a number of random rays
from each vertex into the interior of the surface, and measuring the distance to the closest
ray intersections. The average of these distances is our measure of thickness.”
To evaluate the manufacturability tools, we tested models of varying complexity, and with
different features (Fig. 4.2), which we will describe briefly here. Each model also had different
STL file resolution, in order to assess the impact of STL resolution on the accuracy of the
manufacturability tools’ analyses. For Design A, the thinnest features were the cylindrical
walls, which were 2 mm thick. The resolution of the STL file for Design A was made very
fine, with 7120 facets. The bounding box size of Design A was 148 mm × 148 mm × 108
mm. Design B had several overhanging features. The bounding box size of Design B was
126 mm × 126 mm × 96 mm. The thinnest features were the cylindrical walls, which were 2
mm thick. The resolution of the Design B STL file was in between Design A and Design B,
with 2882 facets. Design C was the simplest design. Design C featured cylindrical features
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that had a wall thickness of 0.65 mm and small countersunk holes with diameters equal to
1.4 mm. The STL resolution of Design C was very low, with 1066 facets. The bounding box
size of Design C was 155 mm × 155 mm × 110 mm.
Will It Print and Meshmixer are meant to be used interactively, with the user choosing
orientations based on intuition and tool feedback. However, to systematically investigate
differences between the tools, we also used Meshmixer and Will It Print to evaluate five
specific orientations. Two orthogonal orientations were chosen (B = [0, 0, 1], and B =
[0, 1, 0]), as well as two orientations that were randomly generated (B = [0.28,−0.85,−0.44]
and B = [−0.79, 0.167, 0.59]). Because the only capability of Shapeways 3D Tools that we
assessed, small features, does not depend on orientation, Shapeways 3D Tools was not used
for this part of the evaluation.
Similarities and differences between tools will be discussed in detail in the Results and
Discussion section. The next section describes the implementation of TAAM and the process
for benchmarking it against other tools.
Will It Print implementation
Chapter 3 contains detail of the algorithms and MATLAB implementation used to assess
manufacturability, but we will summarize the specific settings used in the tool here. As-
suming the part was going to be prototyped using fused deposition modeling (FDM), the
minimum feature size was set at 2 mm, the angle at which overhanging feature warnings
were enabled was set at 135◦, and the length associated with warping was set to 80 mm.
The support density, ηs, was set to 15%. These values were determined from best practices
cited in industry guidelines and from experimentation using the Type A Series 1 Pro printer.
4.2.2 Benchmarking performance of TAAM
In order to evaluate the performance of TAAM, we compare its outputs to the recommenda-
tions of two orientation optimization schemes that have been proposed in literature. Specifi-
cally, we will compare our approach with orientation optimization schemes that optimize for
surface roughness, based on the work of Thrimurthulu et al. [133], and simplified geometric
tolerances, based on the work of Das et al. [138]. A summary of the implementation of these
two approaches is included below, but for more technical detail, the reader is referred to the
original papers that described these approaches.
Average surface roughness optimization
The first approach used for comparison, based on the optimization scheme proposed by
Thrimurthulu, Pandey, and Reddy [133] is selecting an orientation to optimize the average
surface roughness on the part. This approach will be referred to as “average roughness
optimization,” or ARO, in subsequent sections.
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The surface roughness is evaluated at each facet of the STL using an experimentally-
derived function relating face orientation to surface roughness, Ra(θ, φ). An average surface
roughness for the entire part is calculated from the surface roughness (Rai) and area (Ai) of
the ith STL facet, for the total number of facets, nf :
Raav(θ, φ) =
∑nf
i=1RaiAi∑nf
i=1Ai
. (4.1)
The minimization problem from [133] is summarized as:
min
θ,φ
O = ωRaav + (1− ω)t¯
s.t. 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi
0 ≤ φ < 2pi.
(4.2)
We calculated printing time, t¯(θ, φ), according to Eq. 3.15. The designer sets the scalar
weights applied to the two objectives by setting ω to some value between 0 and 1. The
designer is generally not given any guidance or advice about setting these parameters. In
the original paper describing this approach [133], it is assumed that the designer knows
the appropriate scalar weights to apply. A genetic algorithm [165] is used to solve the
optimization problem described in Eq. 4.2, using 50 generations.
Weighted penalties of geometric tolerances
As another comparison to the orientation selection employed by TAAM, we implemented the
approach of Das et al. [138], which is based on that of Paul and Anand [166]. The approach
described in these two papers uses a weighted penalty function to minimize support volume
and error associated with different tolerances simultaneously. This approach will be referred
to as “penalized tolerance optimization” or PTO in subsequent sections.
These papers calculate geometric error associated with different tolerances using the
following equations, where h is the layer thickness, θax is the angle between the cylinder
axis and the build vector, and θ is the angle between a face’s normal vector and the build
direction:
cyl = h sin θax
flat, perp, par = h |cos θ| .
(4.3)
Penalties, p(θ), for these errors are defined according to the amount of error associated
with each tolerance. In addition to minimizing geometric tolerances, another objective is
minimizing support volume. The maximum support volume for all orientations is found, and
a normalized support volume, VS−norm(θ, φ), for each orientation relative to that maximum
is calculated, using the same method described in Chapter 3 for λ. Briefly, Das et al. define
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the minimization problem as:
min
θ,φ
E =
ncyl∑
i=1
piωi +
nflat,perp,par∑
j=1
pjωj + ωsVS−norm
s.t. 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi
0 ≤ φ < 2pi
(4.4)
where nflat,perp,par and ncyl are the number of flatness, perpendicularity, or parallelism call-
outs, and the number of cylindricity callouts respectively, and the weights (ωi,ωj, and ωs)
are user-assigned scalar weights for the planar callouts, cylindrical callouts, and support ma-
terial. Following their approach [138], the minimization problem is solved using the fmincon
routine available in MATLAB.
TAAM implementation
Our TAAM uses physical programming to set boundaries of desirability for each objective,
rather than using scalar weights or weighted penalties. For the physical programming calcu-
lations, the preference region boundaries, ti1 to ti5, were set based on guidelines described in
Chapter 3, with certain amounts of error being deemed highly desirable (HD), desirable (D),
tolerable (T), undesirable (UD), and highly undesirable (HU) (Tab. 4.2). These boundaries
are also applied to the part cost parameter, λ. The objective function is given in Eq. 3.17.
The class for each objective was set to 1S, indicating a soft class function in which the goal
is to minimize the value of the objective (for more information, see Chapter 3).
Table 4.2: Example part physical programming parameters. For full explanation of notation used
in this table, see Chapter 3.
HD D T U HU
Class ti1 ti2 ti3 ti4 ti5
flat 1S 0.045 0.135 0.165 0.195 0.3
perp 1S 0.075 0.225 0.275 0.325 0.5
cyl 1S 0.06 0.18 0.22 0.26 0.4
λ 1S 5% 50% 80% 90% 100%
Normal vectors of the toleranced features and STL information were input into the sys-
tem. The layer-level deviations, δxy, δz, and δs were set to 0.10, 0.05, and 0.05 mm, respec-
tively while the layer thickness, h, was set to 0.20 mm. The support angle, θsup was set to
135◦. These values were chosen to reflect layer-level error and layer thickness for an FDM
process.
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4.3 Results and Discussion - Will It Print
The results and discussion in this chapter are divided into two sections. The first section
describes the output of the Will It Print tool, comparing it to other available design tools.
The second section describes the output of the TAAM tool and compares it to orientation
optimization approaches.
4.3.1 Results - Will It Print output
To demonstrate the general workflow of using the Will It Print tool, we will illustrate the
full workflow for one part design in particular: Design C. The workflow for assessing any
of the designs is similar, so we will demonstrate the process for one design to avoid being
repetitive.
The manufacturability analysis of Will It Print is divided into several categories, each
focusing on a particular design for additive manufacturing guideline. We will present the
results of the analysis for each of those guideline categories: small features, warping, tipping,
surface roughness, and overhanging faces. The designer views the results for each guideline
one at a time.
Initial analysis
The first guideline listed in the GUI evaluates small features. (A screenshot of the GUI is
presented in the previous chapter in Fig. 3.15). Once the user clicks the “small features”
option, Will It Print evaluates the part geometry. Will It Print accurately indicates that
the cylindrical features were thinner than the recommended 2 mm, and also highlights the
small holes (Fig. 4.4). The designer could look at the information window for further details
regarding minimum size recommendations (Fig. 4.5). The info guide suggests increasing the
size of all features to be greater than 2 mm in all directions.
Moving on, the next guideline listed in the GUI is overhanging features. Here, the designer
can see that the majority of the part is not overhanging in this orientation, indicating that
not much support material is needed. However, a few facets inside the cylindrical features
are highlighted in yellow, indicating they are overhanging (Fig. 4.6i). It would be difficult to
remove support material from inside these internal features fully, and so the designer should
identify an alternative orientation.
The next guideline category is tipping, which is also referred to as wobbling. Because
the base of the part is relatively large, and the center of mass is not very tall, tipping is not
likely at this orientation (Fig. 4.6ii).
The next guideline category is warping. Warping was predicted (Fig. 4.6iii), indicating
that the part may curl or bow slightly. The part is relatively large, and so the maximum
dimension of the base area’s bounding box is above the maximum recommended size.
The final guideline is surface roughness. There are some facets on the part with a normal
such that high surface roughness is predicted at the top of each cylinder (Fig. 4.6iv). Most
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Figure 4.4: Will It Print analysis indicates that the thickness of the cylindrical features and the
size of the small holes are smaller than the recommended size (close-up of a hole is shown in the
inset). As described in Chapter 3, “eroded” indicates positive features that are too small and “filled
in” indicates negative features that are too small.
Figure 4.5: Info guide for small feature analysis with an explanation and suggestions for improve-
ment.
of the facets on the non-cylindrical surfaces are oriented 90◦ from the build direction, and
so the surface roughness is low on those faces.
Design changes: Small features
To address the warnings from Will It Print, the designer could decide to make some geometry
changes. Based on the feedback described above for small features (Fig. 4.4), the designer
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(i) Overhanging features (ii) Tipping
(iii) Warping (iv) Surface roughness
Figure 4.6: Will It Print output for Design C, showing results for surface roughness, overhanging
features, and tipping for B = [0, 0, 1].
may decide that the hole features can be added in a post-processing operation, and so the
hole features can be removed from the geometry sent to the 3D printer. To address the thin
cylindrical walls, which are currently 0.65 mm thick, the designer could thicken the walls
to more than 2 mm. The designer removes the holes and thickens the walls to 3 mm in
an external CAD program, creates an STL for the new geometry, and uploads the revised
STL into the tool. When re-evaluating the part for small features, the designer can see that
the highlighting has been largely eliminated (Fig. 4.7), showing that the geometry changes
adequately addressed the problem.
Design changes: Exploring orientations
After making the geometry changes to address the too-small features, the designer may
choose to try to eliminate the other warnings regarding surface roughness, overhanging fea-
tures, and warping by changing the orientation of the part. The designer might choose
an unusual orientation, such as B = [0.5, 0.71, 0.71], to try to minimize the area on the
build plate to eliminate warping problems. The error displays are updated in near real-time
(Fig. 4.8). Although the surface roughness is now low on key features, a tipping warning is
issued.
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Figure 4.7: Will It Print indicates cylindrical features are acceptable when thickened.
(i) Overhanging features (ii) Tipping
(iii) Warping (iv) Surface roughness
Figure 4.8: Will It Print output for the modified version of Design C, showing that no geometry
in the current view is highlighted for surface roughness, overhanging features, and warping, but a
warning is issued for tipping when B = [0.5, 0.71, 0.71].
To fix the problem of not enough surface area on the build plate that is causing the tipping
issue, the designer could rotate the part (new build vector B = [−0.06,−0.06,−0.99]) so that
the top face of the part would require support, which also moves the center of mass down.
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At this new orientation, no tipping warning is issued (Fig. 4.9). Additionally, no warping
warning is issued. Features with overhanging and surface roughness warnings are not critical
to the function of the part. The designer would likely be satisfied with the manufacturability
of this design, after implementing these geometry and orientation changes, and would have a
sense of promising build directions to explore as the design process moves towards production.
Figure 4.9: Will It Print analysis indicates that the modified version of Design C is no longer at
risk of tipping when B = [−0.06,−0.06,−0.99].
At this point, the designer could move on to evaluating Design A and B, to see if they
required any geometry or orientation changes as well. We will not show the evaluation of
Design A and B for the sake of brevity, but all three designs are used to compare and contrast
Will It Print to other existing tools.
4.3.2 Comparison of Will It Print to other tools
For comparison of the predictions of the Will It Print Tool to other design for AM tools, the
output of Meshmixer and Shapeways 3D Tools is analyzed. All three designs and multiple
orientations were tested with each tool.
Small features
Small features do not depend on orientation, so the tools were compared with all designs at
the orientation B = [0, 0, 1]. We compared the original version of Design C, not the version
that was created with geometry and orientation changes described in the previous section.
In Will It Print, all of the cylindrical features were highlighted for by the small feature
analysis Designs A, B, and C (Fig. 4.10). In all designs, sharp corners are also highlighted.
As mentioned earlier, the small holes of Design C are also flagged.
Meshmixer highlights all of the cylindrical faces and none of the surrounding walls struc-
ture for Design A (Fig. 4.11i), which had a fine STL resolution. Meshmixer uses red highlight-
ing to indicate features that are too small. For Design B, which has a lower STL resolution
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(i) Design A (ii) Design B
(iii) Design C
Figure 4.10: Will It Print identification of too-small features for (i) Design A, (ii) Design B, and
(iii) Design C, showing that the cylindrical features and sharp corners are below the recommended
thickness.
and more complex geometry, Meshmixer highlights both the cylindrical features and portions
of the wall behind them (Fig. 4.11ii). For Design C, most of the part is highlighted but the
small holes are not highlighted.
Shapeways 3D Tools did not highlight any portion of the geometry as being below the
recommended size for Design A, (Fig. 4.12i). Similarly, for Design B, Shapeways 3D Tools
did not highlight any portion of the part as being below the recommended size, (Fig. 4.12ii),
but the whole part was highlighted in green. It is unclear why Shapeways 3D Tools employed
different visualizations for Design A and C. It is possible that this difference is related to
a bug in their system. For Design C, Shapeways 3D Tools identified portions of the very
thin cylindrical walls as being below the recommended thickness (Fig. 4.12). The walls
of the CAD file used to create the STL were uniformly 0.65 mm thick, thinner than the
recommended thickness from Shapeways 3D Tools, 0.7 mm, but only isolated portions of
the surfaces were highlighted in Shapeways 3D Tools. Because Shapeways 3D Tools is not
open-source, we are unsure what method they use to calculate thickness and why it would
give these erroneous results. The small holes in Design C are not highlighted, indicating that
Shapeways 3D Tools does not assess small negative features.
In general, the small feature detection results were similar for Meshmixer and Will It
Print (Tab. 4.3). All three tools highlighted at least portions of the cylinders that were
only 0.65 mm in thickness. However, Meshmixer also highlighted surrounding facets near
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(i) Design A (ii) Design B
(iii) Design C
Figure 4.11: Meshmixer identification of too-small features for (i) Design A, (ii) Design B, and
(iii) Design C, showing that the cylindrical features and some surrounding areas are highlighted in
red, indicating they are too small.
the cylindrical faces. Will It Print also highlighted sharp, 90◦ corners, which neither of the
other tools highlighted. The analysis of Shapeways did not have good agreement with the
other two tools. All tools have some flagging that could be improved, but the flagging errors
have varying severity. Both Will It Print and Meshmixer could highlight too much: Will It
Print highlights sharp corners that designers may not care about and Meshmixer highlights
portions of planar faces that are actually adequately large. Shapeways 3D Tools, on the
other hand, fails to highlight portions of the cylinder that are below the threshold, an issue
that is more severe.
Computation times
A summary of the different computation times of the comparison tools and Will It Print is
shown in Tab. 4.4. The computation time for Meshmixer seems to scale with the number of
facets in the model, with finer STL resolution resulting in longer computation time. However,
the computation time of Meshmixer was extremely quick compared with the other tools. The
computation time of Will It Print is impacted by the number of voxels and, therefore, the
size of the part. Shapeways 3D tools took several minutes to compute. The computation
times for Will It Print were in between those of the other tools.
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(i) Design A (ii) Design B
(iii) Design C
Figure 4.12: Shapeways 3D Tools identification of too-small features for (i) Design A, (ii) Design
B, and (iii) Design C, showing that only parts of the cylindrical features in Design C are flagged
as being too small.
Table 4.3: Comparison of features flagged with small feature error of the tools
Model
Design A Design B Design C
Will It Print Sharp corners; cylin-
drical faces; holes
Sharp corners; cylin-
drical faces
Sharp corners; cylin-
drical faces
Shapeways
3D Tools
None None Portions of cylindrical
faces
Meshmixer Cylindrical faces Cylindrical faces; por-
tions of planar faces
Cylindrical faces; por-
tions of planar faces
Exploring orientations
Many of the manufacturability problems (e.g., overhanging features, surface roughness, tip-
ping, and warping) depend on the build orientation of the part. Because the tools have
different functionality (i.e., both Shapeways or Meshmixer have fewer analysis capabilities
than Will It Print), it is difficult to compare all orientation-dependent manufacturability
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Table 4.4: Comparing computation times for small feature detection using the different test parts.
Computation time for part [sec]
Design A Design B Design C
# of facets 7120 2882 1066
Will It Print 95.8 162.5 121.6
Shapeways 3D Tools ≈ 600 ≈ 600 ≈ 600
Meshmixer 2.3 <1 <1
analyses fully. However, both Will It Print and Meshmixer compute warnings for tipping
and overhanging features, and so we will compare those two errors for different orientations.
Figure 4.13: Meshmixer shows the part is not at risk of tipping (communicated by the green color
of the ball marking the center of mass) when B = [0, 1, 0].
All designs were evaluated for warping and tipping at B = [0, 0, 1], [0, 1, 0],
[0.28,−0.85,−0.44], and [−0.79, 0.167, 0.59], as described in the methods section of this chap-
ter. An example of the results of Meshmixer is shown in Fig. 4.13. In Tab. 4.5, we summarize
overhanging warnings outside or inside the cylindrical features, as well as tipping warnings
for the whole part. Meshmixer identified areas of the part as being nearly overhanging but
did not flag them as overhanging in Design A and Design C at orientation B = [0, 0, 1],
while Will It Print flagged facets at that orientation as being overhanging for Design C and
did not flag facets at that orientation for Design A. Will It Print did not identify any of
the tested combinations of orientation and geometry as being problematic for tipping, while
Meshmixer only identified one combination (Design B, orientation B = [0.28,−0.85,−0.44]).
The difference between predictions is likely due to the way the support material was gen-
erated in Meshmixer, which created only a few support structures under overhanging faces,
whereas Will It Print assumes a more solid, grid-like support structure will be added under
all overhanging faces. Generally, there was good agreement between the predictions of both
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overhanging features and tipping by the two tools.
Table 4.5: Comparing orientation-dependent errors of the tools at different orientations, where
O denotes an overhanging warning on the cylindrical features and T denotes a tipping warning for
the whole part.
Model Warnings at orientation
[0, 0, 1] [0, 1, 0] [0.28,−0.85,−0.44] [−0.79, 0.17, 0.59]
Design A Will It Print None O O O
Meshmixer None O O O
Design B Will It Print O O O O
Meshmixer O O O;T O
Design C Will It Print O O O O
Meshmixer None O O O
4.3.3 Discussion
Generally, there were some similarities between Will It Print and the tools we used for
comparison. Will It Print has analysis capabilities that are also included in Meshmixer (i.e.,
identification of overhanging faces, small features, and tipping) and Shapeways (identification
of small features). However, Will It Print has types of analysis capabilities that are not
available in either tool, namely evaluation of warping and surface roughness. Will It Print
also was able to identify regions that were smaller than the recommended minimum feature
size more accurately than the other tools.
Because Meshmixer’s approach to thickness measurement relies on shooting rays from
each vertex, thick regions close to thin regions are also highlighted as being below the rec-
ommended size. This problem is not visible when the resolution of the STL file is extremely
high, as it was for Design A, but would be visible for most normal or rough STL files, as
we saw in Design B and C. Extraneous highlighting could lead the designer to modify ge-
ometry unnecessarily. Similarly, Shapeways 3D Tools only highlighted part of the too-small
geometry (possibly also because of the rough STL resolution), which could also lead the
designer to make unnecessary changes. Will It Print was most able to highlight features at
or below the minimum feature size without highlighting extraneous faces and was robust to
STL resolution.
Will It Print was also unique compared to Shapeways 3D Tools and Meshmixer in that
it flagged several features that the other tools did not: 90◦ corners, and small negative
features (i.e., small holes). The flagging of sharp corners is a result of the multi-scale top-hat
transform process used by Will It Print to identify small features. When parts are printed,
sharp corners do print slightly rounded because the printer cannot make infinitely sharp turns
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while depositing material. Will It Print conveys this limitation to designers, while the other
tools do not. However, we are unsure of the importance of this rounded-corners effect on
designers, and the importance of this visualization will need to be assessed further. However,
it does seem critical to communicate to designers about too-small negative features like holes,
because these are more likely to be crucial for the physical performance and aesthetic look of
parts. Will It Print can identify and communicate this important information to designers,
while the other tools do not.
The tools also differed in how they were set up for user interactions. One example of
this is that Shapeways 3D Tools had a hard-coded threshold for small feature size, while
in Meshmixer and Will It Print, this level can be easily adjusted. While hard-coding the
threshold may be easier to implement, it does not give the designer the flexibility to use the
tool for different machines or AM processes, which have different constraints regarding the
small feature threshold.
Computational speed was another difference between the tools. For small features de-
tection, the ray shooting method used by Meshmixer was much faster than the voxelization
approach used by Will It Print or the approach used by Shapeways 3D Tools. However,
Will It Print was also able to identify small features in a relatively small amount of time,
typically under 2 minutes. There appears to be a trade-off between accuracy and speed
with the computational approach employed by Meshmixer and Will It Print: the more accu-
rate small feature detection of Will It Print takes more time. In future iterations of Will It
Print, we could ask the designer about the criticality of small feature detection, and decrease
the computational time by either coarsening the voxel resolution or employing a faster but
less-accurate approach like Meshmixer.
Another important consideration in user experience is the visualizations that the tool
employs. The visualizations of all three tools tended to be somewhat similar in that they
use color to flag portions of the geometry. Meshmixer uses their visualizations to show extra
information (such as geometry that is almost but not quite at the threshold for an error).
Will It Print could adapt this approach to communicate more nuanced information about
compliance with guidelines. For example, rather than using one color to highlight rough
surfaces, the color could be scaled according to the estimated surface roughness. However,
there may be a point of diminishing returns where dense visualizations clutter the GUI and
overwhelm the designer with information.
Information regarding the manufacturability assessments performed by each tool is an-
other consideration in the user experience. Because we targeted Will It Print to be used by
novices, with relatively little AM experience, we were careful to include educational feed-
back for novices in the form of graphical examples and descriptions of each manufacturability
guideline we assessed. Similarly, Shapeways 3D Tools gives some helpful background infor-
mation about the minimum thickness of walls. Meshmixer, on the other hand, gives only
basic information about manufacturability, and instead focuses on how to interpret their vi-
sualizations. Meshmixer does not give suggestions on how to correct any manufacturability
problems. We expect that the guideline information we convey in Will It Print will make
the tool more useful for novices who are likely not aware of manufacturability guidelines.
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However, all of these decisions regarding user experience should be the subject of more study
and user testing.
In summary, Will It Print provides additional analysis capabilities not provided by exist-
ing tools while also providing enhanced accuracy and user experience. Designers should be
able to use our tool to assess the manufacturability of their design and use the feedback and
information provided about the guidelines to make improvements to their design geometry
manually. Will It Print also helps designers understand the impact of orientation on AM
outcomes, so that they can begin to select a build orientation for their part or to create a
design that is relatively insensitive to build orientation. Later in the design process, they
can use our other tool, TAAM, to further investigate manufacturing outcomes and build
orientation. TAAM will be the subject of the next section.
4.4 Results and Discussion - TAAM
This section will illustrate a typical workflow for TAAM. TAAM is more targeted at experi-
enced designers, who understand and utilize GD&T. TAAM is also targeted to be used later
in the design process, once the preliminary detail design is complete, and a rough tolerance
scheme has been developed. After a designer explored the manufacturability of a design us-
ing Will It Print and developed a detail design with a tolerance scheme, TAAM can be used
to ensure the tolerance allocation is appropriate and achievable. Another difference between
Will It Print and TAAM is that a designer must manually try out different orientations,
while TAAM evaluates many orientations for the designer and suggests promising orienta-
tions. These features of TAAM will be illustrated in the following section. We analyze a
modified version of Design C using TAAM and other similar tools.
4.4.1 TAAM Output
In TAAM, the geometric error corresponding to each tolerance was calculated using the
method described by Budinoff and McMains [2] and summarized in Chapter 3. The data
visualizations described in Chapter 3 are used here, with the error associated with each ori-
entation represented as a color, plotted on the surface of a unit sphere. For a full explanation
of the data visualization, the reader is referred to Chapter 3.
The error associated with the flatness tolerance, perpendicularity tolerance, and middle
cylinder cylindricity tolerance is shown in Fig. 4.14 as a function of the orientation. The
other cylindricity errors are not plotted here to limit redundancy. The coordinate axes in
these figures correspond to the coordinate axes shown in Fig 4.3. These plots illustrate the
error functions described earlier (i.e., Eq. 3.12 and Eq. 3.13). These maps are made by
evaluating the error at each orientation and plotting the error as a dot. The color of each
dot represents the magnitude of the error at that orientation. The slight fuzziness of the
coloring of these plots is due to the discrete nature of the points. Regions with increased
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error due to support material being needed are visible in the left, right, and sides of the
three plots for flatness, perpendicularity, and cylindricity respectively.
Figure 4.14: Geometric errors of the example part.
In this example, the initially specified tolerances were not all simultaneously achievable
at any particular tolerance, as shown in Fig. 4.15. The color scaling of this sphere, developed
by Rinaldi [140], shows orientations where all tolerances are met as green, and orientations
where some tolerances are not met as shades of red. Even though there is no orientation where
all tolerances are simultaneously satisfied (visualized as no green region on the sphere), using
the physical programming ranking of the Pareto-optimal points, we can show the designer
a particular orientation that best meets her needs. For this example, that orientation was
calculated to be B = [0.19, 0.47, 0.86] (shown as a yellow square in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16).
The object rotated to this orientation is shown in Fig. 4.19i.
Figure 4.15: No orientation satisfies all five initial tolerances. The pareto-optimal orientation
B = [0.19, 0.47, 0.86] is marked with a yellow square.
The errors at this orientation are summarized in Tab. 4.6, along with the error at the
initial orientation shown in Fig. 4.3, B = [0, 0, 1], the orientation of the part used by
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Figure 4.16: Example part cost parameter. The pareto-optimal orientation [0.19, 0.47, 0.86] is
marked with a yellow square.
the designer during geometric modeling. Comparing the naive, initial orientation to the
orientation output by the program, [0.19, 0.47, 0.86], the errors associated with the flatness
and perpendicularity tolerances have increased, but both are in the tolerable range. The
cylindricity error has decreased for all cylinders. At this orientation, the insides of the
cylindrical bosses no longer need support, which decreases the error on those features. The
cost parameter has increased only slightly.
Table 4.6: Errors at naive and optimal orientations suggested by TAAM.
B flat perp cyl1−3 λ
Naive orientation [0, 0, 1] 0.10 0.10 0.25,0.28,0.25 0%
First optimal orientation [0.19, 0.47, 0.86] 0.15 0.21 0.24,0.18,0.18 1%
Second optimal orientation [−0.10,−0.34,−0.94] 0.13 0.18 0.24,0.21,0.20 2%
At this point, the designer may choose to relax the tolerances slightly so that the error
associated with this “best” orientation falls within the newly specified tolerances. However,
the designer may want to understand better how the relaxation of particular tolerances
affects the number of feasible orientations. Figure 4.17 shows the GUI TAAM provides for
this purpose, with a set of relaxed tolerances for the example problem.
After exploring the effect of relaxing different tolerances, the hypothetical designer de-
cides to relax the cylindrical tolerances to 0.25 mm each, does not switch any tolerances to
the 1H class, and does not modify the boundaries of the 1S class functions. Based on these
inputs, the feasibility plot is regenerated (Fig. 4.18). A yellow square at the very bottom of
the sphere in Fig. 4.18 represents the new preferred orientation, B = [−0.10,−0.34,−0.94],
output by the program, based on the revised tolerances. At this new preferred orientation,
there is slightly increased error of the cylindrical tolerances, but the flatness and perpendic-
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Figure 4.17: Tolerance relaxation GUI.
ularity error has been improved over the previous orientation (summarized in Tab. 4.6). The
part is displayed in this new preferred orientation in Fig. 4.19ii. At this new orientation, all
five errors are within the new tolerances, as opposed to the initial, naive orientation, where
only the flatness and perpendicularity error satisfied the original tolerance allocation.
Figure 4.18: Feasible orientations are visible with revised tolerances. The pareto-optimal orien-
tation [−0.10,−0.34,−0.94] is marked with a yellow square (the back side of the sphere is shown).
The visualizations used in the figures shown in this section used 40,000 data points. If
desired, the number of points generated can be reduced, reducing the computation time, but
the visualization becomes sparser and potentially less informative (Fig. 4.20).
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(i) B=[0.19, 0.47, 0.86] (ii) B=[−0.10,−0.34,−0.94]
Figure 4.19: Example part at the pareto-optimal orientations.
Figure 4.20: As the number of orientations at which error and part cost are calculated increases,
the total computational time increases, so a balance between dense visualization and speed must
be identified.
4.4.2 Comparison of TAAM to other orientation optimization
tools
Now that we have described the workflow and output of TAAM, we will compare TAAM to
two other approaches described in previous literature: ARO and PTO.
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ARO
For the more typical approach, average roughness optimization (ARO), the designer needs
choose scalar weights for the two objectives (surface roughness and print time). The hy-
pothetical designer initially set the weight for the two objectives to be equal (ω = 0.5).
The optimal orientation with these weights was the initial orientation, with B=[0, 0, 1]. The
designer decides to try to improve the surface roughness specifically on the cylinders, but
because the ARO approach only calculates an average roughness over the whole part, the
only option to achieve this goal is to increase the scalar weight for the average roughness.
The designer changes the weights to ω1=0.9 and ω2=0.1. These weights resulted in this
same optimal orientation, with no improvement in surface roughness. When the weights
were changed to ω1=1 and ω2=0, the optimal orientation was B=[0.34, 0.34, 0.88]. This ori-
entation will result in slightly improved surface roughness on the cylinders over the default
orientation.
Table 4.7: Comparing average roughness optimization outcomes.
Weights Raavg [µm] t¯ [sec] O Suggested B
ω1 = 0.5, ω2 = 0.5 15.6 222 118.7 [0, 0, 1]
ω1 = 0.9, ω2 = 0.1 15.6 222 36.2 [0, 0, 1]
ω1 = 1, ω2 = 0 15.4 234 15.4 [0.34, 0.34, 0.88]
PTO
Like the ARO approach, the penalized tolerance optimization (PTO) approach requires the
designer to set scalar weights for all included objectives. The minimization approach used
in the Das et al. model also requires an initial point at which to begin the minimization
search. Using the weights ωs = 0.6, ωcyl = 0.2, ωflat = 0.1, ωperp = 0.1, and an initial point
(θ = 90◦, φ = 270◦), the build vector [−0.39,−0.39,−0.84] was identified by the optimization
algorithm as minimizing the objective function. Using the same weights but initial point
(φ = 90◦, θ = 90◦), B = [0.38, 0.40, 0.83] was identified as the optimal orientation. Using
a range of other initial points did not result in any additional optimal orientations, so the
designer assumed that there are two local minima for the objective function using these
weights. The penalties, p, normalized volume, Vs−norm, and objective function value, E,
were found for each optimal point identified (Tab. 4.8).
The hypothetical designer decides that the flatness and perpendicular tolerances are
more important than the cylindricity tolerances and decides to adjust the weights, to ωs =
0.3, ωcyl = 0.2, ωflat = 0.3, ωperp = 0.2. Again, two different orientations are suggested,
depending on the starting point chosen. Objective function values, which are the equal at
these orientations, are also shown in Tab. 4.8. The designer could select one of the two
suggested orientations. They could also evaluate the error associated with each tolerance
callout at this orientation, and relax or tighten tolerances as necessary. However, the PTO
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approach is based on an optimization algorithm, which would need to be rerun each time
the tolerances were adjusted.
Table 4.8: Penalized tolerance optimization optimal orientations for a given set of weights, with
objective function values calculated at each orientation.
Weights Initial Penalties Objec. value Suggested B
θ, φ pflat, pperp, pcyl1−3 Vs−norm E
ωs = 0.6,
ωcyl = 0.2,
ωflat = 0.1,
ωperp = 0.1
90,270 0.15, 0.15, 0.25, 0.05, 0.25 0.02 0.14 [−0.39,−0.39,−0.84]
90,90 0.15, 0.16, 0.26, 0.04, 0.24 0.003 0.14 [0.38, 0.40, 0.83]
ωs = 0.3,
ωcyl = 0.2,
ωflat = 0.3,
ωperp = 0.2
180,270 0.09, 0.12, 0.30, 0.10, 0.23 0.02 0.18 [−0.29,−0.35,−0.89]
0,10 0.09, 0.12, 0.30, 0.10, 0.23 0.02 0.18 [0.30, 0.35, 0.89]
TAAM and the other approaches we implemented have different objectives, visualizations
(or lack thereof), and approaches to identify optimal points, but they all attempt to find an
orientation that optimizes cost (as measured by print time, support volume, or total print
cost) while also optimizing quality (as measured by surface roughness or errors associated
with tolerances). Tab. 4.9 summarizes all three approaches and the optimal build vector
identified by the tool, after adjusting boundaries or weights. The table lists computation
times, showing that the PTO approach is the quickest. However, the computation time
for the PTO approach excludes calculating the maximum support volume at a wide range
of orientations (a value needed for calculating the support volume penalty), which is pre-
calculated and can take several minutes.
However, it should also be noted that the computation times for the ARO and PTO
approaches only result in giving the designer one suggested optimal point, while the approach
we take in TAAM also provides the designer with the cost and error information at many
other possible orientations. The final orientation selected by the designer using each of these
approaches is plotted in Fig. 4.21.
4.4.3 Discussion
There were several similarities between TAAM and the tools we used for comparison. TAAM
performs a similar function to orientation optimization schemes that have been developed
previously, in that it suggests orientations to minimize geometric error and printing cost si-
multaneously. The orientations recommended by TAAM were similar to those recommended
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Table 4.9: Comparing performance and predictions of orientation optimization approaches.
Tool Objectives Comp.
time
Modeled sources
of geometric error
Suggested B
TAAM Geometric
tolerances;
printing cost
122.2 s Stair-step effect;
machine
precision; layer
profile; support
material
[−0.10,−0.34,−0.94]
Average
roughness
optimization
(ARO)
Average surface
roughness;
printing time
108.0 s Stair-step effect;
layer profile;
support material
[0.34, 0.34, 0.88]
Penalized
tolerance
optimization
(PTO)
Geometric
tolerances;
volume of
material
3.1 s Stair-step effect [−0.29,−0.35,−0.89]
(i) TAAM orientation,
B=[−0.10,−0.34,−0.94]
(ii) ARO orientation,
B=[0.34, 0.34, 0.88]
(iii) PTO orientation,
B=[−0.29,−0.35,−0.89]
Figure 4.21: Example part at optimal orientations identified using different algorithms and de-
signer inputs.
by both tools we compared it with, which makes sense because each was optimizing for
similar goals.
The approach taken by PTO is similar to the approach we take with TAAM, but it
does not take into account several key sources of geometric error: positioning error and
support material removal marring the surface. In PTO, the effect of support material is only
considered in how it affects the total print volume, so if a designer is not concerned with
cost or printing time, that weight can be set to zero, and an orientation with lots of support
material would be recommended, despite the fact that support material removal has been
found to damage part surfaces [102]. The predictions of the PTO approach provide a helpful
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starting point for assessing the achievability of tolerances, but they are less accurate than
our estimates, based on the above limitations.
Another difference is that the PTO approach uses a minimization scheme to identify a
single, optimal point. This scheme, however, does not give the designer enough information to
understand what tolerances they could relax, and by what amount each tolerance needs to be
relaxed (information we provide using our spherical data visualizations). Another limitation
of the minimization technique used in PTO is that it cannot identify global minima, only
local minima, so depending on the initial point chosen by the designer, a more suitable
orientation may exist but may not be identified.
A benefit of TAAM and the PTO approach, when compared with ARO, is that they
analyze geometric tolerances. Geometric tolerances are how designers specify allowable ge-
ometric error, so it makes sense to predict and optimize geometric errors using the same
language designers speak: geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T). Anecdotally,
through discussions with industry representatives at conferences, it seems that tolerance al-
location is a problem that needs further support. Industry representatives have commented
that this tool is helpful and necessary. While surface roughness is certainly an important
consideration, it may be better to combine it with other ways of quantifying geometric error,
like GD&T, rather than using it as the only metric.
Physical programming, used in the TAAM tool, has advantages over the weighted sum-
based approach, used in the PTO and ARO approaches. Although the objective function
used in the ARO approach takes into account both print time and average surface rough-
ness, it tends to weigh the print time objective more, because that objective has a larger
unweighted magnitude. Unless the weights are scaled according to the magnitude of the
different objectives (which also have different units) this approach does not consider the two
objectives on equal footing. The PTO approach uses a weighted sum objective function
that scales each objective so that it can only vary between 0 and 1, which avoids this prob-
lem. However, the setting of scalar weights can be somewhat arbitrary (i.e., how can the
designer determine if the quality on one face is a 0.25 or a 0.3?). The physical programming
boundaries are more intuitive than scalar weights.
There are potential issues with using an average error metric for the whole part, as is done
in the ARO. As described in the results, it is impossible to prioritize quality on a particular
face when only using a metric that averages quality over the whole part. Another limitation
of this approach is that calculating an average over all features means that large faces, even
if they are less important to the part function, are given more weight than small features.
Designers set different tolerances on different features because non-functional features need
much looser tolerances than functional features. A design-support tool should reflect these
needs by allowing designers to set different levels for each feature, as is done in TAAM and
by the PTO approach.
Compared to existing tools, our tool offers more helpful features. TAAM has additional
functions in helping designers understand the range of achievable tolerances and exploring
which tolerances they may want to relax. Rather than subjective or guess-and-check ap-
proaches for adjusting scalar weights and choosing an orientation, TAAM allows a designer
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to visualize each objective for all possible orientations at once, which aids in faster evalu-
ation. These visualizations and the interactive nature of the tool make trade-offs between
geometric accuracy and production time explicit. Our visualization allows for quick analysis
showing not only the feasible orientations but also the almost feasible orientations, where
some but not all specified tolerances are met. It is hoped that this visualization, along
with the interactive GUI, will help designers quickly explore the relationships between each
objective.
There are other options for presenting designers with visual analyses of manufacturability
information. Rinaldi has previously used a 2D projection of the orientations [140]. We plan
to explore other forms of data visualization, including parallel coordinates, in the future. In
order to examine the effectiveness of the data visualizations used in TAAM, we hope to test
the proposed tool with actual designers. We assume that designers, when presented with
manufacturability information, will be willing to selectively relax less critical tolerances in the
manner described in this chapter. Because the tool can allow the designer to examine ranges
of options, rather than immediately selecting one orientation based on assumed preferences
as previous tools have done, we hypothesize that the designer will feel more satisfied with
the final, optimized orientation.
Another benefit of TAAM is its generality: it can be applied to many different AM pro-
cesses, incorporating different sources of geometric error, machine-specific deviations, layer
thickness, and support generation cut-off angles into the error calculations. Experimental
verification, which will be discussed in the next chapter, will help refine the mathematical
analyses.
An additional benefit is TAAM’s computational speed. Error calculations can be com-
puted quickly at all orientations, enabling designers to interactively explore trade-offs and
tolerance allocation during the highly iterative design stage. Other optimization tools for
AM process planning are not designed to be interactive, and require the designer to rerun
the optimization each time they decide to adjust scalar weights. Our approach with TAAM
is to calculate error at many orientations, giving the designer a sense of the range of options
available to them. The initial computation of the error is in near real-time (calculating error
at 10,000 orientations for this example took 1.5 seconds on a laptop) and the relaxation
GUI can update the feasibility sphere in real time, because the same orientations and error
calculations are re-used and only changes to plotting color are made, after comparing the
already-calculated-error to the revised tolerances. Calculation of cost is slower due to the
calculation of support volume, but this calculation is only performed once and is not re-
calculated during tolerance relaxation. The computation time could be reduced using GPU
techniques [167].
There is a trade-off between dense, informative, visualizations, and computation time.
Our approach of calculating error at many orientations is computationally expensive, though,
and takes more time than a simple minimization like that used in PTO. There may be
situations where a designer wants a single, optimal orientation, without wanting to explore
other options or to relax tolerances, and a minimization resulting in only one suggested
orientation may be preferable in that situation. However, we expect that most designers are
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willing to relax some tolerances slightly in order to achieve a cheaper manufacturing process,
and our tool is much more informative and helpful for that process.
TAAM also requires minimal initial input from the designer, making educated guesses
about the designer’s goals. The designer can explore feasible solutions and then refine these
assumed preferences. The time the designer spends interacting with the tool is spent pro-
ductively refining the preference structure and exploring the data, not tediously defining
preferences or guessing at objective weights.
If the goal of developing new algorithms and analyses to help designers understand man-
ufacturing constraints is to create systems that designers will want to use, it is important to
understand designers needs and to speak their language. TAAM has more features, include
more sources of geometric error, and quantify geometric error in a way that is meaningful to
mechanical designers.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented an example design scenario illustrating the use of Will It
Print and TAAM. Will It Print has additional capabilities not found in other existing tools.
The comprehensive analysis capabilities of Will It Print, which were developed through
analysis of common errors described by students, will help novices using the tool identify
avoid printing failures. Unlike any widely distributed tool that the authors are aware of,
Will It Print can identify areas that will have high surface roughness, assess the risk of
warping, and identify small negative features like holes. Additionally, Will It Print more
accurately identifies small features than other available tools. In the design scenario, Will It
Print identified several manufacturability problems with the simple part used in this example.
Will It Print was designed to be helpful for novices seeking to apply design for manufacturing
principles to their designs because it helps them evaluate compliance and provides them with
enough information about the guidelines that they can make educated changes to their part
or its selected build orientation.
TAAM allows designers to predict achievable tolerances for parts produced using AM.
Designers can explore which orientations enable them to meet all specified tolerances while
also considering the printing time and associated cost. A ranking system based on meaning-
ful, easy-to-understand interpretations of designer preferences was implemented to minimize
demands on the designer’s time and patience. Compact data visualizations were presented
to quickly convey a large amount of information regarding objectives and their intercon-
nectivity. Additionally, an interactive, iterative GUI for tolerance relaxation was presented
so designers can learn and shape their preferences based on what-if scenarios of tolerance
refinement and relaxation. Designers must analyze and optimize often conflicting objectives
and requirements while designing products and preparing for production. As part of the
DFM process, designers seek to minimize cost while maximizing the quality of the parts
that are produced. In order to do this, the trade-offs of quality and cost must be carefully
analyzed. As AM becomes an increasingly viable option for production parts, it is necessary
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to develop tools specifically for AM to assist designers in trade-off analysis and subsequent
decision making.
This design scenario illustrated some overlap between Will It Print and TAAM. The
final orientation selected by the theoretical designer using Will It Print is very similar to
the orientation selected using the orientation optimization built into TAAM. This similarity
makes some intuitive sense because both tools evaluate some measurement of the stair-step
error, and both tools suggest the user stay away from very tall parts (Will It Print does so
because of the risk of tipping, while TAAM does so because of the higher cost of printing).
The tools were purposely developed to suit the needs of different users at different times in
the design process, and for this reason, they are not combined into a single tool. However,
the similarity between the tools highlights opportunities to adapt the functionality of one
tool into the other. For example, adding an automatic assessment of manufacturability
constraints like warping and tipping into TAAM rather than assuming the designer has
already assessed manufacturability could further its usefulness. We will further evaluate
opportunities to improve the capabilities of both tools in future work.
In summary, this chapter demonstrated that our geometry analysis tools are practical to
implement, with relatively low computation times, a high level of interactivity, and features
that are not currently offered by other existing systems. We expect that these systems
will be helpful for designers in understanding complex relationships between geometry and
manufacturing outcomes.
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Chapter 5
Experimental verification of geometry
analysis
The focus of the previous chapters has been on detailing the development and implemen-
tation of the geometry analysis tools for design-for-additive-manufacturing feedback. The
development of two tools was discussed in detail: a tolerance allocation tool for additive
manufacturing (TAAM) and Will It Print, a tool that helps assess manufacturability. This
chapter focuses on experimentally validating the predictions of our systems.
5.1 Introduction
This chapter seeks to validate the predictions of the tools developed in this thesis and identify
areas to improve. For TAAM, the prediction that we seek to validate is the mathematical
model used to predict error associated with different geometric tolerances (e.g., flat,cyl). For
Will It Print, we seek to validate that the thresholds for compliance with manufacturability
criteria accurately capture transitions from acceptable print quality to unacceptable print
quality.
Accurately predicting what level of geometric tolerance is achievable on different part
features, as is our goal in TAAM, should fulfill an unmet need for designers. To this point,
little has been published in terms of experimental evaluation of achievable geometric tol-
erances in AM. Some researchers [21, 85, 86, 110, 111] have published experimental results
of achievable geometric tolerances of test parts printed using different AM processes, but
they did not evaluate the sources of geometric error or seek to build a predictive model.
Given the relative lack of literature describing even approximate ranges of achievable geo-
metric tolerances for AM processes, it is not surprising that few tools exist to predict quality.
Outside of TAAM and similar tools discussed in Chapter 3, there are currently few models
available to predict how different process parameters may impact the accuracy of features
on a part produced using AM. Some empirical models for part quality have been developed
entirely from experimental data [168, 169]. However, the extent to which these models can
be applied more generally is unclear because they are based on experiments conducted using
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a single process and machine. A benefit of the approach we have taken with TAAM is that,
because it is based on first principles, it is general and can be adapted to a wide range of AM
machines, different materials, and even different AM processes. However, experimentation
is needed to confirm that the important causes of geometric error are included in the model
and that the model predictions accurately reflect reality.
As discussed in Chapter 2, there are many sources of geometric error in parts made by
additive manufacturing. The accuracy of different features on a part are affected by process
parameters (such as the orientation and layer thickness), the precision and repeatability
of the machine itself, and by factors beyond the direct control of the user, like shrinkage
[21, 85, 92]. It is unclear which sources of geometric error are most impactful for different
kinds of geometric tolerances. Because TAAM was developed to analyze cylindricity, flatness,
and orientation tolerances, we hope to understand better what drives geometric errors related
to those tolerances specifically.
Like tolerance prediction, manufacturability criteria and design guidelines for AM have
been developed but are not frequently built into any predictive or analytic system. Because
the Will It Print system uses a mixed theoretical and empirical approach to assessing the
manufacturability of parts (as summarized in Chapter 3), it is already built on actual obser-
vations. However, further experimentation is needed to validate the predictions of the tool
and ensure that the predictions are widely applicable, beyond the parts and observations
that were used to develop the tool.
Generally, there has been some prior work evaluating experimental error, and some prior
work developing mathematical models to predict geometric error, but these two bodies of
work are disconnected. The developers of predictive models have not generally attempted
to experimentally validate their models, and experimentalists have not tried to validate
existing models. We undertake experimental testing of our geometry analysis to close this
gap between theory and practice. We seek to evaluate whether mathematical models and
manufacturability heuristics actually capture the physical results observed in FDM printing,
and to evaluate the relative impact of different sources of error.
This chapter describes the experiments we conducted to validate the geometry analysis
tools described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, namely TAAM and Will It Print. Although
the materials and methods section in this current chapter applies to all of the experiments
we conducted, the results section is divided into two studies. Study 1 validates the manu-
facturability predictions of the Will It Print tool. Study 2 focuses on the validation of the
quality predictions of the TAAM tool and the analysis of general sources of geometric error.
5.2 Materials and methods
Details regarding our experimentation procedure will be provided in the following para-
graphs, but a rough overview of the process is as follows. An experimental part was chosen
as well as a geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) scheme, which defined the type
and magnitude of geometric error allowed on relevant features. The part was printed on a
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3D printer at a particular build orientation. Then, the part was removed from the build
plate, and all support material was manually removed. Finally, the part was scanned, and
the point cloud representing the as-printed geometry was processed through the metrology
software,PolyWorks Inspector, to quantify geometric error on the part.
5.2.1 AM equipment
All of the experimentation discussed here used FDM machines because these machines were
the most widely available on the University of California, Berkeley and the University of
Arizona campuses, where all experimentation was conducted. Type A Series 1 Pro FDM
printers using polylactic acid (PLA) filament with a heated print bed were used for earlier
experimentation and for manufacturability tests. Additional parts were printed in PLA on a
LulzBot TAZ 5 and an Ultimaker 3. A Stratasys Dimension 1200ES SST and Zortrax M200,
both of which use acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), were also used. The specifications
of these printers are given in Tab. 5.1.
Table 5.1: Specifications of 3D printers and materials used in experiments.
Printer Precision [µm] Layer height [µm] Material
xy-directions z -direction
Type A Series 1
Pro [170]
6.67 6.25 50 - 250 PLA
Zortrax M200 [171] 1.5 90 - 390 ABS
Stratasys Dimension
1200ES SST
254 - 330 ABS
LulzBot TAZ 5 [172] 50 75 - 500 PLA
Ultimaker 3 [173] 12.5 2.5 20 - 600 PLA
5.2.2 Parts printed
Several different parts, summarized in Tab. 5.2, were printed as part of the experimentation,
as part of Study 1 and Study 2. Some of these parts (Fig. 5.1) were printed to validate the
predictions of the Will It Print tool as part of Study 1. Because the main focus of Study 1
was validating the most novel predictions of Will It Print, namely warping and small feature
detection, our experimental parts were chosen mainly to test those two predictions. A flat
rectangular prism was created to test warping. This part was printed with a thickness of
either 3.5 mm or 15 mm, and the corners were 90◦ corners or filleted with a radius of 5 mm.
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Several tapered cylinder parts were printed with varying diameters to test tipping. A part,
based on that of the small hole benchmark part described in [121], was used to measure the
minimum negative feature size (note: the holes with a diameter of 1 mm, which falls in the
middle of the range of holes tested, were accidentally excluded from the part we printed).
Table 5.2: Description of parts printed.
Part name Size [mm] Material Measurements Printer Layer
height
[mm]
GE bracket 40×55×110 ABS Flatness; Zortrax M200 0.2
Orientation
Flagpole bracket 110×110×85 ABS Flatness; Stratasys 0.254
Cylindricity Dimension
Heptagonal 50×40×45 ABS Flatness; Zortrax M200 0.2
prism Orientation
Flat rectangular 140×40×3.5; PLA Deviation Ultimaker 3; 0.2
prisms 140×40×15; due to warpage LulzBot
170×40×3.5;
170×40×15
Tapered 135×(10-30) PLA Tipping Type A S1Pro 0.4
cylinder part threshold
Hole feature 90×75×13 PLA Small feature Type A S1Pro 0.4
benchmark part threshold
For Study 2, several different parts were printed. A few of these parts have been intro-
duced in previous chapters. The General Electric (GE) bracket was introduced in Chapter 3.
The flagpole bracket was introduced in Chapter 4. We wanted to assess general trends as-
sociated with various orientations and achievable tolerances. To achieve this goal, we added
additional callouts on the GE bracket and flagpole bracket and measured the error associated
with these additional callouts. Additionally, a heptagonal prism was designed to test the
TAAM’s performance for a wider range of build orientations. Figure 5.2 shows images of
these parts, and Tab. 5.2 summarizes which printers they were printed on. Detailed drawings
with key dimensions are included in Appendix A.
As discussed in Chapter 3, a crucial component of TAAM’s predictions of achievable
tolerances is estimating the geometric error caused by the stair-step effect, which depends
on the build orientation of the part. In order to investigate the effect of orientation on
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(i) Flat rectangular prism (ii) Tapered cylinder part (iii) Hole feature benchmark part
Figure 5.1: Parts used in Study 1 to validate Will It Print.
(i) GE bracket (ii) Flagpole bracket (iii) Heptagonal prism
(iv) Angled cylinders part
Figure 5.2: Parts used in Study 2 to validate TAAM.
achievable quality and test the hypothesis that orientation would be the primary driver of
geometric error, the parts used in Study 1 were printed at different orientations. The GE
bracket was printed at three orientations (Fig. 5.3). The support material (visible underneath
the overhanging features) was not removed at the time that these pictures were taken. The
flagpole bracket was printed at two orientations (Fig. 5.4). The heptagonal prism was printed
at four orientations (Fig. 5.5).
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(i) B = [1, 0, 0] (ii) B = [1, 0, 0] (iii) B = [1, 0, 0]
Figure 5.3: GE bracket printed at different orientations.
(i) B = [0, 0, 1] (ii) B = [0.19, 0.47, 0.86]
Figure 5.4: Flagpole bracket printed at different orientations (support material has been removed).
5.2.3 TAAM measurement procedure
All experimental parts for Study 2, focusing on TAAM, were scanned using a ROMER Abso-
lute Arm 7525 SEI produced by Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence, which has a minimum
point spacing of 0.014mm and a theoretical scanning accuracy of 0.063 mm [174]. These
scans generated point clouds of the as-printed geometry, allowing us to quantify the differ-
ences in shape and size between the nominal (perfect) geometry defined in the CAD model
and the actual printed part. Then, we can use metrology software to determine the error
corresponding to different GD&T callouts we defined on part features. Each large planar
feature on the GE bracket, flagpole bracket, and heptagonal prism was inspected for flatness
as well as orientation error (relative to several different datums). Cylinders on the flagpole
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Figure 5.5: Heptagonal prisms at different build orientations (from left to right: B = [1, 0, 0],
B = [0.87, 0, 0.5], B = [0.5, 0, 0.87], B = [0, 0, 1]).
bracket and angled cylinders part were inspected for cylindricity error.
We tried two different workflows with the point clouds: importing the point cloud into
SolidWorks via the Geomagic add-in, creating a mesh, and exporting that mesh into In-
novMetric PolyWorks Inspector metrology software for error calculation; and importing the
point cloud directly into PolyWorks Inspector for error calculation. These two different work-
flows produced nearly identical results (R2=.96 for flatness and orientation measurements
on the two heptagonal prisms built at orientations B = [0, 0, 1] and B = [0.5, 0, 0.87]). The
more straightforward workflow of importing directly into PolyWorks Inspector was used for
all remaining scans, and those are the results reported here.
An example of the flatness measurement process is shown in Fig. 5.6. Flatness and orien-
tation tolerances, as discussed in Chapter 3, are measured by enclosing the entire toleranced
surface between two parallel planes (for orientation, those planes are aligned relative to a
datum plane) and measuring the distance between the planes. Similarly, cylindricity is mea-
sured by finding the distance between two concentric cylinders that encompass the part’s
entire surface.
5.2.4 TAAM implementation and comparison
In preliminary testing with FDM, we found that the deviation of a flat face oriented parallel
to the build platform (θ = 0) was dominated by the depressions between roads of deposited
filament. The magnitude of the deviation caused by the depressions between roads was larger
than any small layer-level deviation caused by shrinkage or positioning error represented by
δz in the mathematical models described in Chapter 3. To account for this finding, below we
update Eq. 3.12 for orientation and flatness errors so that, when θ = 0, the corresponding
error is equal to δz,0, an experimentally determined value. When θ < 1
◦, it is likely that the
geometric error would also equal δz,0, but we did not evaluate error at very small θ. The
updated mathematical models that we attempt to validate in this chapter are reproduced
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Figure 5.6: The experimental setup involves a laser scanner (black) that scans the part surface
(blue) to find points (orange) and then calculates error corresponding to geometric tolerances, such
as flat, par, and cyl.
below:
flat, ang, perp, par =

δz,0 θ = 0
h
2
+
(
h
2
+ δz
) |cos θ|+ δxy sin θ 0 < θ < θsup
h
2
+
(
h
2
+ δz
) |cos θ|+ δxy sin θ + δs θsup ≤ θ < pi
δz + δs θ = pi
(5.1)
cyl =
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+ δz
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sin θax + δxy |cos θax| 0 ≤ θax < θsup − pi2
h
2
+
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+ δz
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sin θax + δxy |cos θax|+ δs θsup − pi2 ≤ θax ≤ 3pi2 − θsup
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2
+
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2
+ δz
)
sin θax + δxy |cos θax| 3pi2 − θsup < θax ≤ pi
(5.2)
where h is the layer thickness, δs is the support material deviation, δxy and δz are the xy- and
z-direction geometric deviations of each layer, θ is the angle between a face’s normal vector
and the build direction, θax is the angle between a cylinder’s axis and the build direction,
and θsup is the angle at which support material is added. The following settings were for
these mathematical models, based on achieving a good fit the experimental data, δxy = 0.02,
δz = 0.02, and δs = 0.3, and δz,0 equal to 0.2 mm.
We also compared our predictions to the mathematical model proposed by Das et al. [138],
given in Eq. 4.3. This mathematical model approximates each layer as a rectangle and does
not include the impact of support material, or layer-level deviations. This mathematical
model will be referred to as the “simple model.”
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5.3 Results - Study 1: Will It Print
The results are organized into two subsections: one for Study 1 and one for Study 2. Study
1, which is described in this current subsection, focuses on predicting combinations of part
geometry and build orientation that impact the manufacturability of a part and are likely
to lead to build failures. We will discuss only the predictions for warping, tipping, and
small features, because the impact of overhanging surfaces in need of support and surface
roughness has been studied elsewhere, as summarized in Chapter 2.
5.3.1 Warping
As discussed in Chapter 2, warping can be present on AM-printed parts, especially large
parts. While a small amount of warpage is often acceptable to designers, large amounts of
warpage can cause repeated build failures. Warping tends to be most heavily impacted by
the largest dimension of the part (i.e., the length for rectangular objects) [80].
In order to validate the predictions of Will It Print regarding warping, and to identify
additional factors that should be included in the prediction algorithms in the future, a series
of experiments were conducted. For testing warping, we printed relatively simple, thin rect-
angular prisms. A rectangular shape was chosen to limit the impact of extraneous geometry
factors on warping, and because the flat rectangular prism shape has been used extensively
in other experimental studies examining warping [80, 84, 149, 151]. Our first warping ex-
periments validated the current predictions implemented in Will It Print by validating the
warping threshold. Then we evaluated the relative impact of different part dimensions and
geometry features. Finally, we investigated how the type of machine used impacted warpage.
Each of these topics will be summarized in the following subsections.
Warping threshold
In Will It Print, we used a length of 80 mm as the threshold Λw above which the system
would issue a warning saying that warping was likely. This threshold was based on some
preliminary experimental testing using the Type A Series 1 Pro. Although the threshold of
acceptable flatness error due to warping is subjective, the effect of warping should be low
enough that the part can finish printing successfully and should not be visibly misshapen.
We wanted to verify that the threshold we set was appropriate.
Several of the flat rectangular prisms (Fig. 5.1i) were printed on the Type A Printer. On
Type A printer, 5 out of 7 attempts to print the thin rectangular prism with a length of
140 mm failed. The part would warp substantially, with the corners lifting off of the build
plate, and eventually, the part would detach before printing finished. After observing the
repeated failures, we limited testing on the Type A to shorter prisms, with a length of 100
mm. However, the warpage was still substantial, with visible curling of the prism (Fig. 5.7),
and flatness error on the top face of 0.8 mm. This level of deviation and high failure rate
confirmed that a roughly 80 mm threshold was appropriate for Type A printers.
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Figure 5.7: A “successful” print of the flat rectangular prism on the Type A Series 1 Pro, showing
extreme deviation due to warping at the corners of the part.
We decided to continue testing of warpage using other printers that we observed to
have less warpage, namely the Lulzbot and the Ultimaker. Our first set of experiments,
conducted using the Lulzbot, were conducted to confirm that length was the best predictor
of the risk of warping, to assess if fillets help reduce warpage, and to assess if thin parts were
at significantly higher risk of warping than thicker parts.
Impact of dimensions and geometry
In order to study the impact of different dimensions, several different versions of the flat
rectangular prism geometry were printed on the LulzBot. The width of all prisms was 40
mm. The length and thickness both had two levels: 140 mm and 170 mm for the length; and
3.5 mm and 15 mm for the thickness. To test the impact of fillets (filleting sharp edges is
frequently recommended to reduce warpage in online 3D printing forums), half of the parts
were printed with fillets of 5 mm on the edges and the other half were printed with 90◦
corners. We performed a full factorial analysis with eight combinations of factors. Only one
replicate of each combination was performed due to time and cost constraints. In general,
the magnitude of warpage (Fig. 5.8) was less significant than on the parts printed on the
Type A printers.
Figure 5.8: Flat rectangular prism with fillets printed on the LulzBot printer, showing a small
amount of warpage, with center of part deformed so that it is higher than the sides.
The rectangular prisms were inspected after printing to find the flatness error on the
bottom face. The flatness error was used as a measure of the amount of warpage on the part.
A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was completed to assess the relative impact of
fillets, length, and thickness on the amount of warpage observed on the parts. No significant
interaction effects were found when two-way interactions were included in the ANOVA, and
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so the ANOVA was re-run to exclude these interactions. The results of this ANOVA are
shown in Tab. 5.3.
Table 5.3: Analysis of variance evaluating relative impact of different dimensions and geometry.
Source DOF SS F p-value
Length 1 0.03864 2.04 .226
Fillets 1 0.00259 0.14 .7299
Thickness 1 0.22378 11.84 .0263
Error 4 0.07561
Total 7 0.34062
The only significant main effect was found to be the thickness of the part. In previous
studies [80, 84, 149, 151], only thin parts were tested, but with the Type A, we noticed
that warping was present on both thick and thin parts. Although warping was present on
thick parts in our study, the warping was less significant than on thin parts with the same
geometry. Length, although its effect was not significant given our small sample size, seemed
to be related to an increase in warpage. Fillets were not found to affect the amount of
warpage significantly. These effects are shown graphically in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Main effects plot for the first analysis of variance, showing that thickness and length
have largest impact on flatness error for the LulzBot printer.
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Variations between different machines
As summarized in the last subsection, we observed much less warpage on parts printed on
the LulzBot than on parts printed on the Type A printer. To more quantitatively study
the impact of type of printer on the amount of warpage observed, we re-printed the four
flat rectangular prism specimens with a length of 140 mm on an Ultimaker printer. The
results of the three-way analysis of variance, examining the effects of machine type, fillets,
and thickness are summarized in Tab. 5.4.
Table 5.4: Analysis of variance evaluating relative impact of machine type
Source DOFs SS F p-value
Machine 1 0.07239 1313.2 .0176
Fillets 1 0.01758 318.88 .0356
Thickness 1 0.0005 9 .2048
Machine*Fillets 1 0.0005 9 .2048
Machine*Thickness 1 0.07277 1320.11 .0175
Fillets*Thickness 1 0.0027 49 .0903
Error 1 0.00006
Total 7 0.16649
In this ANOVA, the two-way interaction between machine and thickness was significant,
which makes it difficult to interpret the main effects of machine, fillets, and thickness. In-
teraction plots are shown in Fig. 5.10. For the LulzBot, less warpage was observed for the
thicker parts, but the opposite was true for the Ultimaker. In general, the Ultimaker had
even less warpage than was seen on the LulzBot. In a similar result to the first ANOVA, we
did not identify that fillets helped reduce warpage on either machine. The implications of
these findings with be discussed in the discussion for Study 1.
5.3.2 Tipping
In order to validate the threshold used by Will It Print to flag combinations of geometry
and orientation that are at risk of tipping, several parts were printed in risky orientations
using the Type A. The threshold for the tipping warning, κtip, was set to 1.5, based on
experimentation using the Type A printer. To validate this threshold, we printed several
other parts on the Type A printer. Most of the parts we printed were a variation of the
tapered cylinder part, which was designed to have a small area in contact with the build plate
and a tall center of mass. Most of the attempts to print this part ended in print failure,
with the part becoming dislodged from the printer platform early in the printing process
(Fig. 5.11), but some printed successfully (Fig. 5.12).
A summary of some parts that were printed and compared with the predictions for Will
It Print is given in Tab. 5.5. The risk of warping was calculated from the ratio of the area
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Thickness = 3.5
Thickness = 15
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Figure 5.10: Interaction plot for the second analysis of variance, showing that many variables
interact.
Figure 5.11: Three attempts to print versions of the tapered cylinder part that became dislodged
from printer platform, causing the print to fail.
on the base plate, A, to the height of the center of mass, Hc. If this ratio was less than Tw,
Will It Print issues a tipping warning.
Parts that had a large ratio of the area on the base plate to the height of the center of
mass, A
Hc
, printed successfully. Parts with small A
Hc
tended to fail to print: 3 of the 5 cylinders
and tapered cylinders printed failed by toppling over and peeling off the base plate, near the
very beginning of the print process. However, some parts with A
Hc
< 1.5 printed successfully,
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(i) Cylinder part (130 mm × 10 mm) (ii) Tapered cylinder part (140 mm × 10-20 mm)
Figure 5.12: Two attempts to print versions of the tapered cylinder part that printed successfully.
Table 5.5: Summary of tipping experiments.
Part name Size [mm] Printing
failed?
A
Hc
[mm] Tipping
warning?
Cylinder part 130 × 10 N 1.23 Y
Tapered cylinder part 140 × 10-20 N 1.06 Y
Tapered cylinder part 140 × 10-30 Y 1.03 Y
Tapered cylinder part 140 × 10-30 Y 1.03 Y
Tapered cylinder part 140 × 15-30 Y 2.37 N
Small hole benchmark
part
90 × 75 × 13 N 17.8 N
Flagpole bracket 110 × 110 × 85 N 15.8 N
Cat figurine 55 × 30 × 30 N 34.7 N
namely the first two parts listed in Tab. 5.5. It is likely, however, that these parts might fail
to print, if they were printed many times, if there was more vibration from the printer. False
positives (i.e., warning the designer that the geometry is at risk of tipping even if it may
print successfully) are better than false negatives. Because of this fact, it may be advisable
to increase the value of Tw used for the Type A printers to 2.5. With this value, a warning
would be issued for the largest tapered cylinder part that was printed, which failed to print
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despite no warning being issued from Will It Print. Another possible way to improve the
tipping warnings is by calculating warping risk in a different manner. This possibility will
be addressed in the discussion section.
We leave as future work experimentation on other printers and with various print settings.
Anecdotally, adhesion does appear to be impacted by the printer and settings used (i.e., if a
brim or raft is used, and the size of that brim or raft).
5.3.3 Small features
To verify the ability of Will It Print to flag any geometry that is below a threshold of
printability, we used a benchmark part developed by Seepersad et al. [121]. This part was
developed to evaluate the minimum hole size a printer can successfully print. To verify
Will It Print, we printed the benchmark part and compared physical observations with the
geometry flagged by Will It Print as being too small to print successfully.
Will It Print flags all features that are smaller than approximately 2 mm in any dimension,
which includes features that are so small that the slicer program will not detect it (and thus
it will not be printed), and geometry that is large enough to print but will likely break or
have a poor appearance after printing. Our decision to set up Will It Print to flag geometry
smaller than 2 mm was based on an analysis of DFAM guidelines: as summarized by Booth
et al. [116], it is generally advisable to have features larger than 1-2 mm for FDM.
In order to verify Will It Print’s predictions, the small hole benchmark part was printed
at two orientations: horizontally, with the large flat side printed on the build plate; and
vertically, with the short side printed on the build plate. Photos of these two versions of the
part printed are shown in Fig. 5.13.
(i) Printed horizontally (ii) Printed vertically
Figure 5.13: Small hole feature benchmark part printed at different orientations.
The small feature analysis of Will It Print for the small hole benchmark part is shown in
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Fig. 5.14. Will It Print indicates that the first 9 holes are acceptably large, but the remaining
11 holes are likely to be filled in (shown as blue highlighting inside the holes). The thinnest
portion of the part, on the far right, is highlighted in green as being too small. From these
results, we would expect the first 9 holes to print successfully, the smallest 11 holes to be
printed poorly or to fail to print, and the thinnest region on the right to be very fragile or
to print smaller than expected.
Figure 5.14: Will It Print analysis for the small feature benchmark part, showing small positive
features in green and small negative features in blue. (See previous tables for plate thickness.)
We inspected the holes in the printed parts using the pass/fail criteria given in [121]. The
results are summarized in Tab. 5.6 and Tab. 5.7 for the benchmark part printed horizontally
and vertically, respectively.
Holes larger than 2 mm printed successfully for all plate thicknesses and both part ori-
entations. For the part printed vertically, holes larger than 1 mm printed for most plate
thicknesses but did not print well on the thinnest plate thickness. Holes in the range of
2-0.4 mm tended to be slightly or completely filled in, which limits their functionality and
detracts from their appearance. Holes smaller than 0.4 mm failed to print altogether for
both orientations and did not appear in the toolpaths planned by Cura (the slicing software
used to generate the toolpaths).
Will It Print also highlighted sharp interior and exterior corners, as discussed in Chap-
ter 3, because 90◦ corners have very small thickness at the extreme edge of the corner. This
highlighting is shown in Fig. 5.15.
The highlighting of sharp corners matches the physical behavior of FDM machines, which
cannot make perfectly sharp 90◦ corners due to the fixed filament size and imprecision of
the positioning system. Sharp, 90◦ corners were observed to be slightly rounded (Fig. 5.16).
The rounding of sharp corners was especially prominent for features printed parallel to the
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# Hole diameter Plate thickness [mm]
[mm] 12.7 9.327 7.152 5.253 3.755 1.877 0.939
1 4
2 3.75
3 3.5
4 3.25
5 3
6 2.75
7 2.5
8 2.25
9 2
10 1.75
11 1.5
12 1.3
13 1.1
14 0.8
15 0.6
16 0.5
17 0.4
18 0.3
19 0.25
20 0.125
Table 5.6: Hole success for horizontally printed small hole benchmark part where red denotes
failure, yellow denotes neutral, and green denotes a pass
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# Hole diameter Plate thickness [mm]
[mm] 12.7 9.327 7.152 5.253 3.755 1.877 0.939
1 4
2 3.75
3 3.5
4 3.25
5 3
6 2.75
7 2.5
8 2.25
9 2
10 1.75
11 1.5
12 1.3
13 1.1
14 0.8
15 0.6
16 0.5
17 0.4
18 0.3
19 0.25
20 0.125
Table 5.7: Hole success for vertically printed small hole benchmark where red denotes failure,
yellow denotes neutral, and green denotes a pass
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Figure 5.15: Another view of the Will It Print analysis for the same small feature benchmark
part, showing that sharp exterior and interior corners will be rounded. (Note that rounding can
result from erosion or being filled in.)
build plate.
Figure 5.16: Rounding of sharp interior and exterior corners is visible.
The varying thicknesses of the small hole benchmark part also allowed us to assess the
impact of differing levels of positive feature size. The portion of the part with the smallest
thickness (0.939 mm) was very flexible and delicate for the versions of the benchmark part
printed in both orientations. The flexibility was especially pronounced in the part printed
horizontally. The area with the next largest thickness (1.877 mm) was somewhat flexible
and delicate, especially on the part printed horizontally. The flagpole part was printed with
cylinders with a thickness of 1 mm. These walls printed successfully but were somewhat
delicate. Based on these observations, the thickness of positive features should be above
approximately 2 mm. This value agrees with other reports that estimate the minimum
recommended wall thickness [116,175].
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We did not extensively study the impact of orientation on minimum feature size. However,
other sources indicate that the minimum feature size for both positive and negative features
depends slightly on orientation, but the effect of orientation is more evident for very small
features [175]. If the designer ensures all features are above 2 mm, they need not be overly
concerned about the impact of orientation on small features in their design.
5.4 Discussion - Study 1: Will It Print
In summary, we printed several parts that were deemed to be near the threshold for having
poor manufacturability in order to validate the predictions of Will It Print. For warping,
several very long parts that would tend to warp were printed. For tipping, several tall parts
with a small base were printed. For small features, a part with very small features was
printed. In general, this experimental study confirmed the appropriateness of the general
thresholds that had been set in Will It Print, corresponding to values for the Type A print-
ers. However, our experiments demonstrated that there is some variability in the printing
outcomes. Additionally, we discovered some areas that should be addressed in future work.
In the experiments dealing with warping, we confirmed that extreme warping was ob-
served on parts printed on the Type A printer with a length of above 80 mm, confirming
the threshold in Will It Print was appropriate. This threshold needs to be customized on
different machines. A threshold of roughly 150 mm would likely be appropriate for the Ul-
timaker and LulzBot printers, which we observed to generally have less warping. Adding
fillets to sharp corners did not appear to reduce the amount of warpage seen on parts, despite
the fact that this was recommended as a strategy to reduce warping on online forums and
lists of guidelines for FDM. In general, our results indicated a need for additional experi-
mentation on the impact of various geometric factors on warping, such as a larger range of
thickness and more complicated shapes. Additionally, the printer parameters used to print
the parts should be considered. We observed that the adhesion type selected (i.e., raft, brim,
none) affects the amount of warping, as does the infill pattern. While using length as the
primary predictor of warping seems appropriate, based on our preliminary study and other
research [80], additional experimental research could lead to more nuanced predictions.
The experiments focused on tipping showed that the ratio of the area to the height of
the center of mass was generally an acceptable indicator of risk of tipping. However, some
unflagged geometry did tip, and some geometry that was flagged did not tip. It may be
advisable to increase the tipping threshold, Tw, up to 2.5, rather than the current value of
1.5. We hope to evaluate alternative methods of estimating tipping risk in future work. For
example, the method used in Meshmixer, using the convex hull of points on the build plate,
holds promise. Another area for future research is to explore how geometry effects adhesion
to the build plate. The shape of the contact area (i.e., the area on the base plate) can
impact adhesion between two surfaces, so certain geometry, such as pointed corners, may
reduce adhesion [176], which could increase the risk of tipping.
The small feature predictions matched observations of physical parts well. There ap-
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peared to be an interaction between orientation and the success of small features whose size
was close to the threshold. This interaction was not modeled in Will It Print. The current
threshold is conservative, however, alerting designers that their part may be too small, so it
including this interaction in future iterations may not be necessary.
Several additional findings apply to all manufacturability guidelines. For all guidelines,
Will It Print requires thresholds of acceptability. We set these thresholds through a varied
set of experiments, combined with referencing some design guidelines listed in academia
and by manufacturers of 3D printers. While this approach worked for our purposes, and
our experimental study confirmed that the thresholds we selected were appropriate, this
experimental setting of thresholds is not highly standardized and could be difficult for others
to adopt. A more standardized alternative would be designing and sharing a set of standard
test parts that could be printed on any 3D printer, accompanied with a guide for assessing
the quality of the printed test parts and setting the Will It Print thresholds based on that
quality.
Another finding that applies to many of the manufacturability criteria is the need to
consider more interactions between process parameters and the manufacturability criteria.
Experienced designers can mitigate the impact of risky geometry or design choices (such as
printing very large parts so that their long face is printed on the build plate, which tends to
lead to warping) by selecting particular sets of process parameters (such as including a large
brim). Will It Print can be enhanced by offering suggestions for process parameter settings
that are customized to the particular risks identified. For example, if the designer wants to
print a part in an orientation where tipping may occur, Will It Print can suggest that they
use brim of a certain width to secure the part to the base plate more firmly.
These findings can help improve Will It Print in future iterations. However, we found
that the current predictions of Will It Print matched physical printing results relatively well.
All parts that Will It Print flagged for warping either failed to print or exhibited visible
warpage at the corners. Parts that were flagged to be at risk of tipping either failed to
print, or printed, but looked precarious and unstable. Small features flagged by Will It Print
were either: printed filled in, had poor quality, or were very fragile and at risk of breaking.
Experimental verification of Will It Print indicates that it can be used to accurately flag
geometry that can have poor manufacturability.
5.5 Results - Study 2: TAAM
Study 2 focused on the accuracy of the mathematical model used in TAAM to predict
achievable tolerances. By gathering experimental data on tolerances, like flatness, orientation
(perpendicularity, parallelism, and angularity), and cylindricity, we hoped to understand the
effect of build orientation on achievable quality. We also aimed to identify other factors that
substantially impacted achievable quality.
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5.5.1 Flatness
As summarized in Tab. 5.2, both the heptagonal prism and the GE bracket were used to
evaluate these predictions for flatness. We evaluated the flatness on every face, except the
face used to support the part during scanning. From these parts, we were able to obtain a
wide range of data for faces printed at different orientations.
As discussed in Chapter 2 and shown in Eq. 3.12, TAAM predicts that flatness error
on a particular face would vary with the angle, θ, between that face’s normal vector and
the build direction. The error is also influenced by the layer thickness, h, and precision in
the xy- and z- directions, δxy, and δz, respectively. Based on Eq. 3.12, we would expect
relatively low flatness error on faces with their normal vector oriented 0◦, 90◦, or 180◦ from
the build vector. The experimental data demonstrates that the magnitudes of measured and
predicted error are generally similar (Fig. 5.17). Also, the data generally follows the trend
predicted by TAAM, with higher flatness error between approximately 140◦ and 179◦, and
lower flatness error at 0◦, 90◦, and 180◦.
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Figure 5.17: Measured flatness error falls close to the trend predicted by TAAM as a function of
θ, the angle between the normal vector of the face with the flatness callout and the build vector,
while the trend for the simple model is lower than the measured data. (For measurements from
different faces oriented such that they have the same angle to the build vector, the mean flatness
error is shown, along with error bars indicating the standard error of the repeated measurements.)
For further comparison of the predicted and measured errors, we plotted geometric error
on the part faces of the GE bracket part printed at the orientation corresponding to B =
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[1, 0, 0]. For the measured error, the geometric error is represented by deviation from the
nominal CAD geometry, with positive and negative deviations plotted on opposite ends of
the color spectrum (Figure 5.18). For predicted error, we plot the flatness error predicted
by TAAM for each face (Figure 5.19). Flatness error can only be positive, so the color bar
goes from 0 to high flatness error. These two plots represent different metrics of geometric
error, but we can qualitatively assess some differences and similarities.
Figure 5.18: Romer arm scan of the GE bracket printed in Orientation 2, with color indicating
the total deviation from the nominal (perfect) geometry. Region 1 indicates higher flatness error
to the right of angled bosses. Region 2 indicates higher error near the semi-circular edges of the
part, especially on the left. Region 3 indicates low, relatively constant error across the bottom of
the part. Region 3a shows two vertical areas of increased negative deviation. Region 4 indicates
relatively low, constant error across all faces on the top of the part.
Higher deviations are visible near where the support structure was removed (Region 1),
although this area extends farther in the measured deviations than was predicted. The back
face and front, angled faces have similarly low levels of deviation, as we would predict given
that their face normals are all equal to or close to 90◦ from the build vector (Regions 3 and
4). Larger deviations are visible around the curved corners of the parts (Region 1).
As seen in the predicted scans, we expect the two triangular faces adjacent to the holes
visible in the top view to have higher flatness error than most of the other faces visible in
that view, due to increased stair-step effect. However, these small differences in the stair-step
effect at different orientations are not visible in the scanned data. This limitation will be
analyzed in the discussion section.
A feature of note in the scan data is Region 3a, made up of two parallel blue regions
(smaller than nominal geometry) visible on the backside of the part (Fig. 5.18). These
two small linear indents, parallel to the build platform, are also visible based on a visual
inspection of the part itself, as seen in Fig. 5.20. These indents appear near the layers where
the printing of the angled features on the part began.
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Figure 5.19: Predicted error of the GE bracket printed in Orientation 2, with color indicating
flatness error in milometers. Region 1 indicates higher flatness error to the right of angled bosses.
Region 2 indicates higher error near the semi-circular edges of the part, especially on the left.
Region 3 indicates low, relatively constant error across the bottom of the part. Region 4 indicates
relatively low, constant error across all faces on the top of the part.
Figure 5.20: GE bracket printed at Orientation 2. Support material is visible under the holes
and on the backside of the part, supporting the angled features.
Another interesting observation was the occurrence of unexpectedly high flatness error
on faces of parts that were printed on the build platform. Figure 5.21 shows an example of
this phenomenon, comparing the scans of the bottom face of the GE bracket when that face
was printed on the build platform and perpendicular to the build platform. The deformation
visible in the left scan is symmetrical and longer in the long dimension of the part. Defor-
mation is highest at the corners on the left scan. In the right scan, deformation is low in
magnitude and mostly constant across the entire face. This observation, which we attribute
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to warping, will be analyzed in the discussion section.
Figure 5.21: When printed with the large base on the build platform, significant warping was
visible (left), but when printed on its short side, little warping was visible (right). Color indicates
deviation from nominal geometry.
5.5.2 Cylindricity
Our evaluation of model performance on predicting cylindricity errors is based on measure-
ments taken with two parts: the flagpole bracket used in Chapter 4 and the angled cylinders
part. The flagpole bracket was printed in one of the optimized directions (Orientation 1)
suggested in Chapter 4 as well as in its initial orientation (Orientation 2) on a Stratasys
printer. The parts printed in those orientations can be seen in Fig. 5.4. The angled cylinders
part was printed in one orientation using the Zortrax printer. Its many cylindrical features
enabled several measurements. Cylindricity measurements were made on the outside cylin-
drical faces for each part and the results of those measurements are plotted in Fig. 5.22,
along with the predictions of TAAM and the simple model.
Figure 5.22 shows the impact of layer thickness, with the prints that used a larger layer
thickness showing higher cylindricity error. The measured data falls close to the trend pre-
dicted by TAAM, while the simple model predicts much lower error than what was observed.
Visual observation of the flagpole parts confirmed the measured results. There is a slight
improvement in the quality of the cylinders in the first, optimized orientation due to the
reduction in the stair-step effect, compared with the second, naive orientation. However,
other, larger flaws and bulges are visible on the cylindrical surfaces of both orientations.
These shifts, which are visible as discontinuities in the surface, are visible just above the
colored lines in Fig. 5.23. These bulges occur when the shape of the contour printed changes
significantly between layers.
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Figure 5.22: Measured cylindricity error falls close to predicted trend for both Dataset 1 (Zortrax,
h=0.2 mm) and Dataset 2 (Stratasys, h=0.254 mm). For measurements from different cylinders
oriented such that they have the same angle to the build vector (θax), the mean cylindricity error
is shown, along with error bars indicating the standard error of the repeated measurements.
5.5.3 Orientation (angularity, parallelism, perpendicularity)
Using different faces as datum features (see Appendix A for details), many repeated angu-
larity, perpendicularity, and parallelism measurements were taken of the heptagonal prisms.
Figure 5.5 shows the prisms, printed at four different orientations (each prism’s orientation is
rotated 30◦ from the previous). Additionally, a perpendicularity and angularity measurement
were taken from the GE brackets at each of the three printed build orientations.
The data from the prisms and the brackets is shown together in Fig. 5.24. The predicted
trend for orientation tolerance data with respect to the angle between a face’s normal and
the build vector, which is identical to that of flatness (neglecting the effect of small feature
faces), is also plotted for comparison. The experimental error is significantly larger than the
error predicted by both TAAM and the simple model. Measurements of orientation tolerance
error for any given θ also tend to vary widely, depending on which datum they are referenced
to, which can be seen in the large height of the error bars for almost every data point.
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Figure 5.23: Changes in the contour shape at slices 1 and 2 lead to distinct bulges on the printed
part (slice contours were created using Slic3r).
5.6 Discussion - Study 2: TAAM
This discussion begins with an analysis of the effect of the independent variables that were
examined in Study 2, followed by a discussion of the impact of extraneous variables, which
were not explicitly examined in Study 2, but appeared to impact the results. Finally, we
will summarize and interpret the overall significance of the results of Study 2.
5.6.1 Effect of independent variables
Part orientation
Part orientation has been shown to have a clear effect on surface roughness of parts printed
using AM and FDM specifically, so we expected orientation to similarly affect geometric
tolerance errors like flatness, orientation, and cylindricity. We did see some effect, as reflected
in Figs. 5.17, 5.24, and 5.22. However, our measurements did not have the necessary
resolution to distinguish between small changes in geometric error on the scale of surface
roughness.
Support material
For the Zortrax, Type A, Ultimaker, and LulzBot prints, removal of the support material
was performed manually with a utility knife. Manual removal of support material was found
to leave visible scratches and gouges on the surface of the part. Also, laser scan data tended
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Figure 5.24: Measured orientation error was highly variable and did not fall close to the trend
predicted by TAAM or the simple model as a function of θ, the angle between the normal vector
of the face with the flatness callout and the build vector. (For measurements from different faces
oriented such that they have the same angle to the build vector, the mean flatness error is shown,
along with error bars indicating the standard error of the repeated measurements.)
to show higher geometric error in areas where support material was removed. In addition
to higher error on the faces that were being supported, we also observed higher error on
the adjacent faces, where the support material was touching. For dissolvable supports (like
those used in the Stratasys Dimension), this additional error was less prominent. The support
term, δs, should be experimentally determine for each printer used.
Layer shape and deviation
The primary differences between the simple model and the model used in TAAM are the
inclusion of the effect of support material, layer-level deviations, and the shape of each
layer in the mathematical model used in TAAM. The support material term was found to
better match the observed trends in the experimental data, as was discussed in the previous
paragraph. Similarly, the impact of layer shape and layer-level deviations, which increased
the error predicted by TAAM for θ < θsup, were found to better match experimental data.
Inclusion of these factors increased the accuracy of TAAM.
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5.6.2 Effect of extraneous variables
Warping
In several of the parts used for our experimental verification, the parts showed signs of large
scale deformation due to warping. In the Type A printer, this typically manifested itself in
failed builds, where the part would become dislodged from the build platform, and the print
would fail. However, even in the more reliable printers used, warping was visible on faces of
parts that were built directly on the build platform.
For large faces, the deformation of warping was large enough that it impacted the tol-
erance measurements. In the case of the GE bracket shown in Fig. 5.21, the flatness of
the large face printed on the build platform was 0.38 mm, but when a smaller face of the
same geometry was printed on the build platform, its flatness was 0.119 mm. It appears
that warping, which was not included in the TAAM predictive model, can have a significant
impact on the achievable flatness of a face.
Datum quality
The TAAM predictive model assumes that datum planes are established on the protruding
edges of layers and that the edges are positioned such that the datum plane is established
parallel to, although possibly offset from, the nominal, perfect datum feature. Based on this
assumption, we would not expect the datum feature itself to cause errors with a tolerance
that is defined relative to that datum feature. However, our experiments showed that this
was not a valid assumption. The quality of the datum feature that was used to establish a
datum plane did influence the measured error associated with tolerances defined relative to
that datum. Figure 5.25 shows that the orientation error tends to increase as the flatness
error of the datum face increases, making it difficult to see a clear relationship between
orientation error and θ.
Analyzing data from Yang et al. [21], who printed and inspected parts printed using SLS
(a Sinterstation 2500+ machine), there are several similar trends regarding datum quality.
For any given face, the flatness on that face is less than the orientation callouts. Also,
datums with lower straightness errors correspond to lower errors for orientation tolerances
referenced to those faces. However, only a few orientations were actually built in the Yang
et al. study [21], so more study is needed to confirm these results for SLS.
If the experimental data is restricted to orientation callouts defined relative to relatively
smooth datum features (flatness error less than 0.35 mm), the data does follows the trend
predicted by TAAM, but the magnitude is generally lower than predicted. If we increase each
TAAM prediction by a certain constant amount, which we will denote δorient and set equal
to 0.2 mm, the measured data closely aligns with the new TAAM predictions (Fig. 5.26).
Simply adding an experimentally determined value, like we do here with δorient, is a
simple solution to account for the difference we observed between measured and predicted
orientation error. However, this does not account for the relationship we observed between
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Figure 5.25: Measured orientation error versus θ, the angle between the normal vector of the face
with the orientation callout and the build vector, with the marker size indicating the flatness error
on the datum face. Orientation error tends to be very high for faces referenced to datums with
high flatness error.
orientation error and flatness error on the datum face. More research is needed to analyze if
our approach with δorient is appropriate or if another method would be superior.
Change in contour
In several different printers, we noticed that when there was an abrupt change in the contour
being traced by the print head, there would be a visible shift in the deposited filament before
and after the layer occurred. This phenomenon was remarked upon the discussion of the
achievable tolerances of the flagpole, bracket earlier. Defects caused by changes in contour is
also visible in the two circumferential indents on the backside of the GE bracket in Fig. 5.20.
From observing these and other parts, it appears that the flaws are caused by abrupt
changes between the contour or toolpath of two subsequent layers. We observed this flaw
on several machines, namely the Stratasys Dimension, the Zortrax M200, and the Type A
printers. The effect of abrupt changes in contour on the geometric error of a part was not
included in the model, but it appears to have a potentially significant effect on the amount
of geometric error observed. Although abrupt changes in contour may not cause additional
geometric error in all printers, its effect should be included in models like TAAM for printers
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Figure 5.26: When limited to callouts with relatively smooth datums, measured orientation error
follows the trend predicted by the modified TAAM equation, while the simple model predicts much
lower error. (For measurements from different faces oriented such that they have the same angle
to the build vector, the mean flatness error is shown, along with error bars indicating the standard
error of the repeated measurements.)
that do demonstrate this phenomenon. The impact of wall thickness on this phenomenon
should also be evaluated.
5.6.3 Overall evaluation of TAAM performance
In summary, the predicted error of the TAAM tool was similar in magnitude to the measured
error. Because the magnitude of the predicted error matches the measured error, it appears
TAAM is accurately capturing some sources of error (namely stair-step error, machine pre-
cision, and the profile shape of each layer). However, it was difficult to observe the effect
of these small, (<0.2 mm scale) deviations in the laser scan data. Additional factors that
were not included in the model were observed to contribute to errors in the printed parts,
including warping, datum quality, and abrupt changes in contour between layers.
It was difficult to distinguish between faces with varying levels of stair-step effect due
to different orientations. This is likely caused by the way the laser system works — its
sampling of points may be such that it is difficult to scan each small layers, or perhaps
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the layer deviations are smoothed over when the point cloud is processed and optimized by
the software. By using a metrology system with higher resolution, or by printing parts with
larger layer thickness, we may be able to measure the dependence of error on face orientation
with greater precision.
After future experimental research using improved measurement techniques, we should
understand better the impacts of the extraneous factors we do not currently include in the
TAAM mathematical model. The mathematical model should be updated accordingly. For
example, the prediction of orientation errors, governed by Eq. 5.1, does not account for the
dependence between datum face quality and orientation error. The approach we implemented
here, adding a new term, δorien, should be analyzed to ensure it is appropriate. The impact
of warping and changes in contours should also be evaluated and possibly be included in the
mathematical model.
As AM technology improves, AM machine manufacturers will no doubt improve their
designs to eliminate some of the sources of geometric error. This process has already begun,
with lower layer thicknesses and improved machine precision. By basing TAAM’s mathe-
matical model on first principles, it should be relatively easy to customize it for different
machines. Additionally, TAAM can aid AM machine manufacturers in their development
efforts for new machines: by understanding the different sources of error and their relative
impact, manufacturers can address the most significant sources of error in new technology.
Based on our results, the stair-step error caused by large layers, support material scarring,
warping, and bulging caused by changes in contour between layers should all be addressed.
In its current form, TAAM successfully predicts approximate flatness, cylindricity, and
orientation errors at many orientations and for different layer thicknesses. The accuracy of
TAAM is significantly higher than the simple model proposed in previous research [93,138].
The predictions of TAAM can help designers estimate the level of geometric accuracy that is
possible on different part features, which is helpful during the tolerance allocation process.
5.7 Conclusion
This chapter focused on experimentally verifying the predictions of the two tools developed in
this thesis: Will It Print and TAAM. Will It Print was successfully able to issue warnings that
correlated to experimental results, regarding failed and poor-quality prints due to excessive
warping, parts tipping during printing, and small features. Similarly, TAAM predicted the
amount of error associated with geometric tolerances with reasonable accuracy, on a variety
of part features and several different FDM printers. These tools can help designers estimate
the manufacturing outcomes for their parts, exploring the impact of build orientation, before
printing their part.
Experimental testing of mathematical models for geometric error has typically been omit-
ted in prior work. Through the experimental testing we undertook, we identified phenomena
and sources geometric error that were not predicted in prior mathematical models. Because
of the dearth of prior experimental testing of mathematical models, researchers have failed
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to identify these gaps between theory and practice up until now. This chapter contributes
to our understanding of the impact of different sources of error and helps direct the focus of
future work on improving our predictions of AM outcomes.
Future work should focus on improving our predictive abilities of both tools through more
investigation of factors that the tools do not currently consider. Another avenue for future
research is estimating the uncertainty of the predictions, which could enable us to adapt
the tools to give designers a sense of how reliable the predictions are or are not. Perhaps
by adopting a more probabilistic approach, with a range of expected values for errors, or a
range of expected outcomes for manufacturability, designers can feel more confident in the
tools’ predictions.
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Chapter 6
Verification of utility of geometry anal-
ysis tools
Previous chapters of this thesis detailed the practical aspects of implementing geometry
analysis in a design for additive manufacturing (DFAM) software system, and the current
level of accuracy associated with our system. This chapter will detail efforts to examine the
usability, or ease of use, of our DFAM software.
6.1 Introduction
Because we want our software to be useful and easy to use for designers, it is important to
evaluate the utility of our tool and the experience of users who interact with it. In order to
understand utility and user experience, a semi-controlled experiment with human subjects
was conducted, which is detailed in this chapter. Due to practical constraints such as access
to industrial designers, we choose to evaluate only the Will It Print tool. However, findings
from this study can be useful for DFM tools in general.
Similar to traditional manufacturing processes like milling and injection molding, there
are certain limitations of AM processes, such as size, minimum resolution, and the necessity
for supports on overhanging features. As summarized in Chapter 2, these guidelines are
frequently shared with designers in the form of lists or tables with small example pictures
showing acceptable or unacceptable geometry, requiring designers to memorize the lists or
to refer back to the them frequently to ensure their design does not violate any guidelines.
Another option for sharing these guidelines, which has not been widely implemented in
academia or industry, is to use geometric analysis to automatically analyze a part’s geometry
to determine if the guidelines are being followed. Geometric analysis has several potential
advantages. It is likely that geometry analysis can more accurately flag problems on the
geometry, because it does not rely on humans to perform calculations or recognize certain
geometric features. Also, it can likely offset some of the mental effort required of the designer
by performing route calculations, freeing the designer to focus on more creative or analytical
parts of the problem.
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Our user testing was planned to evaluate the effectiveness of such a geometric analysis
software tool in helping designers understand geometric constraints and limitations associ-
ated with additive manufacturing, as compared with a worksheet that lists design guidelines.
Our hypotheses are as follows:
H1: The software-based manufacturability feedback system is more effective at improving
designs than the worksheet.
H2: The software system requires less mental effort to use than the worksheet.
H3: Designers’ confidence in manufacturability is improved more with the software system
than with the worksheet.
H4: Designers spend less time interacting with the worksheet than with the software tool.
6.2 Study method
Data was collected from students enrolled in the fall 2018 semester of Introduction to Manu-
facturing and Tolerancing, a sophomore-level course at the University of California, Berkeley.
During the semester, all students used the worksheet and software tool as part of two differ-
ent homework assignments. This chapter describes the homework assignment that occurred
first, eight weeks into the semester.
The study task was to complete the homework assignment using either the software
or worksheet tool (details of both tools, as well as a description of the study task, will
be described in subsequent sections). Briefly, the study task was assess a pencil holder
with an engraved logo based on DFAM guidelines, to redesign the pencil holder to improve
its compliance with DFAM guidelines, and to choose a build orientation for the part. The
participants were asked to use either the software tool or the worksheet tool while completing
the study task described in this chapter.
Assignment into experimental groups took the form of stratified randomization. Our
goal was to assign half of the students to the software tool (experimental) group and half to
the worksheet tool (control) group for the study, randomizing to control for the confounding
effects of which sections students enrolled in (i.e., the tendency of certain students to enroll
in a lab section meeting at 9 AM versus 2 PM). There were four lab sections. In each lab
section, students were randomly assigned to teams of four to six students. (They were allowed
to adjust the team membership, though few did.) Team assignments were made for a class
project not relevant to this study (students completed the study activity individually), but
for convenience, we assigned all members of a team to the same treatment group. Each team
was collectively assigned to the control or experimental group, with the goals of ensuring a
roughly equal number of total students and female students in the control and experimental
groups, and a roughly equal number of students in each lab section assigned to the control
and experimental groups.
Completion of the study task took place outside of class with no fixed time limit. Al-
though the participants for this experiment were all engineering students, we hypothesize
that our findings would generally apply to designers, especially novice designers, and the
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Maker population in general.
6.2.1 Study participants
Out of 83 students in the class, 58 (10 female and 48 male) consented to participate in
this study. We will refer to these students as the study participants. Before the class
module about additive manufacturing began, participants were asked to respond to the
question “What is your personal experience with additive manufacturing (colloquially, 3D
printing)?”, rating their experience as 1 (“I have never heard of it”), 2 (“I am familiar with
it, but haven’t 3D printed anything myself”), 3 (“I have 3D printed one or two things”), 4
(“I have 3D printed many things”), or 5 (“I own a 3D printer”). The average experience
level was 2.84.
6.2.2 Description of software and worksheet manufacturability
tools
In order to test these hypotheses, two versions of a testbed DFAM tool were developed: a
software-based and worksheet-based version. Specifically, we chose to evaluate the DFAM
manufacturability tool described in Section 3.3, although many of the findings described in
this current chapter can be generalized to other DFAM or DFM systems. The development
of this tool and examples illustrating its use can be found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Some of the issues that we chose to analyze, such as warping and support material mar-
ring the surface of the print, are not just a function of the part geometry. These issues
are also affected by printing parameters and specifications of the printer used. However,
the vast majority of students enrolled in the class in which the study was conducted used
Type A Series 1 Pro FDM printers for their projects. In our university makerspace, stu-
dents are generally instructed to use the makerspaces’ predetermined printing parameters.
Therefore, this chapter assumes that process parameter changes will not mitigate geome-
try/orientation issues and that the designer must make geometry and orientation changes to
ensure the best manufacturing outcomes. Our tools also do not include the effect of orienta-
tion on total cost, as students do not pay for filament or print time on the Type A printers
in our university makerspace.
The workflow of the worksheet is straightforward and similar to that of someone using
the “Design for Additive Manufacturing Worksheet” [116]. The worksheet was a two-page
PDF with generic pictorial examples of acceptable and potentially problematic geometry,
and suggestions for redesigning a part to avoid those problems. An example of a description
of the guideline for warping shown is shown in Fig. 6.1. A designer would read the worksheet,
and mentally assess their part geometry to determine if it was in keeping with the guidelines.
The main difference between the worksheet tool and the software tool was that the
worksheet tool explained DFAM guidelines and required designers to analyze their part
themselves to determine how and if their geometry violated any of the described guidelines,
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Figure 6.1: Sample of guideline description used in both versions of tool.
whereas the software performed geometry analysis specific to the uploaded part geometry
and highlighted areas of the geometry with each manufacturability issue for the participant.
If a designer changed the part geometry, they could re-upload the geometry into the tool
to assess if the problems were resolved, whereas a designer would have to rely on their
own analysis alone to evaluate redesigns using the worksheet. Similarly, if the orientation
was changed, the analysis and plotting were automatically updated in the software tool,
but a designer using the worksheet would have to mentally assess if the new orientation
resulted in any guideline violations. As mentioned earlier, the presentation of the design
guidelines was nearly identical in both versions, in keeping with best practices from game-
based learning [177].
6.2.3 Design problem
The study task was designed to test the study hypotheses. Participants were asked to
evaluate an angled pencil holder with an engraved logo, like that shown in Fig. 6.2, for its
manufacturability using a hobbyist FDM printer. The pencil holder was a remix of a design
found on Thingiverse [178]. Participants were asked to analyze the part using either the
software or worksheet version of the tool (depending on whether they were assigned into
the experimental or control group). Participants were instructed to use the tool to identify
any problems that could interfere with the successful printing of the part. Then, they were
asked to redesign the pencil holder, with geometry changes to mitigate the DFAM guideline
violations of the original design. Participants were given a few design restrictions (they were
told that the logo must remain the same size on the front of the pencil holder and that
the front face and logo must be relatively smooth for aesthetic reasons) and general size
constraints. Participants were also asked to choose a build orientation for their redesigned
part. Students submitted a visual representation of their redesign (either CAD or engineering
drawings were permitted) and a written description and justification of all redesigns they
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Figure 6.2: Study participants were asked to evaluate the manufacturability of a pencil holder
with an engraved logo, shown here with the class number.
had made. The full assignment description is included in Appendix B.
In order to ensure that the redesign problem was challenging and to avoid having a single
obvious orientation that would eliminate all potential manufacturability issues, the part was
designed such that there were several conflicting problems with the geometry. One of the
problems was relatively straightforward though potentially difficult to notice: there were two
very thin walls that would be prone to breaking. The other problems largely depended on
orientation. The geometry featured many long, thin faces with sharp corners that could be
prone to warping if printed on the build plate. These faces were not parallel, and so it was
difficult to find a single orientation that simultaneously resulted in good surface finish on
all faces that also avoided requiring support material in internal cavities, which would be
difficult to remove.
Participants using the software version of the tool were given instructions for how to open
and load the part STL file in the tool. All participants were provided with a dimensioned
engineering drawing of the part. Both tools were designed to be self-explanatory, with built-
in instructions guiding the user through the use of the tool. No training was provided to
either group. We wanted to see which tool could be quickly learned and put into use by
novices.
6.2.4 Study measurements
One of the main goals of this study was to determine if the automated geometry analysis
provided by the software tool made participants more effective at completing the objectives
of the design task than participants who only used the worksheet, which could not provide
any geometry analysis. To determine effectiveness, we analyzed the redesigns submitted by
each participant and counted the number of features on each participant’s redesigned part
that violated either a design guideline given in the problem statement or a DFAM guideline
that was described by the worksheet and software tools. This metric is referred to as the
number of design or manufacturing guideline violations. The redesigns were analyzed by a
single evaluator (the author of this dissertation). The evaluator was aware of which group
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each participant was in during evaluation, which may have introduced some biases.
In addition to understanding designer effectiveness, we sought to understand how difficult
the task was for the participants in both the experimental and control group. To evaluate
task load while redesigning the part, we asked all participants to rate the difficulty of the task
according to the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX), with indices such as mental demand
and frustration [179]. We report each of the individual NASA-RTLX components and an
unweighted average of the NASA-RTLX component ratings. Participants also responded to
questions about the ease of use of the tool they were assigned to use, based on the System
Usability Scale (SUS) [180]. SUS is a flexible assessment scale that can be used to evaluate
the usability of a wide variety of tools and systems. Participants were also asked to record
and report how much time the study task took them to complete, and to report how confident
they felt that their redesigned part would print successfully. Confidence was reported on a
5-point scale, ranging from 1 (“Not at all confident”) to 5 (”Very Confident”). All reporting
was done online after they completed the study task.
6.2.5 Statistical tests
Two-sample t-tests were used to determine differences between the software and worksheet
groups. The effect size of the differences between groups is quantified using Cohen’s d.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, ρ, was used to quantify correlations between study
measurements. For 2x2 contingency tables, a two-tailed Fisher’s exact test was used. A
significance level of .05 was used throughout this study. All statistical tests were implemented
in MATLAB.
6.3 Results
From each of the 58 participants, we collected the following: survey data that included re-
sponses on the SUS and NASTA-TLX, geometry of their redesign, and a written explanation
of all redesigns they had made.
Several participants were excluded from further analysis after their redesigns were an-
alyzed. One participant from the software group and one participant from the worksheet
group did not complete the design task. Six participants (all male) who were assigned to
use the software tool were found have completed the design problem without consulting the
software tool. Participants were judged to have not consulted the tool if they made no refer-
ence to any of the guidelines described by the tool and included no geometry changes related
to any of the guidelines. One participant (female) who was assigned to use the worksheet
was also excluded from the study for the same reason. The excluded participants who com-
pleted the design task reported completing the task in an average of 56 minutes, which is
substantially less than the average of students who completed the task per the instructions
(118 minutes).
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Figure 6.3: Summary of process for selecting study participants.
After these participants were excluded, our samples consisted of 4 female and 15 male
participants who used the software tool, and 5 female and 25 male participants who used
the worksheet tool. In total, data from 9 female and 40 male participants were included in
this study. This breakdown of participants is summarized in Fig. 6.3.
6.3.1 Evaluating study hypotheses
A summary of the study measurements is presented in Tab. 6.1, along with the effect size
of the difference and the p-value calculated from a two-sample t-test. Each hypothesis
presented in the introduction will be analyzed separately here. In the subsequent sections,
we will elaborate on these results and present additional findings, outside of these hypotheses.
H1: The hypothesis that the software manufacturability tool is more effective at improv-
ing designs was supported. Participants who used the software tool came up with redesigns
that contained fewer design or manufacturing guideline violations.
H2: The hypothesis that the software tool requires less mental effort to use was partially
supported. Based on the mental demand question of the NASA-TLX, software participants
reported lower mental demand. The effect size for this result was 0.44 (medium to large
effect), but in part because of our relatively small sample size, the difference was not statis-
tically significant at a .05 significance level. Software participants also reported lower task
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Table 6.1: Summary of study measurements.
Variable Metric Average score (SD) Effect p-value
size
Worksheet Software
Workload Mental demand (0-100) 57.0 (19.3) 47.9 (22.6) 0.43 .14
Physical demand (0-100) 34.7 (23.1) 28.7 (27.3) 0.24 .42
Temporal demand (0-100) 47.7 (24.6) 49.7 (18.3) 0.10 .75
Performance (0-100) 37.3 (28.7) 33.9 (22.9) 0.13 .67
Effort (0-100) 68.7 (19.9) 65.3 (21.1) 0.17 .57
Frustration (0-100) 51.2 (26.0) 56.3 (26.4) 0.20 .51
NASA-TLX average (0-100) 49.4 (15.5) 47.0 (15.1) 0.16 .59
Confidence 5-point scale 4.2 (0.6) 4.1 (0.7) 0.19 .52
Usability SUS scale (0-100) 68.3 (19.5) 61.3 (20.4) 0.35 .23
Performance # of guideline violations 1.9 (1.1) 1.1 (0.7) 0.92 .004
Time taken 119.7 (108.4) 116.1 (61.2) 0.04 .89
load associated with performance, effort, and physical demand, but reported slightly higher
task load associated with temporal demand and frustration than worksheet participants.
H3: The hypothesis that designers’ confidence in the manufacturability of their part is
higher with the software tool than with the worksheet was not supported. In fact, par-
ticipants who used the worksheet reported higher confidence in their designs, though this
difference was small in magnitude and not statistically significant. It appears that the type
of tool used did not strongly influence the participants’ confidence.
H4: The hypothesis that designers spend less time interacting with the worksheet than
with the software system was not supported. Participants who used the worksheet spent
similar amounts of time to those who used the software, although the variation in the time
of worksheet participants was much larger. For both groups, there was significant variation
between participants in the amount of time spent on the design task, ranging from 27 minutes
to 10 hours. Because the completion time was self-reported, it is not a perfect measure of
the actual time spent. However, it was clear from reviewing the participants’ redesigns
and descriptions that the dedication of participants varied. Some participants took the
assignment extremely seriously and spent hours optimizing their design, while others were
more cursory, settling for the first combination of orientation and design changes that satisfied
most of the guidelines. This variation makes it difficult to distinguish the effect that the
type of tool may have on completion time.
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Figure 6.4: A typical design and orientation for worksheet participants featuring orthogonal
walls, and using the same, default orientation shown in the drawings and CAD model given to
participants.
6.3.2 Differences in designer effectiveness
As summarized in the discussion of H1, our results indicate that the software tool was more
effective at helping participants identify design/manufacturing violations than the worksheet.
This is shown graphically in Fig. 6.6. Beyond a simple count of the number of violations,
we identified several interesting trends in different participants’ redesigns.
Common design changes made by participants using the worksheet were to increase the
thickness of all small features and to change all sloped feature to be perpendicular to the
build plate (an example of such changes is shown in Fig. 6.4). We hypothesize that this is
due, in part, to the fact that the dimensions and angles of these features were not directly
given on the engineering drawing or in the CAD file provided to participants. Participants
using the worksheet would have to use CAD measuring tools or calculate thickness and
angles from the other given dimensions. It seems that many participants decided to make
changes conservatively, rather than trying to calculate any non-obvious dimensions.
There may be some effect on creativity and design space exploration with the software
tool. Of the 30 participants who used the worksheet, 24 suggested the part be printed in
its default orientation, seen in Fig. 6.2, versus 8 of 19 software participants. This result
approaches statistical significance (p=.12 from a two-tailed Fisher’s exact test). There was
more variety in the geometry changes and orientations suggested by software participants
(an example of which is shown in Fig. 6.5). This finding may be related to design fixation,
a connection that will be explored in the discussion section.
Two software participants and six worksheet participants reported importing the original
part or a redesigned part into Cura, a widely available 3D printing software package, in
order to check for overhanging features. It is interesting that these two software participants
chose to use a separate package to check for overhanging features even though the software
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Figure 6.5: Some software participants came up with more creative combinations of build orien-
tation and geometry changes that allowed them to preserve more of the original shape, an example
of which is shown here.
tool they were asked to use had this same capability. This preference for Cura probably
is an indication that the usability and visualization used by the tool need improvement.
However, the frequent usage of Cura further highlights the desire for geometry analysis
tools. Participants seem to prefer the automatic calculation of overhanging angles, rather
than calculating anything by hand.
The software tool would have flagged issues on participants’ redesigns, but most partic-
ipants (16 out of 19 software participants) did not report re-uploading their parts into the
tool. Some participants may have not re-uploaded because they were uncomfortable using
SolidWorks to edit the part. However, five participants included revised CAD files, indicat-
ing they went through the trouble of editing the SolidWorks file, but then did not report
re-uploading the file into the software tool, so lack of familiarity with SolidWorks cannot be
the sole explanation. Another explanation is motivation. Some participants seemed to settle
for a certain level of performance (i.e., how well their chosen orientation optimizes manufac-
turability, and the corresponding grade earned on the design task) that they deem adequate
while avoiding tasks they considered unnecessary. A similar finding was reported in [116],
where few students consulted manufacturability guidelines before printing unless they were
required to do so. The observation of motivation modifying performance may be unique
to academic settings, but it seems likely that different designers in industry have differing
levels of persistence in improving their design. Although motivation and self-efficacy (an
individual’s judgment of their ability to accomplish a task) regarding the engineering design
process tend to increase with designer experience, there is variance in the level of self-efficacy
and motivation reported by practicing engineers [181]. Additionally, this finding highlights
the need to lower the effort level required to make changes to the part geometry and have
the tool reanalyze the part, possibly by making this tool an add-in to a preexisting CAD
tool.
From the three participants who changed their part in SolidWorks and reported re-
uploading it into the tool, one participant had no violations, and two participants had one
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Figure 6.6: A smaller percentage of software participants had designs with design or manufactur-
ing guideline violations. The types of DFAM violations are coded as: E1–Very long, thin face on
build plate, which is likely to warp; E2–Thin wall behind logo; E3–Thin wall between pencil com-
partments; E4–Thin wall at base; E5–Support material that is likely to mar the surface is needed
inside logo; E6–Support material that will be difficult to remove is needed inside compartments.
violation each (both of their redesigns required support material inside the logo). Neither of
these two participants appeared to notice their design violation. This lapse is likely due in
part to the poor visibility of the highlighting of the faces inside the logo. This issue will be
discussed in a subsequent section.
6.3.3 Effect of prior experience
Not surprisingly, experience and task load are negatively correlated. Analyzing the total
sample (both treatments), experience and task load had a negative correlation of ρ=-.40,
which is significant, p=.005. Although participants of the software tool reported slightly
lower mental load and average task load than those who used the worksheet (as summarized
in the discussion of Hypothesis 2), participants who used both tools and who were experi-
enced with 3D printing tended to report lower task load than novices. This trend can be
seen graphically in Fig. 6.7.
After completing the study task, in a subsequent homework, the participants were asked
to use the other version of the tool to complete a similar redesign problem and then were
asked which version of the tool they preferred. The software tool was more preferred by
non-experienced participants who had not used a 3D printer before beginning this class than
experienced participants (64% versus 58%, respectively).
Although there was a significant variation in the amount of time spent on the design
problem, more experienced participants tended to spend slightly less time. There is a slight
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Figure 6.7: Experienced participants tended to have lower workload using both tools. Experience
levels range from low (1) to high (5), and are described in Sec. 6.2.1.
negative correlation between time and experience for both groups combined (ρ=-.20, p=.17),
which can be seen in Fig. 6.8. Although all participants were asked to use the tool to help
them to analyze the part and to decided what changes to make, some more experienced
participants described only cursory use of either the software or worksheet tool. Most of
their changes seemed to be based on intuition and experience with prior prints. Although
most implemented a few of the tool’s suggestions, they spent less time interacting with the
tool and seemed to trust their intuition more than the tool. This lack of trust in the tool
also led, in a few cases, to poor performance because they did not carefully look at the tool
suggestions.
The level of prior AM experience was not strongly correlated to confidence in the success
of the print (ρ=.14, p=.33) or the number of design violations made (ρ=-.10, p=.48). It
appears that DFAM tool usage may help equalize the performance and confidence of novices,
relative to experienced designers.
Interestingly, confidence was positively correlated with the number of design violations,
(ρ=.29, p=.04), meaning that participants who were very confident the part would print
well tended to have more design violations. This is seen in Fig. 6.9. (The notations nw and
ns indicate sample sizes for worksheet participants and software participants, respectively.)
The trend of high confidence with a large number of guideline violations is more prevalent
for worksheet participants than software participants, indicating that the software tool may
be better at preventing overconfidence in the success of a print. There are several possible
explanations for this trend. It is possible that as participants discovered and corrected more
violations, it made them worried that even more violations existed, lowering their confidence.
This theory may also explain the lower confidence of software participants compared with
worksheet participants, as summarized in Tab. 6.1 — they were more aware of the possible
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Figure 6.8: Experienced participants tended to use slightly less time to complete the assignment.
An outlier who reported using 600 minutes (a worksheet participant with experience level 3) is not
included.
errors on the part and therefore less confident that the part would print successfully.
There are several possible explanations of this trend. It is possible that as participants
discovered and corrected more violations, it made them worried that even more violations
existed, lowering their confidence. This may explain the lower confidence of software partic-
ipants compared with worksheet participants, as summarized in Tab. 6.1 — they were more
aware of the possible errors on the part and therefore less confident that the part would print
successfully.
6.3.4 Participant comments
The feedback on the tools was generally positive. 61% of all participants preferred the
software tool after using both tools. A chi-square test of goodness-of-fit was performed, but
the null hypothesis that the tool versions were equally preferred was not rejected, X2(1,
N=41)=1.56, p=.21.
The participants were given the opportunity to provide comments about both tools. Par-
ticipants who provided comments tended to be those who had used a 3D printer before this
class (p=.08 from a two-tailed Fisher’s exact test). Several comments included suggestions
or criticisms on the visualizations used in the software tool. Others critiqued the content of
the tools, like Participant 22 (experience level 4) who commented, “Personally, these tools,
but particularly the [software] tool, is exceedingly worried about features that I am confi-
dent any competent printer will print just fine,” and Participant 13 (experience level 4), who
said, “Once you’ve internalized the techniques for FDM printing, the tools are essentially
useless. After running a print or two, you should have enough experience to reason through
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Figure 6.9: Participants with low confidence in a successful print tended to have fewer de-
sign/manufacturing guideline violations (Confidence 3, “Neutral”; Confidence 4, “Confident”; Con-
fidence 5, “Very confident”.
the things presented by the tools without referencing them at all.”
Several participants commented that the tools were useful for different reasons, like Par-
ticipant 5 (experience level 4), who commented, “Good in conjunction, [the software] tool
points out things, but worksheet does a better job explaining them,” and Participant 39 (ex-
perience level 3), who said, “[The software tool is] not designed for the best user experience
but it’s cool and easier than troubleshooting [without] a computer.”
Our general takeaway from participant comments is best summed up by Participant 29
(experience level 5), who said, “The worksheet tool is full of tips that are easy to memorize
for somebody who prints regularly. The [software] tool is more useful for finding small
mistakes/flaws in design that could bypass a designer.”
6.3.5 Evaluation of the software tool
Based on participants’ comments and analysis of participants’ redesigns, we observed several
areas for improvement of the software tool. The software tool was implemented in MATLAB,
using MATLAB’s default zooming and rotating features. Participants found the zooming
and rotating difficult, so it may be best to move the tool to a different platform with a
more intuitive view rotation. The difficulty of view interaction and movement may have
been one of the primary reasons for the lower usability rating and the higher reported task
load associated with frustration reported by software participants, compared to worksheet
participants (see Tab. 6.1).
It is also desirable to combine this type of analysis with popular CAD or slicing software
because this would make the workflow from redesign to printing less cumbersome. Including
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geometry analysis in a slicing program would also enable us to include some interactions
with process parameters that the system does not currently consider (e.g., chamber and
build plate temperature, and layer thickness)
Participants also found it difficult to interpret which features would be rounded (e.g.,
corners) versus features that were so small that they were below the resolution of the printer
and were at risk of either failing to print or breaking, since these features were identified
with the same color. This identification needs to be improved in future versions.
Although participants did not comment on this point, it is clear from their performance
that the flagging of guideline violations should be improved. Improved flagging is especially
necessary for overhanging faces. Currently, the system identifies problem geometry only
when the designer clicks on each guideline category. In the current version of the tool, the
STL faces are highlighted if they are overhanging, but if they are hidden from view at a
given rotation (as they often were inside the logo), participants missed the highlighting. For
each of the guidelines, a warning or flag of some kind needs to be added to the main menu
to ensure users know that a guideline violation (like an overhanging feature) exists, so they
know they need to find where it is located. A summary of violations could potentially reduce
the occurrence of perfunctory use of the tool by overconfident designers who do not realize
their design has problems that need to be addressed.
One potential feature that could be added is allowing the user to select key faces that
the user cares about, and then suppressing surface finish or overhanging face warnings on
the faces that the user did not select. (A similar approach using visual saliency is used in
some orientation optimization schemes, like that of Zhang et al. [102]). This feature would
reduce the number of warnings and the amount of visual clutter on the interface, possibly
reducing the user’s mental load.
We could also add estimates of build time and cost. Several participants described
choosing an orientation based partially on print time or cost, even though these criteria were
not included in the design problem. Although cost may not be a concern of our participants,
who do not pay for filament or print time on our university’s basic makerspace 3D printers,
it is clearly of interest, and could easily be added.
Based on the comments we received, it appears that novices, in particular, found most of
the features helpful for learning, but more experienced participants wanted to use the tool
only for a quick check to confirm their analysis that was mostly based on prior experience.
A more pared-down version of the tool, with fewer built-in descriptions of the guidelines and
suggestions for redesign, could be more valuable to experienced designers, especially with
improved notifications informing the designer that potential DFAM problems exist.
The software tool workflow currently requires more initial effort from the designer than
the worksheet, because it requires the designer to access a computer, run the tool in MAT-
LAB, and become familiar with the GUI. The extra effort required seemed to be a barrier to
participants, as evidenced by the number of participants excluded from the study (six soft-
ware participants who did not use the software tool versus one worksheet participant who
did not use the worksheet). Additionally, Participant 5 (experience level 4) commented that
he disliked having to install the image processing toolbox in MATLAB to use our software
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tool. The inconvenience of setting up a DFM software tool decreases with repeated use and
could be mitigated in industry with access to IT support.
6.4 Discussion
Analysis of our results indicates several useful findings and highlights many areas of future
research. Although the usability of the worksheet was only moderately higher than the
software tool, it is clear from participant comments that the usability of the software tool
impacted participants’ performance and perceptions. The impact of usability is also indicated
in the higher task load associated with frustration for the software tool, which was one of the
only two task load components where the worksheet outperformed the software tool. The
need for a certain level of usability is likely a drawback for implementing software tools in
either an educational or industry setting: the usability of the tool must be improved enough
during the development process that designers are willing to use the tool repeatedly. Based
on the fact that the majority of the participants in this study preferred the software tool, it
appears that the usability of the current version of the tool is past this threshold, but there
is still room for improvement.
We observed more variety in the build orientation chosen by participants using the soft-
ware tool, whereas the difficulty in calculating which features would be overhanging seemed
to encourage worksheet participants to prefer a basic orientation with orthogonal features.
Using software tools could help designers consider a wider range of possible orientations and
geometry than self-assessment alone, which could help design creativity. This observation
may be related to findings reported by Abdelall, Frank, and Stone [182], which suggest that
designers fixate less on non-producible features when they interact with DFM software. Fur-
ther study on how CAD-based DFM tools could help ease design fixation, a frequent problem
among designers [183], is needed.
Our findings, echoing those of Knijnenburg and Willemseen [50], indicate that a designer’s
prior experience, trusting propensity, and persistence played a role in user interaction and
redesign efficacy. The DFAM tools, especially the software version, enabled similar redesign
performance of experienced and inexperienced participants, but less experienced participants
reported higher task load. Given the large range in the time reported by participants to
complete the redesign task, as discussed in the evaluation of H4, it appears that a designer’s
persistence can play a role in their performance, with more persistent participants spending
hours to fine-tune their designs. Our observations might be influenced by the fact that
participants self-reported completion time and summarized their redesign process, which
could lead to us missing trends regarding participant behavior if participants’ reports were
incomplete or inaccurate. However, we excluded participants who did not fully participate
in the study activity, and trends emerged despite these limitations.
Based on participant comments, different participants trusted the recommendations of
the system to varying degrees, with some preferring to rely on their prior experiences rather
than the recommendations of the tool. Participants with high confidence in a successful
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print had more guideline violations than their less confident peers (Fig. 6.9. This trend may
indicate that some participants trusted their own judgment over the system and were not
receptive to its analysis. To some degree, overconfidence could be mitigated with improve-
ments in how the design guideline violations are presented to the designer. Hopefully, by
first presenting the designer with a summary of the number of guideline violations on their
part, we can engage even confident designers to explore the tool and improve their design.
Another option to improve usage of this tool in an educational setting is to require students
to actually print their redesigned part to reinforce trust in the tool’s predictions and stress
the importance of following DFAM guidelines. Future study is needed to better understand
how to mitigate differences between designers.
Ahmed, Wallace, and Blessing [48] found that novice designers implemented and then
evaluated design ideas, whereas experienced designers tended to ask more critical and eval-
uating questions, relying on their prior experiences to decide if a change was worth making,
before implementing it. Based on these findings, our tool in its current form would be es-
pecially useful for novices, who prefer to repeatedly implement a design and evaluate it,
learning from their mistakes as they go. A more pared-down version, with fewer design sug-
gestions and background information, could be created for experts. Experts, who analyze
the feasibility of their design based on prior experience, could use the system to check for
subtle details they may have missed (such as hard-to-notice small or overhanging features,
or features with geometry that is close to a cut off for size or orientation). Customization
based on experience level is also in line with previous findings that suggest experts prefer
systems that allow them significant control and enable them to leverage their expertise [50],
and that novices and experts prefer different levels of detail [184]. These findings are likely
to apply to other manufacturing processes as well, and developers of other DFM software
should take heed.
Although the software tool helps identify these hard-to-notice geometry problems and
seems to reduce mental load because of this, neither form of the tool truly addresses one of
the main demands on working memory that a design problem such as this presents: resolving
many conflicting objectives at once. The difficulty in balancing multiple objectives is a reason
that optimization of build orientation in AM is so popular — it is impossible to try out every
combination of geometry and build orientation. This type of tool is likely a good educational
tool, and useful for quick checks for one-off parts, but could be used in tandem with design
and orientation optimization in the future.
The geometric analysis of the software tool led to better redesigns with fewer design and
manufacturing guideline violations, but several software participants failed to retest their
redesigned parts. Lowering the effort required to test redesigns in the tool (e.g., creating
a CAD add-in) could further improve performance. Our results indicate promise in the
effectiveness of geometry analysis for improving designs. If our results and those of similar
studies [42] are indicative of broader trends, DFM software can help designers evaluate
the manufacturability of their designs more effectively, which has the potential to make
concurrent engineering design easier.
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6.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we found that a software-based DFAM tool was more effective at eliminating
DFAM guideline violations than asking participants to read and apply guidelines listed on
a worksheet. Prior AM experience was correlated with lower task load and slightly faster
performance during the experimental design task. Further development of the software tool
should improve its usability and visualization. Our results highlight a need to understand
further how designer attributes can affect performance using DFM tools, and how the design
of such tools can help ensure good user experience and effectiveness for a wide range of
designers. Using geometry analysis to power software-based DFM tools is a promising area
to improve educational outcomes and concurrent engineering practices in industry.
In reference to the overarching hypothesis of this thesis, it appears that although software
usability considerations can impact user experience negatively, geometry analysis does show
great promise in improving the effectiveness of design for additive manufacturing feedback.
Most subjects preferred using the version of tool that provided them with real-time, part-
specific geometry analysis. This testing indicates that, especially once improvements have
been implemented, software tools that perform geometry analysis will help designers learn
manufacturing principles and evaluate parts for manufacturability problems.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This final chapter will review the previous chapters of this thesis and interpret the implica-
tions of the key findings. Areas of future work will be discussed. The contributions of the
thesis will be summarized.
7.1 Review of research objectives
This thesis evaluated the practicality, accuracy, and utility of geometric analysis in support of
design for additive manufacturing (DFAM). Chapter 2 contextualized the research problem
this thesis addressed. The design process for a new product or part is challenging, requiring
designers to make countless interconnected decisions about the geometry, functionality, and
price point of their part. Currently, designers struggle to predict how decisions regarding
their product’s geometry during the design stage can ultimately impact manufacturing cost
and quality. Additive manufacturing (AM), a relatively new but promising technology, is
being used increasingly for production parts, and so there is a need to help designers make
informed trade-off decisions regarding manufacturing outcomes. Research has indicated that
manufacturability and geometric accuracy of parts made using AM are impacted by a variety
of factors, including part orientation, machine type, and layer thickness. By assessing the
geometry of the part to be printed and the AM process parameters, we can automatically
provide designers with design for additive manufacturing (DFAM) feedback. This feedback
enables them to make changes to the geometry of their part or their planned manufacturing
process before finalizing their design.
As summarized in Chapter 2, while some DFAM tools have been evaluated for more
traditional technologies like casting or machining, few tools exist to support AM. The tools
that do exist that have been developed in academia tend to have low usability, which makes
it difficult to test the effectiveness of the geometry analysis itself and limits the adoption
of these tools in industry. Although our survey of related work indicates that geometry
analysis in support of DFAM has the potential to be practical, accurate, and effective, these
characteristics have not been clearly demonstrated previously. To satisfy the unmet needs
of designers and to explore the effectiveness of geometric manufacturability analysis for AM,
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we developed two MATLAB-based tools, meant to be used by designers at different design
stages.
Chapter 3 presented the background and development of these two tools: “Will It Print”
and “Tolerance Allocation for Additive Manufacturing” (TAAM). Will It Print was de-
veloped to meet designer needs relatively early in the design process when designers are
evaluating preliminary concepts. Will It Print was developed to help designers, especially
those unfamiliar with AM, to evaluate their preliminary design concepts for compliance with
common DFAM guidelines by evaluating their part geometry. Designers could explore the
impact of geometry and orientation changes to their part, with analysis being updated in
near-real-time. TAAM was designed to be used later in the design process when designers
have both a detailed design and a preliminary tolerance allocation scheme. TAAM presents
designers with visualizations evaluating all possible build orientations, and the achievable
tolerances on their part at that build orientation, and helps a designer choose a single, “best”
build orientation and refined tolerance scheme.
In the next chapter, Chapter 4, we demonstrated the use of geometry analysis tools
with an example design scenario. The design scenario highlighted the practicality of the
approaches we employ in the tools, showing how they can be used at different stages of the
design process. We also used the example design scenario to compare both tools to any exist-
ing alternatives. Will It Print was compared to two commercial tools, Shapeways 3D Tools
and Meshmixer. Will It Print had a more comprehensive analysis of manufacturability, eval-
uating compliance with more guidelines than Meshmixer or Shapeways. Will It Print also
served as an improvement over existing tools, because it included more instructive informa-
tion and suggestions for changes (useful for novices seeking to improve the manufacturability
of their designs), and had a more accurate assessment of small features.
TAAM was compared with orientation optimization schemes that have been proposed in
prior literature. Benefits of the approach we employed in TAAM include a more intuitive
method for establishing preferences for optimization, and that more possible alternative
orientations were displayed to the designer, in keeping with suggestions provided for other
design-support tools [54, 55]. However, the computation time was longer. This chapter
demonstrated that geometry analysis is practical for DFAM, but highlighted the need for
developers to be intentional about decisions regarding the software architecture and user
experience. Software systems need to achieve a balance of ease of use and the level of
abstraction of the data that is presented in order to be useful. Our design scenario illustrated
that geometry analysis tools should seamlessly fit into common design processes, rather than
assuming designers will adapt to drastic new workflows or processes, an attribute that is also
highlighted by Shukor and Axinte [39].
In Chapter 5, we sought to test the accuracy of the predictions regarding manufacturabil-
ity and achievable geometric tolerances. Some research has been conducted to develop ranges
of achievable geometric tolerances for parts manufactured using AM. However, this research
is empirical and cannot be easily transferred to different machines. Moreover, there is no
easy way to interpret how the achievable tolerances will be impacted by different process
parameters (i.e., layer thicknesses, orientation, and so on). The mathematical model used
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in TAAM, however, is designed to predict achievable tolerances based on orientation, layer-
level inaccuracy, the shape of each layer, layer thickness, and presence of support material.
Model testing indicated that TAAM is able to correctly predict the order of magnitude of
error corresponding to flatness and cylindricity.
Moreover, the experimental relationship between achievable flatness and cylindricity for
different orientations generally followed our predicted trend. However, our results indicated
that the prediction of orientation errors needs to be improved. The quality of the datum face
(i.e., the presence of stair-step error and warping on the datum face) needs to be factored
into the mathematical model. The predictions used in TAAM were closer to the measured
values than simpler models that only included layer thickness and orientation (such as the
model used by Das et al. [138]). Similarly, the Will It Print tool was able to capture the
risk of warping, tipping, and small features adequately, but could not convey the relative
magnitude of the risk, and sometimes missed features close to thresholds of acceptability. The
accuracy of the predictions of our tools is an improvement over what is currently available
as it reflects the impact of some important sources of error, but the predictions could be
improved by modeling additional sources of error. Our results support the suggestion made
by Fornasini and Schmidt [185] that process parameters need to be considered in order to
provide designers with the most accurate DFAM feedback. Geometry feedback and design
guidelines should reflect the machine chosen and the process parameters that will be used.
Chapter 6 detailed a user study with a sample of 48 undergraduate students, which was
conducted to confirm that geometry analysis tools can improve the efficacy of designers. The
students completed a redesign task where they suggested geometry and orientation changes
for a simple part. Roughly half of the students completed the task using the second soft-
ware tool developed in this thesis, Will It Print, while the rest formed a control group that
used written DFAM guidelines. The results of the study indicated that the use of geome-
try analysis was more effective than using written guidelines. Interestingly, some designer
characteristics such as their prior experience impacted their use of the tool. The user study
indicated that geometry analysis for DFAM can be effective, but the usability of the tool
and certain designer characteristics can impact user experience and design efficacy. Designer
characteristics, like experience and trusting propensity, have been shown to influence other
design activities [48,50], and our results confirm that they are influential on DFAM activities
as well.
In summary, the three different research thrusts generally supported the research hy-
pothesis of this thesis. Geometry analysis for DFAM can be practical to implement into
tools that designers find useful. An experimental study showed that the algorithms used
to predict manufacturability and quality can provide feedback that is indicative of actual
phenomena observed in AM, but refinement is needed to improve accuracy further. Finally,
the user study showed the effectiveness of geometry analysis in a design scenario, helping
designers to improve their designs more than analyzing the part without a tool.
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7.2 Contribution
This thesis had several key contributions. Specifically, the contributions of this thesis are:
 An evaluation of the state of the art of DFAM feedback regarding geometric accuracy
and manufacturability criteria, focusing on existing software-based DFAM tools.
 The development and dissemination of two DFAM tools, Will It Print and TAAM,
that can be used by designers or researchers.
 A demonstration of geometry analysis for DFAM, illustrating that geometry analysis
can provide useful predictions of AM outcomes with reasonable computation times.
 Experimental evaluation of the predictions of the two DFAM tools, highlighting areas
for improving accuracy.
 Specific recommendations derived from user testing to improve the tools developed in
this thesis as well as other, similar DFAM tools.
 Insights into designer characteristics that should be considered during the design of
software-based design-for-manufacturing tools.
7.3 Future research
Future research is needed on the design process, DFAM feedback, and manufacturability
analysis systems. Some specific suggestions for particular areas of future research are dis-
cussed below.
Process parameters not included in the current model could impact manufacturing out-
comes. Parameters relating to the build method, infill method, support and infill density,
build chamber temperature, adhesion type, and so on, may have an impact on manufacturing
outcomes like deviations, warping, and tipping. Our understanding of the impact of these
parameters could be aided by the collection and analysis of data sets describing the print-
ing process. By collecting and analyzing part geometry, a wide set of process parameters,
and machine specifications simultaneously, researchers may identify new relationships that
improve the accuracy of current geometry analysis predictions.
One possible solution to enable a better understanding of the relative impact of different
process parameters is a repository of printing data that is shared between researchers. Hob-
byists and researchers could upload descriptions of their parts, describing manufacturability
problems, or measuring accuracy on different features, along with the g-code and machine
specifications used to create the part. Using data analytics, insights could be gained regard-
ing settings or strategies to get good manufacturing outcomes for certain parts (e.g., large
parts, parts at risk of tipping). In addition to collecting this information in a collaborative
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online repository, more information could be scraped from existing online discussion boards
for 3D printing.
Another important area of future research focuses on the human-computer interaction
aspect of this thesis. There is great potential to bring in insights from the human-computer
interaction field into mechanical design research and the development of design-support
tools. One area in particular that needs attention is how to encourage more adoption of
design-support tools by designers. We saw some resistance to adopting Will It Print in
our user study. In general, encouraging the adoption of design research in industry is an
on-going problem. Previous research in the field of human-computer interaction can serve
as a jumping off point to further investigate what could cause low adoption of DFAM and
design for manufacturing (DFM) tools. Users tend to prefer data visualizations that they
are familiar with, even if those familiar visualizations are not as effective as alternatives
[186]. Emotional and attitudinal factors in a software system can enhance acceptance and
productivity [187]. Possible strategies to explore to promote adoption are improving trust
by “making the algorithms of the automation simpler or by revealing their operation more
clearly” [187] and involving the targeted user group in the development process of new
tools [186]. Future research should seek to understand to what extent familiarity and trust
impact usage of DFM and DFAM tools. Further, we should assess the applicability of
strategies derived from the field of human-computer interaction to improve adaption of DFM
and DFAM software tools.
While this thesis added to our knowledge about how designers consider manufacturing
constraints, there is still much that is not known regarding the design-for-manufacturing
process. The timing of DFM feedback in the design process could impact the efficacy of
the feedback. Research could evaluate the efficacy of early, preliminary manufacturability
feedback on reducing cost while also evaluating if the feedback constrained creativity and
caused designers to ignore promising but complex concepts. Another area for further research
is the impact of computation time on DFM decisions. It is likely that designers will respond
better to real-time DFM feedback so they can explore a wide range of options quickly, as
has been seen in other design-support tools [58].
As summarized by Ulrich and Pearson [188], manufacturing and design decisions are in-
exorably linked in determining product cost. However, if a designer can explore these trade-
offs in a design tool, how would this knowledge impact designer decisions? By researching
how designers currently consider manufacturing constraints during the design process, we
can enable the development of better tools to support designer exploration of design and
manufacturing trade-offs. Perhaps with improved manufacturing cost modeling, design and
manufacturing companies can make more strategic decisions over investment strategies (i.e.,
whether to cut costs via redesign or moving production to a location with lower labor costs).
Another promising area for development is creating software tools that enable designers to
explore the suitability of different processes for manufacturing a part by estimating man-
ufactured cost and expected quality based on geometry analysis, as proposed by Kim and
Simpson [189].
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7.4 Conclusion
As AM becomes a more viable option for manufacturing production parts, it will become
increasingly important to help designers understand AM and how its strengths and limita-
tions can affect the performance and design of their parts. Geometry analysis can help enable
quick analysis of trade-offs between manufacturing cost and quality for AM, but its efficacy
and feasibility had not been studied extensively in prior work. This thesis investigated the
use of geometry analysis tools to support DFAM activities through the development and
testing of two novel software tools. Three research thrusts were conducted: comparing the
tools developed in this thesis with existing, alternative tools; experimental verification of the
predictions of the tools; and user testing to evaluate the efficacy of the use of one of the tools
on improving the manufacturability of an example part.
DFAM as a research field will likely continue to grow in the coming years, as AM tech-
nology improves and designers seek to develop products that take advantage of the freedom
of form that AM enables. Design-support software for DFAM can help support this growth.
Given that this thesis concluded that geometry analysis in support of manufacturability as-
sessment for AM was feasible, accurate, and effective, we feel that geometry analysis is an
especially promising area for development. Dual DFAM software systems (i.e., systems that
help designers to consider both the benefits and limitations of AM) should be the focus of
future research, using geometry analysis to evaluate manufacturability while still supporting
design exploration and creativity. Interdisciplinary thinking will become increasingly impor-
tant in developing the next generation of design-support tools for AM. By combining insights
from the fields of design research, human-computer interaction, data visualization, in addi-
tion to manufacturing, we can develop more effective tools that are more widely adopted
in industry. Geometry analysis systems can reach peak effectiveness when developers and
researchers seek to support, rather than replace, humans in the design process.
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Experimental parts
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Appendix B
Usability tool assignment
The assignments that were given to students using the Will It Print MATLAB tool, the
worksheet, and the engineering drawing provided with both assignments are included in this
appendix.
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Problem 2 
Download the pencil_holder.stl file from the embedded link2. The STL format is the industry standard for 
describing 3D geometries that are to be printed. It consists of a list of triangular surface elements, which 
together form the surface of the object. You are tasked with identifying how to change the geometry of 
this part and choose a build orientation to avoid major printing errors when 3D printing the part. 
Download the WillItPrint.zip file from the embedded link and follow the unzipping instructions in this 
tutorial. WillItPrint is a tool which will help you analyze the STL file to identify geometry that will need 
to be changed and choose a build orientation. The tool will highlight different regions of the part 
geometry that may cause printing errors (e.g. walls being too thin), and undesired characteristics (e.g. 
surfaces having a rough finish). Some of these errors depend on part orientation, so the tool enables you 
to explore the effect of changing the orientation of the part to choose a build direction that minimizes 
errors. You will need to run the tool using MATLAB, but no prior MATLAB knowledge is required. 
MATLAB is installed in the CAD labs (10 Jacobs and 1171 Etcheverry) if you don’t have it installed on 
your personal computer. The tutorial will show you how to use the tool. Email the tool developer at 
hdb@berkeley.edu if you run into issues with the tool. 
 
Start timing yourself on how long the following portion of the question takes you to complete. Decide 
what changes you would make to the part geometry to avoid printing errors, and choose a build 
orientation for printing the part. You will be annotating the multi-view drawing pencil_holder_dwg.pdf 
with your suggested changes. You can suggest changes to any part of the geometry with the following 
limitations: 1) the logo must be visible and remain the same size, although some rounding of the edges is 
acceptable; 2) the front face and logo must be relatively smooth for aesthetic reasons; 3) the height of the 
part should be between 50 and 70mm; and 3) there must be one hole that can fit a 18 by 30mm object and 
four holes that can fit a 12 by 12mm object, all with a depth of no less than 55 mm. This is an open-ended 
design problem without a single “correct” solution. 
a) Make a list of all changes you would make to the model’s geometry. For each change, describe 
exactly how you would change the model geometry, and explain why you would make those 
changes, making references to the information contained in the tool. (You can include sketches, 
etc. if it makes it easier to explain the changes.)  If you used any other tools to analyze the part 
other than the WillItPrint MATLAB tool, please mention them here. 
b) Print out and annotate the multi-view drawing of the part to show your proposed changes to the 
geometry and dimensions and upload a scan or picture of your annotated drawing with your 
homework. You can also use Adobe Acrobat to annotate the pdf electronically, and upload the 
edited pdf, if you prefer. (Alternatively, you can directly edit the Solidworks file and upload it to 
bCourses, if you are comfortable with Solidworks.) 
                                                 
2   This design is a remix of another design from Thingiverse: https://www.thingiverse.com/make:218614 
5 
 
c) Describe and sketch the orientation you would use to print the part. Be sure to clearly describe or 
show how the key faces are oriented, relative to the build plate. Why did you choose this 
orientation? What other orientations did you consider and why was this orientation better? 
d) Write down the amount of time Problem 2 took you to complete. You will also need it later to 
state how much time you spent on this problem in your HW submission quiz, where we will ask 
about it in addition to asking about the total time HW3 took you. 
Problem 3 
This problem was already assigned and should be submitted separately from the rest of HW3.  
 
Problem 4 
In this question you will explore some factors that determine the rate at which components can be 3D-
printed by projection stereolithography. 
In stereolithography an object is built up layer-by-layer, either with a scanning beam of light that 
solidifies a single spot of resin at a time, or with a projected pattern that creates an entire layer in one 
shot. Here we consider the latter, projection-based, approach.  
The setup we will consider is illustrated in Figure 1. Here, the light pattern is projected down on to the 
surface of a resin bath. Material becomes crosslinked in a layer just below the surface of the bath, and the 
support platform moves down by the layer thickness 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 after each layer is printed. 
 
 
Figure 1: stereolithography configuration 
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Problem 2 
Download the pencil_holder_dwg.pdf file from the embedded link2. You are tasked with identifying how 
to change the geometry of this part and choose a build orientation to avoid major printing errors when 3D 
printing the part. Please download the WillItPrintWorksheet.pdf file from the embedded link. This 
worksheet is a tool that will help you identify geometry that will need to be changed, and choose a good 
build orientation. The tool will help you identify different regions of the part geometry that may cause 
printing errors (e.g. walls being too thin), and undesired characteristics (e.g. surfaces having a rough 
finish). Some of these errors depend on part orientation, so the tool guides you through exploring the 
effect of changing the orientation of the part to choose a build direction that minimizes errors. 
 
Start timing yourself on how long the following portion of the question takes you to complete. Analyze 
the part geometry shown on the drawing, decide what changes you would make to the part geometry to 
avoid printing errors, and choose a build orientation for printing the part. You can suggest changes to any 
part of the geometry with the following limitations: 1) the logo must be visible and remain the same size, 
although some rounding of the edges is acceptable; 2) the front face and logo must be relatively smooth 
for aesthetic reasons; 3) the height of the part should be between 50 and 70mm; and 3) there must be one 
hole that can fit a 18 by 30mm object and four holes that can fit a 12 by 12mm object, all with a depth of 
no less than 55 mm. This is an open-ended design problem without a single “correct” solution. 
a) Make a list of all changes you would make to the model’s geometry. For each change, describe 
exactly how you would change the model geometry, and explain why you would make those 
changes, making references to the information contained in the tool. (You can include sketches, 
etc. if it makes it easier to explain the changes.)  If you used any other tools to analyze the part 
other than the WillItPrint worksheet, please mention them here. 
b) Print out and annotate the multi-view drawing of the part to show your proposed changes to the 
geometry and dimensions and upload a scan or picture of your annotated drawing with your 
homework. You can also use Adobe Acrobat to annotate the pdf electronically, and upload the 
edited pdf, if you prefer. (Alternatively, you can directly edit the Solidworks file and upload it to 
bCourses, if you are comfortable with Solidworks.) 
c) Describe and sketch the orientation you would use to print the part. Be sure to clearly describe or 
show how the key faces are oriented, relative to the build plate. Why did you choose this 
orientation? What other orientations did you consider and why was this orientation better? 
d) Write down the amount of time Problem 2 took you to complete. You will also need it later to 
state how much time you spent on this problem in your HW submission quiz, where we will ask 
about it in addition to asking about the total time HW3 took you. 
 
                                                 
2 This design is a remix of another design from Thingiverse: https://www.thingiverse.com/make:218614 
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Appendix C
DFAM worksheet
The DFAM worksheet used as a control in the usability study described in Chapter 6 is
included on the next two pages.
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 Introduction: 
This w
orksheet should serve as a helpful tool for identifying geom
etry that m
ight cause printing errors w
hen m
aking a part using fused deposition m
odeling (often called 3D
 
printing). R
ead the descriptions of different types of problem
atic geom
etry, and then follow
 the tool’s instructions on the next page for identifying geom
etry that needs to be 
changed and choosing an orientation to build your part in that best m
eets your needs. 
 C
ategory 
Problem
atic geom
etry            A
cceptable geom
etry 
D
escription 
Sm
all features 
 
Sm
all features, including holes, m
ay fail to print if they are sm
aller than 2 m
m
. Features dim
ensions 
should be equal to or larger than 2 m
m
 in all directions to ensure they w
ill print successfully and w
ill 
not break. 
 Also note that all sharp corners in your geom
etry m
ay print slightly rounded. You can avoid this by 
avoiding sharp corners. 
W
arping 
  
Long areas on build plate tend to curl or w
arp, peeling off of the build plate and potentially ruining 
your print. R
educe the length of the area touching the build plate by re-orienting the part or 
m
odifying the part geom
etry.  
 R
ounding sharp corners of the area on build plate can also help reduce w
arping. 
R
ough surfaces 
 
If a face is alm
ost but not exactly horizontal, the printed surface w
ill be rough, w
ith each printed 
layer clearly distinguishable from
 the next. This can be problem
atic w
hen it occurs on features 
w
here a sm
ooth finish is im
portant for aesthetic or functional reasons. R
e-orient the part or change 
the angle of the feature. Surfaces that are exactly horizontal, exactly vertical, or w
ithin 45deg from
 
vertical w
ill be sm
oother. 
O
verhangs 
 
Surfaces that are overhanging (i.e. are oriented dow
nw
ard) need to be supported w
ith extra 
m
aterial, called support m
aterial, that w
ill need to be rem
oved after printing. The base of your part, 
contacting the build plate, w
ill also be printed w
ith support m
aterial attached if you choose the 
"R
aft" setting w
hen printing your part. R
em
oving support m
aterial can be difficult or im
possible, 
especially from
 sm
all cavities and from
 sm
all/thin features that m
ight break during rem
oval. Also, 
rem
oving support m
aterial can ​dam
age ​the surface of the part. To avoid support m
aterial on a key 
feature, re-orient the part or change the angle of the feature. U
pw
ard facing surfaces or dow
nw
ard 
facing surfaces that are m
ore than 45deg from
 horizontal do not need support. 
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 W
obbling 
 
If there is only a sm
all area on the build plate, parts can suffer from
 vibration issues, especially if 
they are tall. Printer m
ovem
ent can cause the part to w
obble, possibly becom
ing detached from
 the 
build plate. If support m
aterial is present, it increases the area of m
aterial touching the build plate 
and helps stabilize the part. If the sum
 of the support m
aterial and part area touching the build plate 
is sm
all, it is best to re-orient the part or change the geom
etry in order to m
inim
ize part height and 
to ensure the area on the build plate is large enough to provide a stable base. 
  Instructions: 
1.
C
heck to see if any of your part features are sm
aller than 2m
m
 in any dim
ension. If there are any, the geom
etry needs to be changed to ensure every dim
ension is 
2m
m
 or larger. 
2.
C
heck if there are any sharp corners. If so, determ
ine if som
e sm
all rounding of those sharp corners is acceptable. If this is not acceptable, consider m
odifying the 
geom
etry to avoid sharp corners or choose another m
anufacturing process. 
3.
C
hoose a build orientation. Then check each of the follow
ing:  
a.
C
heck your part for sharp corners contacting the build plate. C
onsider rounding them
 to avoid w
arping. 
b.
C
heck your part for long areas contacting the build plate. If any dim
ension of the area is longer than 80 m
m
, consider shortening the geom
etry. If the 
geom
etry cannot be shortened, re-orient the part and return to Step 3. 
c.
C
heck your part for key features that are nearly but not exactly horizontal (parallel to the build plate). If it is im
portant that this feature be sm
ooth, consider 
changing the angle of the feature. Surfaces that are exactly horizontal, exactly vertical, or w
ithin 45deg from
 vertical w
ill be sm
oother. If the geom
etry 
cannot be changed, re-orient the part and return to Step 3. 
d.
C
heck your part for key features that are overhanging (pointing dow
nw
ards w
ith an angle of less than 45deg from
 horizontal). This feature w
ill need extra 
support m
aterial to be printed. If it w
ill be difficult to rem
ove the support m
aterial, or if you need a sm
ooth surface on that feature, consider changing the 
angle of the feature to be upw
ard facing or dow
nw
ard facing w
ith an angle of m
ore than 45deg from
 horizontal. If you don’t w
ant to change the geom
etry, 
re-orient the part and return to Step 3. 
e.
C
heck to see if the area of your part contacting the build plate, including any support m
aterial that w
ill be required, is enough to provide a stable base for 
your part. This is especially im
portant if your part is tall in this orientation. You should know
 how
 m
uch support m
aterial your part w
ill have in your chosen 
orientation from
 Step 4d. C
onsider changing the geom
etry to m
inim
ize the part height and m
axim
izing the base height. If you don’t w
ant to change the 
geom
etry, re-orient the part and return to Step 3. 
4.
If you’ve found an orientation and a geom
etry that have passed the above checks, congrats! Your part should print successfully.  
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